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$rom the <Dean ... 
You have come for a variety of reasons: to accelerate your program 
of study or to catch up, to complete prerequisites needed for next fall 
or take courses that might be difficult to fit into your schedule in the 
academic year, to update professional skills, or take elective courses 
you haven't had time for in the regular sessions. You should be able to 
meet these needs through the more than 500 courses offered to you. 
You have come for flexibility in scheduling. In addition to the Mon-
day through Thursday schedule, some classes are offered as work-
shops, running one or two days or others compressed into one or two 
weeks. A large number of classes are available in the morning allowing 
a block of time in the afternoon to study, complete projects or do other 
things. Some courses are offered through interactive TV and actually 
can be taken in selected sites off campus. You can choose to go for one 
five-week session or both. 
You have come for the relaxed atmosphere summer offers. Although 
classes are compressed into a shorter time, the classes tend to have 
smaller sizes, permitting a close interaction between faculty and stu-
dents. With fewer students, parking and access to facilities are easier. 
You have come for fun and beauty! The campus is never lovelier 
than during this time of year. Flowers and small "park like" areas make 
studying or socializing outdoors inviting. Musical performances enliv-
en the atmosphere and picnics are encouraged. The Outings Center at 
Atwood has equipment for rent so the lovely Minnesota outdoors can 
be enjoyed through canoeing, camping and other activities. 
If you have questions or need assistance, we'll do our best to help 
you. Drop by the summer session office in 121 Administrative Services 
Building or call us at (612)255-2113. 
Welcome to summer sessions at SC1N1! 
II Sincerely, ; Dennis Nunes 
Dean of Graduate and Continuing Studies 
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Summer Sessions Calendar 
First term: June IO-July 12 
Second term: July IS-August 16 
First summer term registration 
Tuesday, April 9-Friday, May 3--Advance registration (you must 
use a touchtone telephone). See the registration timetable for avail-
able times W 
Monday, May 6-Wednesday,June 12-Registration continues us-
ing the touchtone registration system · 
Second summer term registration 
Tuesday, April 9-Friday, May 3--Advance registration (you must 
use a touchtone telephone). See the registration timetable for 
available times 
Monday, May 6-Wednesday, July 11...:a...Registration continues/" 
using the touchtone registration system 
.f'irst summer term 
Monday, June 10 
Thursday, June 13 
Thursday,June 13 
Classes begin, deadline for 100% refund 
Late fee assessed 
Deadline for class changes 
Friday, June 14 
Tuesday,June 18 
Thursday,July 4 
Deadline for graduation applications 
Deadline for final fee payment 
Independence holiday (no classes; offices 
closed) 
Monday.June 24 Deadline for dropping course 
Friday, July 12 First summer term ends at 4:00 p.m. 
Second summer term 
Monday.July 15 Classes begin, deadline for 100% refund, 
deadline for graduation applications 
Thursday,July 18 Late fee assessed 
Thursday.July 18 Deadline for class changes 
Tuesday,July 23 Deadline for final fee payment 
Monday, July 29 Deadline for dropping courses 
Thursday, August 15 Final class day 
Friday, August 16 Hooding ceremony 
Prepared by the Office of Public Relations & Publil:ations and by Printing Ser-
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J you would like to apply for admission to 
St. Cloud State University as an undergraduate 
student, please write: 
Office of Admissions 
115 Administrative Services Building 
St. Cloud State University 
720 4th Avenue South 
St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498 
for admission information and materials. They 
also can be reached by phone: (612) 255-2243 or 
1-800-369-4260. 
Your high school counselor also may have ad-
mission information and materials. The admis-
sions office welcomes prospective students who 
wish to tour the campus and/or visit with an ad-
mission counselor. 
Graduate students pursuing admission to a 
master's or post master's program should request 
application materials by contacting: 
Office of Graduate Studies 
121 Administrative Services Bldg. 
St. Cloud State University 
720 4th Avenue South 
St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498 
Phone: (612) 255-2113 or 1-800-369-4260. 
As a HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT you may at-
tend SCSU summer sessions if you have com-
pleted your junior year of high school. You must 
provide information on your academic standing, 
with signatures from your high school counselor 
and parents. Forms are available in the Office of 
Records and Registration, AS-118. 
Students who wish to attend St. Cloud State 
University but are not pursuing a degree are au-
tomatically classified as a non-degree student. 
The data information form in the middle of 
this class schedule serves as the admission form 
for special students. As a SPECIAL STUDENT 
you may begin registration for summer on April 
25 using the last two digits of your social securi-
ty number to determine your earliest registration 
opponunity. 
If you have not attended St. Cloud State Uni-
versity recently, please fill out the data informa-
tion form in the middle of this booklet to acti-
vate your file . This will give you ready access to 
the touch tone registration system ( TtRS). 
Immunization requirement 
The Minnesota Statute (MS 135. Al4) requires 
students attending any school in Minnesota to 
show proof of immunity to measles, mumps 
rubella, diphtheria, and tetanus. Forms are avail-
able in Health Services located in Hill Hall. 
Anyone enrolled in more than one class who 
fails to submit the required information will not 
be allowed to register for any subsequent quar-
ters. Students who were born before 1957, are 
enrolled in only one class, or are enrolled in only 
extension class are exempt from this law. 
ST. CLOUD STATE 




Summer financial aid eligibility is based on 
application materials submitted for the previous 
academic year. A separate summer application is 
required; these are available in the Office of 
Scholarships and Financial Aid at the end of 
March. Students may be eligible to receive the 
following types of aid: 
1. Federal Stafford loan 
2. Federal parent loan (PLUS) 
3. Student Educational Loan Fund (SELF) 
4. Minnesota state grant 
5. Federal Pell grant 
6. Work study employment 
7. Federal unsubsidized Stafford loan 
Students must be enrolled at least half-time to 
be eligible to receive any loans. Regulations stip-
ulate that a student must be accepted into a de-
gree or cenificate program in order to be eligible 
to receive aid. Students must attend first summer 
session in order to receive aid. For more infor-
mation regarding the summer aid application 
process or application materials, contact the Of-
fice of Scholarships and Financial Ai.d, AS 106; 
(612) 255-2047. 
<fwsidential JJfe 
Single and double rooms for men, women, 
and married couples are available in the resi-
dence halls. Approximate rates will be $180 per 
person/per session for a double room and $220 
per person/per session for a single room. Daily 
rates are $11 for a double room and $16 for a 
single room. These rates are subject to change by 
action of the MnSCU Board. The residence halls 
will open for occupancy 1 :00 p.m. Sunday, June 
9 and will remain open for both summer terms. 
If you are interested in reserving a room in a res-
idence hall, you may write for application mate-
rials: 
Director of Residential Life 
St. Cloud State University 
720-4th Avenue South 
St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498 
(612) 255-2166 
During the summer terms reservations are for 
residence hall rooms only. Students should fur-
nish personal items including pillows, linens, 
and blankets for a twin size bed. Food service is 
available at Atwood Center on a cash a la carte 
basis. The halls also provide small kitchen units 
which are available for snack preparation. Room 
refrigerators may be rented. 
Campus Child Care Center 
St. Cloud State University's Campus Child 
Care Center enrolls children aged infant (2-15 
months), toddler (16-32 months), and preschool 
(33 months-5 years). During the summer ses-
sions, services are available from 7:00 a. m. to 
4:00 p. m., Monday through Thursday. 
••••••••••••••• 
The center is licensed by the Minnesota De-
panment of Human Services to serve 57 full-
time equivalent children. There is high demand 
for these limited spaces. Currently enrolled chil-
dren have an enrollment priority for the next 
quaner. Please keep this in mind and make your 
arrangements early. 
Because many summer session students at-
tend SCSU only during the summer, we main-
tain a "summer only" waiting list, as well as our 
regular external waiting list. Therefore, when 
making your summer child care arrangements, 
be sure to specify that your needs are for the 
summer only in your initial contact with the 
center. 
For more information and registration forms, contact: 
Campus Child Care Center 
122 Engineering and Computing Center 
St. Cloud State University 
720 4th Avenue South 
St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498 
(612) 255-3296 
Jf ealth insurance 
The Minnesota State Colleges and Universities 
(MnSCU) system traditionally has sponsored a 
student health insurance plan underwritten by a 
private insurance company. If you are not cov-
ered by your parent's plan or do not have an in-
dividual plan, you should consider the system 
sponsored plan. However, at the time of printing 
this bulletin, the extent of coverage and the cost 
of premiums has not been determined. 
Should you need medical insurance, please check 
with Health Services for further information. 
Health Services 
Hill Hall 
St. Cloud State University 
720-4th Avenue South 
St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498 
(612) 255-3191 
SC$V policy statement on non-
discrimination in employment 
and education opportunity 
St. Cloud State University is committed to a 
policy of nondiscrimination in employment and 
education opportunity. No person will be dis-
criminated against in the terms and conditions of 
employment, personal practices or student ac-
cess to and participation in programs, services 
and activities with regard to race, sex, color, 
creed, religion, age, national origin, disability, 
marital status, status with regard to public assis-
tance, sexual orientation or membership or ac-
tivity in a local commission as defined by law. 
Harassment based on race , sex, color, religion, 
age, national origin, disability or sexual prefer-
ence is a form of discrimination and is prohibit-
ed by this policy. 
Sexual harassment and 
sexual i.,iolence policies 
MnSCU and SCSU policies and procedures 
forbid sexual harassment and sexual violence 
and provide for the reponing, investigation, and 
disposition of such incidents. Incidents of sexual 
harassment are to be reported to the Affirmative 
Action Office, AS 209 (654-5123). Incidents of 
sexual assault or violence are to be reported to 
the Womens Center, Colbert House North (255-
4958), Campus Security, AS 102 (255-3453), or 
the St. Cloud Police (911). Copies of sexual ha-
rassment and sexual violence policies are avail-
able in the above named SCSU offices. 
'[<f;yt) seroice 
TDD (Telecommunication Device for the 
Deaf) service is available at (612) 255-2168 from 
8:00 a. m. to 4:00 p. m. for the hearing impaired 
to assist them in registering over the Touchtone 
system. 
CJ>arking 
During both summer terms, parking in all 
student lots is free of charge. A pay lot also is 
available for parking at a rate of fifty cents per 
hour. Students are not permitted to park in fac-
ulty/staff lots. 
library 
The Leaming Resources Center, located in 
Centennial Hall, provides learning materials in 
both print and non-print form. 
The library has a computerized catalog 
known as the PAl.5 system. Through it you may 
search not only the holdings in St. Cloud, but 
those of every other member of the MnSCU sys-
tem as well as a number of other libraries. The 
LRC is a regional depository for government 
documents and maps and has an extensive 
videotape collection as well as the usual collec-
tion of books and journals-many on micro-
fiche. 
Computers and multimedia equipment are 
available for students to access information, 
word process papers, and create speaker-support 
visuals. 
Students also may access a number of data-
bases from the computers in the reference sec-
tion and still others are available on CD ROM. 
Minitex, the state inter-library loan system, will 
help students secure information from sources 
not available in this library 
Information for these services is available at 
the third floor reference desk. 
Summer hours for the Learning Resources 
Center are as follows: 
Monday-Thursday 7:45 a.m.-8:45 p.m. 
Friday 7:45 a.m.-3:45 p.m. 
Saturday Closed 
Sunday 5:00 p.m.-8:45 p.m. 
Changes in hours due to holidays will be 
posted. 
ficademic Computer Seroices 
Microcomputer labs, available to all students, 
are located in: 
Academic Computer Services-ECC 101 
LRS-Centennial Hall 2nd floor 
Business Bldg. (2nd floor) 
Stewart Hall (3rd floor, east) 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Riverview (basement) 
Education Bldg. (first floor) 
Hands-on computer training is available in 
the Beehive (ECC 103). Workshops are offered 
on E-Mail, Internet access, Intro to the Macin-
tosh, Intro to DOS/Windows and WordPerfect. 
Schedules can be picked up in ECC 103 or the 
second floor of the library 
Summer hours are as follows: 
Monday-Thursday 7:30 a.m.-7:30 p.m. 
Friday 7:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m. 
Saturday Closed 
Sunday 4:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m. 




fidmission to major require-
ment for adrance registration 
Undergraduate students with 128 or more 
earned credits must be formally admitted to an 
academic major to access the touchtone registra-
tion system (TtRS) during the advance registra-
tion period. Students who transferred 92 or 
more credits at the time of admission may earn 
an additional 36 credits at SCSU before admis-
sion a major is required. 
Formal admission requirements may vary ac-
cording to academic program . Check with the 
specific academic department for admission pro-
cedures. 
Credit limit 
GRADUATE STUDENTS (any student regis-
tered for a graduate course) : The maximum 
credit limit is 16, not to exceed nine credits in 
any one summer term. Students wishing to ex-
ceed this limit must secure permission from their 
adviser and the Dean of Graduate Studies, AS-
121 by means of a petition. 
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS: The maxi-
mum credit limit is 20, not to exceed 10 credits in 
any one summer term. Undergraduate students ac-
cepted in a major program who wish to exceed the 
limit must secure permission in advance of regis-
tration from the college dean. Students not accept-
ed in a major must secure permission from the as-
sistant vice president for academic affairs, AS 209. 
Grading option 
SU/REQ=Satisfactory/unsatisfactory grading is 
required 
Either=Student has the option of electing an 
SIU grade or the conventional letter grade. 
This option must be made by the end of the 
second class meeting. 
All other classes will be graded on the A, B, C, 




All schools that process fmancial aid are re-
quired by federal and state regulations to have a 
satisfactory academic progress policy The policy 
defines the standard a student must maintain in 
order to be eligible to receive financial aid. Each 
schools policy must be in compliance with feder-
al guidelines, but each school defines their own 
policy within those guidelines. SCSUs satisfactory 
academic progress policy has three major factors 
that are taken into account in determining a stu-
dents standing: 
1. A minimum number of credits earned based 
on the number of quarters a student has at-
tended school (including schools from which 
students transferred credits). 
2. A minimum grade point average requirement, 
which is based only on SCSU credits. 
3. A maximum time frame in which to earn a 
degree. Students will have up to 16 quarters 
of full-time equivalent attendance to earn a 
bachelors degree. This includes all quarters of 
attendance-whether or not the student re-
ceived aid. After a student has enrolled for the 
equivalent of 16 full-time quarters he/she is 
no longer eligible to receive aid for a first 
bachelors degree. The maximum time frame 
of eligibility for post-baccalaureate or gradu-
ate students is different than that for under-
graduate students. 
For more details regarding SCSU's satisfactory 
academic progress policy for financial aid recipi-
ents, contact the Office of Scholarships and Fi-
nancial Aid, AS 106, (612) 255-2047. 
<Probation 
Academic probation: Students who are on "aca-
demic probation" spring quarter may not register 
before June 6 for summer sessions. 
Normal progress: Students who are on "normal 
progress" probation may register according to the 
registration timetable for summer sessions. 
<Program requirements 
EARNED CREDIT HOUR REQUIREMENT: A 
student must have completed the required num-
















MKGB 429 160 credits 
SSCI 470 45 credits 
All other College of Business 300- and 400 
level courses have an 80 credit minimum re-
quirement. 
MAJOR STUDENTS ONLY: To enroll in courses 
listed as MAJOR STUDENTS ONLY, you must be 
Summer Sessions 
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officially admitted to a major, minor, or program 
in that department. 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION MAJORS: A stu-
dent must have a GPA of at least 2.5 to register for 
the following classes: 
ED220,323,340,346,351,371,372,399, 
441,442,443,445,499 
PE 392 HETS 498 
MATH 250 MUSE 201 
SSCI 320 BIOL 326 
CHEM 327 HIST 346 
GEOG 376 ART 296 
Students must be admitted to the major to 
enroll in the Reading Block (ED 399), Methods 
Block (ED 499), Integrated Block I (ED 399), 
and Integrated Block II (ED 499). Pre-profes-
sional skill test (PPST) results are required to en-
roll in most 300-400-level education courses. In-
formation on PPST can be obtained in the Col-
lege of Education dean's office, EB A-110. 
College of <Business 
requirements 
A student must have a GPA of at least 2.0 and 
24 credits completed to enroll in ACCT 291, 
292,293; BCIS 240 and 241; MKGB 235. To en-
roll in 300 and 400 level courses offered by the 
College of Business, a student must be admittfd 
to any major, have completed at least 80 credits, 
and have a 2.65 GPA. Students admitted to a 
nonbusiness major or minor requiring 300-400 
level business courses may apply for an exemp-
tion from the department chairperson of the de-
sired class if they do not have a 2.65 GPA. This 
permission must be approved by the department 
chairperson prior to attempting to register. 
MGMT 368 is exempt from these rules. 
Mathematics assessment 
Prior to registering for MATH 130, 131 , or 
133, students must have taken the assessment 
test. If students enroll in MATH 131 or MATH 
133 without having taken the mandatory assess-
ment test, their enrollment will be administra-
tively deleted 
EXEMPTION: All students who tested after 
3/14/94, or who have completed MA TH 130 with 
a grade of "C" or better, need not retake this test. 
Students who transferred in credit for MATH 
130 or who received a grade of "Pass" in MATH 
130 MUST TAKE THIS TEST 
If you wish to register for one of these classes, 
TAKE THE ASSESSMENT TEST PRIOR TO 
ATTEMPTING TO REGISTER. The testing 
schedule will be published in the University 
Chronicle and posted outside the mathematics 
department office, ECC 139. 
ST. CLOUD STATE 





$49 .50 per credit (on campus) 
$60. 00 per credit (off campus) 
Undergraduate non-resident: 
$107. 50 per credit 
Graduate resident: 
$75 .60. per credit (on campus) 
$86.55 per credit (off campus) 
Graduate non resident: 
$119. 75 per credit 
Non-resident tuition does not apply to work-
shop, extension or tour credits. 
:Pees: 
The student union/activities fee is $8. 51 per 
credit (this fee does not apply to workshop, exten-
sion or tour cn:dits). 
MSUSA (Minnesota State University Students 
Association)-$.15 per credit. This fee applies to 
all credits. 
Academic computer fee -$1.00 per credit 
TUITION AND FEES ARE SUBJECT TO 
CHANGE. 
/Ji'ee payment information 
ADVANCE REGISTRATION: 
April 9-May 3 
Fee statements for first and second summer 
terms will be mailed on May 6, 1996 to the local 
address on file . Students are responsible for hav-
ing the correct address on file. Address changes 
can be made in the records office, AS-120. All 
students have the option of paying the full 
amount of tuition and fees charged or a mini-
mum of $ 100 by May 30 for first term classes 
and a minimum of $100. 00 by July 3 for second 
term classes to reserve the class schedule. [f pay-
ment is not received by May 30 for the first term 
and July 3 for the second term, the class sched-
ule will be cancelled. 
REGISTRATION/ADDING CLASSES (First 
term): May 6--June 10: Fee statements for all 
registrations entered from May 6 through June 10 
for first summer term will be mailed on June 11. 
Payment for tuition must be received by June 18 
to reserve classes scheduled. Tuition must be paid 
in full by June 18 for first term classes to avoid 
late fees. If full payment is not received by this 
date, the class schedule will be cancelled. 
REGISTRATION AFTERJUNE 10: Full pay-
ment of tuition and fees for all first term classes 
must be received at the time of registration. 
REGISTRATION/ADDING CLASSES 
(Second term): May 6--July 15 A billing will be 
mailed on July 16 for all registrations entered from 
May 6 through July 15 for second summer term. 
••••••••••••••• 
Payment for tuition must be received by July 23 to 
reserve classes scheduled. Tuition must be paid in 
full by July 23 for second term classes to avoid 
late fees. If full payment is not received by this 
date, the class schedule will be cancelled. 
REGISTRATION AFTERJULY 15: Full payment 
of tuition and fees for all second term classes must 
be received during registration. Payments may be 
mailed to: 
Cashiers Office AS-122 
St. Cloud State University 
720 4th Avenue South 
St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498 
RE-REGISTRATION AFTER CANCELLATION 
FOR NON-PAYMENT: If the class schedule was 
cancelled by the university for non-payment on 
June 24 for the first term or July 29 for the second 
term, the student must re-register for all classes on 
the schedule at the time of cancellation. 
!/{_efunds · 
DAYTIME STUDENTS: 
MnSCU system regulations stipulate that stu-
dents are responsible for paying tuition and fees 
for those courses and credits for which they are 
enrolled when classes begin at 7 :30 a. m ., June 
11, first term, and July 16, second term. To re-
ceive a refund for the dropped portion of their 
class schedule, students must drop classes no 
later than June 10 (first term) and July 15 (sec-
ond term). After these dates, unless the student's 
class schedule is reduced by the university, no 
reduction in charges will be issued for dropped 
classes. 
Students withdrawing completely from all 
course work will have their tuition fee charges 
reduced by the following schedule: 
First session 




After June 25 
Second session 















TDD/ITY: The Minnesota Relay 
Service(612) 297-5353 or 1-800-
627-3529 
EVENING STUDENTS: Students who registered 
for evening classes only and are withdrawing com-
pletely from all course work will have their 
charges reduced by the following schedule: 
Prior to 2nd class meeting 100 percent 
Prior to 3rd class meeting: 75 percent 
Prior to 4th class meeting: 50 percent 
Prior to 5th class meeting: 25 percent 
After the 5th class meeting, No reduction 
in charges 
SHORT COURSES: No reduction in charges will 
be made for short courses after the beginning of 
that course. Short courses are defined as courses 
with a duration of less than two and one-half 
weeks. 
$inancial aid 
All financial aid awards will be distributed at 
the beginning of the first summer term on June 
12, 1996 based on enrollment and payment for 
both terms. If a refund is issued for the second 
summer term, it may be necessary to repay some 
or all of the award based on enrollment status. 
LATE FEES/ADD FEES: Classes registered for af-
ter the beginning of each term are late and subject 
to a surcharge in accordance with the following 
schedule: 
FIRST TERM: 
Reg. date Late fee 
June 13-17 $25.00 
After June 17 $35.00 
Added classes: Late fee 
June 13-17 $10.00 
After June 17 $15.00 
SECOND TERM: 
Reg. date Late fee 
July 18-22 $25.00 
After July 22 $35.00 
Added classes: Late fee 
July 18-22 $10.00 
After July 22 $15.00 
••••••••••••••••••••• •• •••••••• 
<f{_ebates for interns 
and student teachers 
You may apply for a rebate of a portion of the 
student union and activities fees you have paid if 
your duty station is located more than 50 miles 
from St. Cloud (as defined by the State of Min-
nesota mileage chart). Forms are available in the 
Office of Records and Registration, AS-117. Ap-
plications must be returned no later than the fi-
nal day of the second summer term. 
Graduation 
Although students may officially complete a 
degree during summer, there WILL NOT be a 
summer commencement ceremony 
Undergraduate students wishing to partic-
ipate in a commencement ceremony are invited 
to participate in the preceding spring or the fol-
lowing fall commencement ceremony by con-
tacting the Office of Records and Registration, AS 
118 for the necessary forms. Please refer to the 
calendar in the Undergraduate Bulletin for the 
Graduation Application deadlines. 
A hooding ceremony for graduate students 
will be held in the Atwood Theatre Lounge and 
Ballroom on Friday, August 16, 1996. Informa-
tion and reservation forms will be sent to stu-
dents after the deadline for graduation applica-
tions. Applications for graduation should be 
mailed or brought to the Office of Graduate 
Studies, AS-121, St. Cloud State University, 720 
4th 
Avenue South, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498. 
SUMMER DEADLINES FOR 
GRADUATION APPLICATIONS ARE: 
FIRST TERM JUNE 14, 1996 




What is the touchtone 
registration system ('ft<f{_SJ? 
At St. Cloud State the vast majority of enrollment 
requests are processed using the touchtone regis-
tration system by calling (612)654-5288. 
Touchtone registration is one component of 
the Office of Records and Registration's voice re-
sponse system. The voice response system will 
allow you to add classes, drop classes, verify 
your class schedule, search for open classes, and 
confirm your assigned registration time using a 
touchtone telephone. 
You are responsible for all transactions and 
adjustments to your class schedule and all finan-
cial and academic consequences that result from 
that schedule. You are responsible for all charges 
associated with phone calls. Calls may be moni-
tored/recorded for security and evaluations. 
You may access the touchtone registration sys-
tem as often as you wish. Each call is limited to 
ten minutes. If no entry is made within 45 sec-
onds after being connected to TtRS, the call will 
be terminated. 
<Preparation for using 'ft<f{_S 
STEP 1. Read all instructions regarding academ-
ic and procedural requirements. The Office of 
Records and Registration personnel will be 
able to answer your questions on the "HELP" 
line regarding registration procedures (612) 
255-3936. 
STEP 2. Select your desired classes for the spe-
cific summer term. Requests for summer are 
processed as two separate terms. The Under-
graduate Bulletin and general education check 
list are helpful when selecting required classes 
for undergraduate programs. For graduate 
program requirements, consult the Graduate 
Bulletin, your adviser or personnel in the Of-
fice of Graduate Studies, 121 Administrative 
Services Bldg. 
STEP 3. If you are an undergraduate student 
currently enrolled in day classes and wish to 
advance register for the next term, you must 
see your academic adviser if you are not yet 
admitted to a major program. You are ex-
pected to make an appointment to see your 
adviser at least one day before your earliest as-
signed registration time. Your adviser will have 
your registration permit which will indicate 
your unique registration access code. Advisers 
are assigned to assist in the selection of cours-




If you are an undergraduate student with 128 
or more earned credits you must be formally 
admitted to an academic major program to access 
the touchtone registration system during the ad-
vance registration period. Students wo trans-
ferred 92 or more credits at the time of admission 
may earn an additional 36 credits at SCSU before 
admission to a major is required. 
Formal admission requirements may vary ac-
cording to academic program. Check with the 
specific adademic department for admission pro-
cedures. 
STEP 4. Check the registration timetable on 
page 7 for your earliest registration time. Reg-
istration is permitted any time after your pub-
lished time. State and Federal laws do not allow 
the Office of Records and Registration to release 
your registration time via the telephone. You may 
submit a written request to the Office of Records 
and Registration, AS-117. 
STEP 5 All financial, academic, and other 
"holds" must be cleared before adding classes. 
Since it may take up to three working days for 
"holds" to be removed, it is imponant that you 
pay all financial obligations as soon as the 
obligation becomes due. A late payment will 
mean a delay in accessing the touchtone regis-
tration system. 
STEP 6. For the best possible class selection, 
you should call the touchtone registration.sys-
tem as soon as possible after your earliest reg-
istration time. 
flow does touchtone 
regi,stration work? 
All entries must be made by touchtone telephone. 
If you wish to add a class, press 2 (A). The 
voice response will ask you to enter seven dig-
its: the depanment number, class number and 
section number. The voice response will indi-
cate if the class was added. The system has an 
automatic drop feature. If you add a different 
section of an already scheduled class, the du-
plicate (first) section will automatically be 
dropped. For example, if you currently are 
enrolled in BIOL 101, section 4, and wish to 
add section 6, it will not be necessary to drop 
section 4 before attempting to add section 6. 
Simply use the add (2) feature, adding section 
6. If that section is open and does not create a 
time conflict with an already scheduled class, 
section 6 will be added and section 4 will au-
tomatically be dropped from your class sched-
ule. A message will verify the transaction. 
If you wish to drop or withdraw from a class, 
press 3 (D). The voice response will ask you 
to enter seven digits: the department number, 
class number and section number. The voice 
response will indicate if the class was 
dropped (see "Dropping classes"). 
ST. CLOUD STATE 
U N V E R S T y 
If you wish to speak to someone when you 
need assistance, press 4 (H). You also may 
call (612) 255-3936 for help without access-
ing the voice response system. The HELP line 
will be staffed 8:00--4:00, Monday-Friday. 
If you wish to obtain a listing of your class 
schedule, press 5 (L). The voice response sys-
tem will list all your scheduled classes as well 
as meeting times and classroom. This feature 
may be used any time through the end of the 
term .. 
If you wish a menu of all voice response op-
tions, press 6 (M). 
If you wish to search for an open class or see 
if a specific section is open, press 7 (S). By 
entering section)) the voice response will in-
dicate up to five open sections and if an open 
section conflicts with any other class on your 
schedule. If you wish to interrupt the search 
because you do not require a listing of any 
additional open sections, simply enter any ac-
tion code; for instance, press 2 to add a class. 
Searching for open classes must be done sep-
arately for ~ach summer term. 
If you wish to terminate your call, press 8 (T). 
If you wish to drop or withdraw from ALL 
classes in your schedule, press 9 (W). Listen 
carefully to the voice response to make cer-
tain your class(es) have been dropped before 
you hangup. 
If you wish the touchtone registration system 
to repeat the last message, press •• (the star 
• symbol twice). 
If you wish to cancel the current input be-
cause you made an error or changed your 
mind, do not hang up, press *# (the star * 
symbol and then the pound# symbol). This 
will work only if you have not completed the 
entire entry This can be used anytime be-
tween Step 3 and Step SA on the worksheet. 
If you wish to cancel the current input be-
cause you made an error or changed your 
mind and wish to return to an action code 
press *8* (the star* symbol, 8 key, and the ' 
star * symbol). This can be used anytime after 
you have passed Step 6 on the worksheet. 
Interrupting 'ft<f{_S prompts 
As you become more familiar with the sys-
tem, you will often know what to do without 
needing to hear the entire prompt. By pressing 
any action code you will interrupt the prompt. 
For example, if you wish to interrupt the search 
since you do not require a listing of any addi-
tional open sections, simply enter any action 
code; for instance, press 2 to add a class. You 
should always listen to your class schedule be-
fore terminating your call. 
'fechnical difficulty 
If the touchtone registration system experi-
ences extended technical difficulty, the hours of 
operation may be extended until 8:50 p. m. in 
the evening and/or the weekend time schedule 
(see the registration timetable on page 7). 
••••••••••••••• 
fidding classes 
Registration is governed by priority and credit 
hours completed. You may add (register) anytime 
AFTER your earliest scheduled registration time. 
All adds after June 12 for first summer term or 
July 17 for second summer term must be 
processed in 117 Administrative Services Build-
ing. Late fees will apply. 
<lJropping classes 
Courses dropped BEFORE June 11 for first 
summer term or BEFORE July 16 for second 
summer term will not appear on the transcript. 
Courses dropped June 11 through June 24 for 
first summer term or July 16 through July 29 for 
second summer term will appear on the tran-
script with a grade of "W'-withdrawal. 
.Non-attendance 
If you register for a class(es) and stop attend-
ing without officially dropping or withdrawing 
from the class(es), you will be responsible for 
payment of the class(es) and receive a grade of 
"F" for the class(es). 
cJ>riority regi,stration 
Priority registration is granted for the following 
groups of students: students with disabilities, stu-
dents admitted to graduate level programs, stu-
dents admitted to the Nonh Hennepin Nursing 
program, and students admitted to the honors 
program in good standing with 44 SCSU credits 
completed who have been "approved" by the Di-
rector of Honors. Students in the above groups 
may register at the time indicated in the registra-
tion timetable or anytime after that time. If stu-
dents with disabilities need assistance with regis-
tration, please contact the Office of Records and 
Registration, 117 Administrative Services Bldg. 
<Personal L <lJ. number 
The month and year of birth will be your 
personal ID number for Touchtone registration 
purposes. If you wish to select a more unique 
four-digit ID number, come to 117 Administra-
tive Services Building to change this number. 
A picture ID will be required for identification 
purposes to make this change. 
'ferrn code 
You will be asked to enter a term code. First 
Summer Term is 1, Second Summer Term is 2. If 
you enter an incorrect "active" term code, you 
must enter an 8 to terminate that term and an 
additional 8 to be allowed to enter the correct 
term code. Process all requests for a term, then 
select the next term. Requests for both summer 
terms may be processed in a single phone call. 
fidr;iser access code 
If you are an undergraduate student, current-
ly enrolled in day classes and not yet officially 
admitted to a major, you must pick up a permit 
to register from your adviser before you attempt 
to register. Your registration permit will indicate 
your earliest registration time (see the registra-
tion timetable) as well as your four-digit access 
code. The access code is used only once for each 
term and is not required after April 26, 1996. 
PREBUSINESS STUDENTS. All prebusiness stu-
dents must obtain their adviser's access code in the 
Business Building, Room 123 the day before they 
register for classes. Advisers will be available start-
ing April 9, 8:00 a. m.-4:00 p. m. 
'Time conflict 
You must not schedule a time conflict (two 
courses meeting at the same time) without per-
mission from one of the department chairper-
sons involved. Obtain approval from one of the 
involved departments prior to using the touch-
tone registration system. Using TtRS, enroll in 
the non-approved class first, subsequently enter-
ing the approved class. Sequence is important. 
<Permission required 
Pre-authorization of the department chairper-
son is needed for all classes listed as "Permission 
Required." Approval must be requested from the 
department chairperson. Pre-authorization must 
be processed by the department personnel. After 
the pre-authorization has been processed by the 
academic department, the student must then 
enroll in the class using the touchtone registra-
tion system. 
PRE-REQUISITE: An asterisk (*) behind the 
department name indicates there is a pre-requisite 
for this particular course. For details, see the 
Undergraduate Bulletin or the Graduate Bulletin. 
CO-REQUISITE: If a course lists a co-requisite, 
you must register for both classes. All co-requisite 
requests must be processed through the "HELP" 
line, press action code 4 or dial (612) 255-3936, 
to register for a class with a co-requisite. The 
"HELP" line is staffed 8:00-4:00, Monday 
through Friday. 
firranged and independent 
study classes 
Arranged classes (not regularly scheduled) 
and independent study classes require a form 
completed by the instructor of the class and the 
chairperson of the department. The touchtone 
registration system may not be used to register 
for these classes. Forms are available in 117 
Administrative Services Bldg. (612) 255-3936. 
Y?ariable credit 
A course listed with VR credit means the 
number of credits must be approved by the in-
structor and department chairperson. Forms are 
available from the department chairperson and 
must be submitted to registration personnel in 
117 Administrative Services Bldg. It is not possi-
ble to process variable credit enrollment using 
the touchtone registration system. 
fiuditing 
If you are auditing a class (enrolling for no 
credit), register for the class using TtRS; then 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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Summer 1996, touchtone registration timetable 
Credit hours completed are 6:00 171 April22 8:00 76 
equal or greater than: (You 7:00 170 9:00 74 
may refster anytime after April 15 8:00 169 10:00 72 
your sc eduled time) 9:00 168 11:00 70 
10:00 167 12:00 68 
Access is governed by prior- 11:00 166 1:00 66 
ity, number of earned cred- 12:00 165 2:00 64 
its and for some groupings 1:00 164 3:00 62 
the last two digits of your 2:00 163 4:00 60 
Social Security number. 3:00 162 5:00 58 
April 9 8:00 
4:00 161 6:00 56 
5:00 160 7:00 54 
Students with disabilities 6:00 159 April23 8:00 52 
Priority Last two digits 
7:00 158 9:00 50 
April 16 8:00 157 10:00 48 
of SS noumber. 9:00 156 11:00 46 
April 9 9:00 55-59 10:00 155 12:00 44 
10:00 60-64 11:00 154 1:00 42 
11 :00 65-69 12:00 153 2:00 40 
12:00 70-74 1:00 152 3:00 38 
1:00 75-79 2:00 151 4:00 36 
2:00 80-84 3:00 150 5:00 34 
3:00 85-89 4:00 149 6:00 32 
4:00 90-94 5:00 148 7:00 30 
5:00 95-99 6:00 147 April24 8:00 28 
6:00 00-04 
7:00 05-09 
7:00 146 9:00 25 
April 17 8:00 145 10:00 22 
April 10 8:00 10-14 9:00 144 11:00 20 
9:00 15-19 10:00 143 12:00 18 
10:00 20-24 11:00 142 1:00 16 
11:00 25-29 12:00 140 2:00 14 
12:00 30-34 1:00 138 3:00 12 
1:00 35-39 2:00 136 4:00 10 
2:00 40-44 3:00 134 5:00 8 
3:00 45-49 4:00 132 6:00 5 
4:00 50-54 5:00 130 7:00 0 
Earned credit hours 6:00 128 
Aprill0 5:00 220 
7:00 126 Non-degree students 
6:00 215 
April 18 8:00 124 Last two digits 
9:00 122 of SS noumber. 
7:00 210 10:00 120 April25 8:00 80-85 
April 11 8:00 205 11:00 118 9:00 86-91 
9:00 200 12:00 116 10:00 92-97 
10:00 198 1:00 114 11:00 98-03 11:00 196 2:00 112 12:00 04-09 
12:00 194 3:00 110 1:00 10-15 1:00 192 4:00 108 2:00 16-21 
2:00 190 5:00 106 3:00 22-27 
3:00 188 6:00 104 4:00 28-32 
4:00 186 7:00 102 5:00 33-38 
5:00 184 April 19 8:00 100 6:00 39-44 
6:00 183 
7:00 182 
9:00 98 7:00 45-49 
10:00 96 April 26 8:00 50-55 
Aprill2 8:00 181 11:00 94 9:00 56-61 
9:00 180 12:00 92 10:00 62-67 
10:00 179 1:00 90 11:00 68-73 
11:00 178 2:00 88 12:00 74-79 
12:00 177 3:00 86 
1:00 176 4:00 84 After 1:00 p.m. on April 2:00 175 
3:00 174 
5:00 82 26, TtRS will be available 
6:00 80 4:00 173 7:00 78 without the priority and 
5:00 172 credit hour restrictions. 
Summer Sessions 
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enter 4 (HELP line) for the action 
code, or call (612) 255-3936 to re-
quest audit status. Please inform us 
if you are a senior citizen so charges 
can be amended. To change to au-
dit after the second instructional 
day, written permission from the 
dean of the college must be pro-
cessed in AS-117. 
Jiolds 
Students who have a past due 
financial obligation may not register 
for classes. All past due financial 
obligations must be satisfied at least 
three working days before attempt-
ing to register. If you are concerned 
whether you have any holds, check 
in the Office of Records and Regis-
tration, AS-117. Hold status infor-
mation will not be released without 
a picture ID. 
Mi~use of the 
registration system 
A student who registers for a 
class with the intent to "save" the 
class for another student will be 
subject to disciplinary action. The 
student who adds this "saved" class 
will also be subject to disciplinary 
action by the university. 
.Final exams 
Final examination times are an-
nounced in class by the instructor. 
Grade reports 
Grades for BOTH first and sec-
ond summer terms will be mailed 
to the address you indicated during 
the last week of August. 
Change of address 
If you change your address at 
any time, please notify us by send-
ing a completed "Change of Ad-
dress" form or letter indicating your 
name, social security number, and 
new address to the Office of 
Records and Registration, AS 120. 
This will ensure that you will re-
ceive your grades and any other 
correspondence from the university 
promptly. Please make sure to sign 
your request. 
FIRST SUMMER TERM 
May 6-June 12 Registration contin-
ues, no adviser access code needed, 
no credit hour restrictions. 
June 13 All adds for 1st term must 
be rrocessed in AS-117, late fees 
wil apply, must pre-pay All drops 
are done using the touchtone regis-
tration system. 
After June 13 Late Add Permission 
required from department, all adds 
must be processed in AS-117, late 
fees will apply, must pre-pay. All 
drops must be done using the 
touchtone registration system. 
June 24 Last day to withdraw from 
1st term. You must use the touch-
tone registration system. 
SECOND SUMMER TERM 
May 6-July 17 Registration contin-
ues, no adviser access code needed, 
no credit hour restrictions. 
July 18 All adds for 2nd term must 
be rrocessed in AS-11 7, late fees 
wil apply, must pre-pay All drops 
are done using the touchtone regis-
tration system. 
After July 18 Late add permission 
required from department, all adds 
must be processed in AS-117, late 
fees will apply, must pre-pay All 
drops must be done using the 
touchtone registration system. 
July 29 Last day to withdraw from 
2nd term. You must use the touch-
tone registration system. 
TtRS (612) 654-5288 
Available 7:30 a.m.-7:50 
p.m. Monday-Friday 
Fall schedules will be avail-
able in the main lobby of the 
Administrative Services 





ST. CLOUD STATE 
UNIVERS T y 
••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Special Summer Courses 
For registration information about these courses, please consult the 
course listings in the back of this schedule. 
ART-Department 84 focus on the learning cycle to design age 
Art 211,311,411,409 (sec. Ol) (4 er.) appropriate instruction. The interest, natur-
Mixed Media Collage and Abstract al curiosity, and creativity of young children 
Drawing Workshop will be the focus of this hands-on, minds-
Instructor: Virginia Bradley on course. 
This class will stress a mixed media ap-
proach to collage and abstract drawing. 
Students will work on a series of works that 
stress personal vision and technique. Stu-
dents will work in class and participate in 
critiques. 
BIOLOGY-Department 22 
BIOL 491/591 (sec. 01) (3 er.) 
Field Studies in Biology-Isle Royale 
Instructor: John Peck 
National history and wilderness manage-
ment of Isle Royale. This park is famous for 
wolf-moose studies. Backpacking. 
BIOL 348 (sec. OI) (4 er.) 
Aquatic Biology 
Instructor: Keith Knutson 
Introduction to Minnesota lake diversity 
with an emphasis in ecosystem productivi-
ty, species diversity, and lake classification. 
All day field trip to Lake Superior and other 
waters for water quality assessment. Gradu-
ate students may register for BIOL 610 in-
dependent study. (Contact Dr. Knutson pri-
or to registration for a pre-course project 
packet.) 
CHILD AND FAMILY 
STUDIES-Department 23 
CFS 405/505 (sec. 01) (3 er.) 
Kindergarten for the 21st Century 
lnstructor: Dixie Purdom 
This course is designed to help students 
understand the development (cognitive, 
emotional, physical, and social) of kinder-
garten children and how this development 
affects what should be happening in the 
kindergarten classroom. The primary em-
phasis will be on developmentally appro-
priate education as defined by the National 
Association for the Education of Young 
Children. In addition to examining various 
kindergarten curriculum, the course will 
explore issues related to multiple learning 
styles, inclusive classrooms, and English as 
a second language. 
CFS 405/505 (sec. 02) (2 er.) 
Music, Movement and Literature 
Instructor: Marcelyn Smale 
Techniques and materials for sharing music 
with children ages 2 to 8 with emphasis on 
music's value for artistic impression, intel-
lectual growth, and social development. 
Ties between music, movement, and litera-
ture will be explored. 
CFS 405/505 (sec. 03) (2 er.) 
Young Children Experience Science 
Instructor: Bev Kochrnann 
Participants will experience science through 
the eyes of a young child. This course will 
COMMUNICATION 
DISORDERS-Dept. 16 
CDIS 515 (sec. 01) (1 er.) 
Pervasive Developmental Disorders 
Instructor: Robbie Gunther 
Current information, procedures, and tech-
niques used with children exhibiting autis-
tic behaviors and pervasive developmental 
disorders. Emphasis on assessment and in-
tervention strategies used by speech-lan-
guage pathologists and other interdiscipli-
nary team members. Content appropriate 
for special educators, early childhood spe-
cialists, classroom teachers and SLPs. 
CDIS 515 (sec. 02) (2 er.) 
Sensory Integration 
Instructor Karen Scholl 
Structured to provide an overview of neu-
rophysiological components through which 
individuals organize and retrieve sensory 
infonnation, an assessment format for de-
termining dysfunction and practical guide-
lines to structure individual and group 
learning to enhance sensory integration. 
CDIS 515 (sec. 03) (2 er.) 
Developmental Apraxia of Speech 
Instructor: Jerry Lavoi 
A short course designed to provide current 
information on the assessment and inter-
vention strategies utilized with children 
who evidence motor programming and se-




ESCI 330 (sec. OI) (3 er.) 
Environmental Earth Sciences 
Instructor: Garry Anderson 
A field based examination of environmental 
problems that exist in the central Minneso-
ta area. Activities will include field trips to 
coal, nuclear, and hydroelectric power 
plants, wetlands in development areas, san-
itary landfills and industrial contamination 
sites. An examination of ground water sys-
tems and pollution problems associated 
with an industrial park will be integrated 
with the other activities. 
ENGLISH-Department 55 
ENGL 538 (sec. 01) (3 er.) 
Mississippi River Creative Writing 
Workshop in Poetry and Fiction 
Instructor: William Meissner 
The first week will include discussions of 
poetry and fiction writing techniques. Daily 
student writing experiments will also take 
place. During the second week one pub-
lished writer will visit each day to discuss 
his/her writing and to answer questions 
concerning writing techniques. 
ENGL 558 (sec. 01) (3 er.) Topics in 
Teaching Composition: Teaching Writing 
Instructor: Chris Gordon 
This two week workshop will cover current 
composition topics for 7th-12th grade pre-
service and in-service English/Language 
Ans teachers. The workshop will involve 
text set presentations, writing, and play-
writing, appropriate for middle school, ju-
nior high, and high school students will be 
stressed. Evaluation methods such as 
rubrics and ponfolios will be discussed. 
ENGL 569 (sec. 01) (4 er.) Seminar in 
Literary Forms: Chicano/ A Literature 
Instructor: Rex Veeder 
This two week seminar is designed to in-
troduce teachers and students to Chicano/a 
literature to aid in the development of 
units, lesson plans, and pedagogy, and to 
facilitate the understanding of the needs of 
Chicana/a minority students in particular 
and minority students in general within 
university and secondary classrooms. The 
three main areas of interest in this course 
are readings of Chicano/a literature, discus-
sion and work pertaining to the pedagogy 
in the field including a look at current K-12 
curriculums and teaching methods, and a 
survey of the particular challenges pertain-
ing to Chicano/a issues in Minnesota. 
ENGL 533 (sec. 01) (4 er.) English 
as a Second Language and Culture 
lnstructor: James Robinson 
Preparation of ESL teachers for the multi-
cultural experience of the ESL classroom. 
Focuses on two areas: original research in 
schooling across cultures and teaching of 
culture in ESL. Overall, the course will ex-
amine how to use the research and theories 
from anthropology, education, inter- cultur-
al communication, linguistics, and cross-
cultural studies in the ESL classroom both 
to teach with an awareness of the cultural 
background of one's students and to teach 
one's students to become aware of the cul-
tural background necessary to live in 
American culture and to study in American 
educational institutions. 
ENGL 696 (sec. 01) ( 4 er.) 
Political Drama: Brecht and After 
Instructor: Sidney Parham 
In this seminar the phenomena of political 
theater in Europe will be examined. The 
basic model will be Benoit Brecht and his 
work prior to and during WWII. Then his 
influence on such post war writers as Peter 
Weiss, Jean Genet, Edward Bond, and 
Caryl Churchill will be examined. Where 
possible film versions of these plays will be 
viewed. 
HISTORY-Department 31 
HIST 486/586 (sec. 01) (3 er.)Seminar: 
African History, "Mandela's South 
Africa" 
Instructor: Peter Nayenga 
Aside from focusing on the transformation 
of Nelson Mandela from being a lawyer, a 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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revolutionary, and imprisoned manyr 
(1963-1990) to becoming South Africa's 
first black president in 1994, the seminar 
will examine such challenges facing a "New 
South Africa" as inexperienced leadership; 
an ailing economy; problems of high ex-
pectation for basic necessities (education, 
housing, and jobs) from the black con-
stituency; and the challenge of calming the 
fear of the white minority population with 
regard to their future in South Africa. 
HIST 681 (sec. 01) (3 er.) 
U.S. History, "FDR and the 1930s" 
Instructor: Don Hofsommer 
This course will focus on America during 
the years 1933-1940 with particular atten-
tion to the New Deal and attempts to solve 
the riddle of hard times. 
INDUSTRIAL STUDIES 
-Department 15 
IND 423/523 (sec. 01) (4 er.) 
Electronic Prepress and Imaging 
Instructor: Anthony Gilbeni 
Electronic communication technologies 
and their applications to the publishing 
industry. The development of a variety of 
technical skills and knowledge related to 
areas of electronic prepress and imaging. 
Emphasis on the creation of informative 
and effective publications using color 
electronic prepress systems/desktop pub-
lishing. 
IND 445/545 (sec. 01) (2 er.) 
CAD on the MacIntosh 
Instructor: Gerald Nestel 
Computer-aided drawing using AutoCAD 
on MacIntosh and MS DOS computers. 
Software provided in class for instructional 
purposes. Hands-on applications from 
drawings to hardcopy. 
IND 495/595 (sec. 01) (2 er.) 
Modular Technology I 
Instructor: Anthony Schwaller 
Study of new educational technology sys-
tems available for middle school technolo-
gy education classrooms including such 
modules as communications, transporta-




IM 484/584 (sec. 01) (I er.) 
Seminar: NECC 1996 
Instructor: Menon Thompson 
Panicipants will develop a personal goal 
statement, attend the general sessions and 
an additional nine hours of workshops, pa-
per, panel, project, and/or focus sessions of 
NECC '96. They will submit a paper relat-
ing the conference experience to their goal. 
IM 484/584 (sec. 02) (I er.) 
Seminar: Introduction to the Internet or 
How to Get Off the On-Ramp 
Instructor: James Pehler 
This seminar will provide the learner with 
knowledge on how to begin using the In-
ternet. The participant will be introduced 
to Internet protocols, e-mail, FTP files, 
Archie and Veronica searches, and on-line 
discussion groups. This seminar will also 
focus on the history and future of the Inter-
net along with a brief introduction to 
World Wide Web. 
IM 484/584 (sec. 03) (I er.) 
Seminar: Internet and the K-12 Curricu-
lum Internet Basic; Your Drivers License 
to the Information Super Highway 
Instructor: Jerry Schnabel 
This seminar is designed for K-12 educa-
tors with little or no Internet experience. 
The seminar will provide hands-on experi-
ence with Internet software for the MacIn-
tosh computer including e-mail, gopher, 
World Wide Web browsers, and others. 
IM 484/584 (sec. 04) (I er.) Seminar: 
Internet and the K-12 Curriculum: 
Using the Internet in the K-12 School; 
Now That I Have My Drivers License, 
Where Do I Go? 
Instructor: Jerry Schnabel 
This seminar is for the 7 -12 educator who 
has basic Internet skills or previous experi-
ence on the Internet. Participants will ex-
plore ways that the Imernet can be used in 
the classroom and as a tool for professional 
development. Participants will locate re-
sources and develop activities for use with 
their students. 
IM 484/584 (sec. 05) (I er.)Seminar: 
Internet and the K-12 Curriculum Inter-
net Basic; Your Drivers License to the In-
formation Super Highway 
Instructor: Jerry Schnabel 
This seminar is designed for K-12 educa-
tors with little or no Internet experience. 
The seminar will provide hands-on experi-
ence with Internet software for the MacIn-
tosh computer including e-mail, gopher, 
World Wide Web browsers, and others. 
IM 484/584 (sec. 06) (I er.) Seminar: 
Internet and the K-12 Curriculum: 
Using the Internet in the K-12 School; 
Now That I Have My Drivers License, 
Where Do I Go? 
Instructor: Jerry Schnabel 
This seminar is for the 7-12 educator who 
has basic Internet skills or previous experi-
ence on the Internet. Participants will ex-
plore ways that the Internet can be used in 
the classroom and as a tool for professional 
development. Panicipants will locate re-
sources and develop activities for use with 
their students. 
IM 484/584 (sec. 07) (1 er.) 
Seminar: Creating a World Wide Web 
Homepage 
Instructor: Luther Rotto 
This seminar will provide the background 
and hands-on experience in creating and 
mounting a simple World Wide Web page. 
Software tools that empower non-program-
mers to create web sites will be examined. 
IM 484/584 (sec. 08) (I er.) 
Seminar: Creating a World Wide Web 
Homepage 
Instructor: Luther Rotto 
This seminar will provide the background 
and hands-on experience in creating and 
mounting a simple World Wide Web page. 
Software tools that empower non-program-
mers to create web sites will be examined. 
IM 683 (sec. 01) (1 er.) Seminar: 
Human Performance Technology 
Instructors: Jeanne Hites and Dennis Fields 
Productivity problems in the workplace 
have many causes. Instructional designers 
are expe~ at solving problems caused by 
lack of knowledge of skills, but what about 
other types of problems? Human perfor-
mance technology offers a range of solu-
tions. Using case studies and activities, you 
will explore and practice non-training solu-
tions with a proven track record for effec-
tiveness. 
IM 683 (sec. 02) (I er.) 
Seminar: Designing for Diversity 
Instructor: Jeanne Hites 
Your classroom is beginning to look 
change-there are students with diverse 
backgrounds, nations, cultures, and lan-
guages. How does this alfect your instruc-
tion? What works and how do you fend ap-
propriate resources and curriculum materi-
als? How does your own culture alfect your 
instruction? Using experiential methods 
and case studies, you will explore and de-
velop strategies for designing or modifying 
instruction for use with diverse cultures in 
both educational and training settings. 
IM 683 (sec. 03) (1 er.) 
Seminar: Time and Project Management 
Instructor: Jeanne Hites 
You have three training projects and dead-
lines are looming. People and resources 
need to be in the right place at the right 
time while controlling costs. How do you 
do it? Time and project management-core 
skills many employers look for when mak-
ing hiring decisions. This seminar will give 
you an opponunity to develop time and 
project martagement skills and explbre 
both computerized and non-computerized 
time and project martagement systems. 
MUSIC-Department 06 
MUS 605 (sec. 01) (I er.) 
Elementary Music Methods 
Instructor: Marcelyn Smale 
Advanced study of contemporary methods 
of teaching music K-8 with emphasis on 
Dalcroze, Kodaly, and Orff. 
MUS 616 (sec. 01) (3 er.) 
Music of the United States 
Instructor: Charles Echols 
History of musical composition and perfor-
mance in the US including particular study 
of Minnesota's musical institutions. 
MUSIC-Department 82 
MUSM 470/570 (sec. OI) (2 er.) 
Workshop: Music Instrument Repair 
Instructor: Carroll Fisher 
Techniques for the repair and adjustment 
of wind instruments. 
MUSM 471/571 (sec. OI) (2 er.) 
Seminar: Javanese Gamelan 
Instructor: Joko Sutrisno 
Designed for both musicians and non-
musicians. Hands-on introduction to tech-
niques and cultural signilicance of the 
gamelan orchestra. 







MUSM 471/571 (sec. 03) (2 cr.) Seminar: sign demonsrrations after this two week 
TeachingJazz in Secondary Schools course. Time permitting, other software 
Instructor: Kim Gast packages will be explored. 
Techniques of jazz improvisation, arrang-
ing, and pedagogy appropriate for sec-
SPECIAL EDUCATION ondary school instrumental specialists. 
-Department 96 
MUSM 471/571 (sec. 02) (2 cr.) SPED 690 (sec. 01) (3 cr.) 
Seminar: Computer Music Notation Seminar: Accelerated Learning 
Instructor: Scott Miller Instructor: Jerry Wellik 
Introduction to the use of finale music no- Learn to attain a "flow state" (state of re-
tation software to prepare professional !axed alertness) and move elfonlessly in the 
quality scores and parts for a variety of mu- direction of your goals. Applications for 
sic genre. personal and professional development and 
all learning and teaclting situations. 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
-Department 33 SPED 691 (sec. 01) (3 er.) Seminar: Storytelling in Teaching and 
PE 430/530 (sec. 01) (2 cr.) Therapy 
Officiating Basketball Clinic Instructor: Jerry Wellik 
Instructor: Michael Spanier An exploration of how to use stories effec-
Clinic designed to give practical experience lively in all areas of your life. Geno Beniek, 
and knowledge in officiating basketball. In- gifted Marriage and Family Therapist and 
structor is currently a Big Ten basketball of- Storyteller, will CD-facilitate on days 2 and 
ficial. May be substituted for SS 306 in the 3 of this seminar. 
coaching licensure/minor. 
PE 462/562 (sec. 01) (3 er.) Movement SPORTS SCIENCE 
Opportunities and Teaching Techniques -Department 45 
for Exceptional Populations I 
SS 251 (sec. 01) (3 er.) Instructor: Ruth Nearing 
Curricula programming, teaching tech- Coaching Basketball 
niques, and adaptations, and/or modifica- Instructor: Lori Ulferts 
lions designed specifically to meet the Theory and practice of coaclting basketball. 
unique physical needs of mentally handi-
capped individuals and emotionally dis- SS 304 (sec. 01) (3 cr.) Principles of 
turbed individuals. Care and Prevention of Athletic Injuries 
Instructor: Frank Zezoney 
Care and prevention of athletic injuries in-
PHYSICAL EDUCATION eluding practical experience in taking care 
SPORTS SCIENCE of these injuries. 
-Department 67 SS 355 (sec. 01) (3 er.) 
PESS 206 (sec. 01) (3 er.) Competitive Sports for Women 
Standard First Aid and Personal Safety Instructor: Karen Thompson 
Instructor: Lori Ulferts Critical analysis of interscholastic and inter-
Skills and knowledge necessary to give aid collegiate programs for girls and women. 
to victims of rrauma or sudden illness. Red 
Cross first aid and adult CPR certifications 
available. Special fee will cover supplies are TEACHER 
equipment required. DEVELOPMENT 
PESS 661 (sec. 01 (3 er.) Planning 
-Department 74 
Physical Education and Sport Facilities ED 497/597 (sec. 01) (3 cr.) Aerospace 
Instructor: Jon McChesney Activities for the Elementary Classroom 
Principles, terminology, and standards for Instructor: Ken Kelsey 
planning construction, use, and mainte- This course is designed for elementary and 
nance of facilities. middle school classroom teachers and pro-
vides hands-on activity approaches to 
PSYCHOLOGY 
teaching aerospace concepts. This work-
shop is offered in conjunction with NASA, 
-Department 76 the Minnesota Department of Transpona-
PSY 430 (sec. 01) (2 cr.) Using 
tion, and the U .5. Air Force/Civil Air Patrol. 
Topics include rocketry, the shuttle, air-
Technology to Enhance Psychology plane flight principles, telemetry, human 
Instruction space flight, planetary exploration, energy, 
Instructor: Leslie Valdes and development of curriculum units for 
Students will learn how to use computers 
to illustrate principles in psychology. The 
teaching the topics. 
course will focus on the software package ED 601 (sec 04) (4 er.) Integrating 
entitled MacLaboratory It already has five Technology into the Elementary 
designed modules: cognitive human factors Curriculum 
and motor skills, sensation and perception, Instructors: Leslie Davison and Bev 
social and personality, and neuropsycholC>- Kochntann 
gy. There are also different modules that Teachers will become comfortable and con-
students can easily customize to suit their fident in using technology as a tool to en-
own needs. Students should be able to de- hance the content they teach. Teachers will 
••••••••••••••• 
become familiar with several pieces of edu- Skin and Skuba Diving 
cational software appropriate for each con- PE 271 (02); 2 er.; Spychala 
tent area including keyboarding. Meaning- Skin and Skuba Diving 
ful and appropriate integration of technolo- PE 271 (03); 2 er.; Spychala 
gy will be the focus of this workshop. Skin and Skuba Diving 
PE 271 (04); 2 er.; Westerberg 
ED 612 (sec. 01) (3 cr.) 
Skin and Skuba Diving Philosophy of Education PE 271 (05); 2 er.; Westerberg 
Instructor: Bruce Romanish 
This course is designed for both elementary Skin and Skuba Diving 
and secondary classroom teachers and PE 271 (06), 2 er.; Westerberg 
school personnel. Course encompasses the Films of the 1930s 
historical aspects of education theory; be- THFS 175 (01); 4 er.; Perrier 
liefs, arguments, and assumptions underly- Intro to GIS Techniques 
ing current educational thought and prac- GEOG 382 (01); 4 er.; Bixby 
tice. International Business 
MGMT 470/570 (01); 4 er.; Vora 
ED 637 (sec. 01) (3 cr.) Instructional Development I 
Cooperative Leaming IM 458/558 (01); 4 er ;Junaid 
Instructor: Linda Scott-Halverson 
This course is for K-16 teachers and educa- Short courses tors who have had little to some class-
room/workshop experience with coopera- Reading and Study Skills 
tive learning. It is designed to enhance RONG 110 (01); 2 er. ; Fillenworth 
group participation, classroom curriculum Reading Rate Improvement 
and instruction, teaming, and collegial sup- RONG 120 (01); 2cr.; Fillenworth 
port. The Johnsons model will be adapted Addictive Behaviors 
and applied to the teachers role with For- APSY 235 (01); 4 er.; Jensen 
ma! Groups, Base Groups, and Informal Seminar: Emotional Abuse 
Groups. Educational issues and concerns APSY 430 (01); 4 er.; Renn 
will be addressed such as inclusion, alter-
native assessment, mixed-ethnidgender Intro to Educational Administration 
group membership, learning styles, high- EDAD 601 (01); 3 er.; Moore 
achievers, and integrating cooperative Supervision of Instruction 
learning with large group instruction/lee- EDAD 615 (01); 3 er. ; McMullen 
turing. Examples and assignments will be Intro to School Law 
practical and cross all curriuclum and EDAD 620 (01); 3 er.; McMullen 
grade levels. Foundations in Special Education 
SPED 403/503 (01); 4 er. ; Ayers 
TECHNOLOGY Math Methods for Special Needs 
Students 
-Department 57 SPED 413/513 (01); 4 er.; Kellett 
TECH 565 (sec. 01) (4 er.) Mainstream Science and Social Studies 
Photographic Imaging Workshop · for the Special Educator 
Instructors: W Braith and J. Gammell SPED 414/514 (01); 4 er.; Staff 
Black and white, color, electronic imaging, Emotionally Behaviored/Disordered 
and much more. Students 
SPED 417517 (01); 4 er.; Reese 
cr;ening and Behavior Problems SPED 505 (01); 3 er.; Reese 
short courses Applied Special Education Foundations SPED 511 (01); 3 er.; Kellett 
For registration information about Reading and Language Arts for Special 
these courses, please consult the 
Needs Students 
listing of courses in the back of 
SPED 519 (01); 3 er.; Kellett 
Career and Transitional Programming 
this schedule. for the Special Needs Leamer 
evening courses 
SPED 531 (01); 3 er.; Gadberry 
Communication and Consultation in 
Adult Children of Alcoholic and Other Special Education 
Dysfunctional Families SPED 536 (01); 3 er.; Gadberry 
HETS 405/505 (01); 4 er.; Vesely Seminar: Accelerated Leaming 
Organization and Administration of SPED 690 (01); 3 er.; Wellik 
Driver Education Introduction to Research in Music and 
HETS 490/590 (01); 4 er. ; Palmer Music Education 
Non-Oppressive Relationships MUS 602 (01); 3 er.; Smale 
HURL 201 (01); 4 er.; Green Jazz Improvisation 
Cartooning MUSM 468/568 (01); 2 er.; Gast 
ART 409 (02); 4 er.; Strating Physical Geology 
Computer Graphic Design ESCI 284 (01); 4 er.; Hoff 
ART 421 (01); 4 er.; Engdahl Energy and Environment 
Skin and Skuba Diving PHYS 208 (01); 4 cr.;Jerde 
PE 271 (01); 2 er.; Spychala 
<f{_eading the schedule 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
11 
Department offering the course 
Department number-used 
only to identify a department 
for telephone registration. 
CLASS NUMBERING SYSTEM 
011-099 = No Credit 
100, 200 = Freshmen and Sophomores 
300, 400 = Juniors and Seniors 
500, 600 = Graduate 
Department number of course-used in 
catalog, transcript, etc. Not to be confused 
with department number used only for 
registration 
Ti ofCourse 
Number of credits 
assigned t this course 
















Room in which 
course is conducted 
Building (abbreviation) 
in which course is 
conducted 
Time course meets-24-hour clock 
used i.e., 
0800-0850 - 8:00 a.m. - 8:50 a.m. 
1300-1350 = 1:00 p.m. - 1:50 p.m. 
1800-2130 = 6:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. 
"Lab Arranged" means that additional 
meeting times will be scheduled on 
an individual basis. 
CLASS MEETING TIMES 
Day Classes ~ 
Classes that meet 0800 through 1550. 
Classes that begin between 1600 and 
1750 that meet more than one day a 
week. 
Evening Classes • 
Classes that begin between 1600 and 
1750 that meet one day per week. 
Classes that begin at 1800 or later. 
Courses that meet other than for the 
full term or the first term or second 
term are listed with the Begin and End 
Dates in the course schedule. 
All provisions within this class schedule are subject to change without notice. The university schedule and calendar are 
subject to modification or cancellation due to occurrences such as lack of enrollment, lack of funding. fire, flood, labor 
disputes , interruption of utility services, acts of nature, civil disorder, and war. In the event of such occurrences, the uni-
versity will attempt to accommodate its students. It does not, however, guarantee that courses of instruction, extra cur-
ricular activities, or other university programs or events will be completed or rescheduled. Refunds will be made to eligi-




DEPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
ACCT• ll ill .Q! 
Permission Required 






DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
ACCT ll 291 .Q! 
MTNR 0730-0925 BB 317 
Special Fees ; 5. 00 
ACCT il 291 .2.£ 
MTWR 0935-1130 BB 317 
Special Fees; 5. 00 
ACC"T- ll 292 Q! 
M'I'MR 0730-092S BB 117 
Special Fees: 5. 00 
ACCT* ll 292 Q.a 
MTNR 0935-1130 BB 318 
Special Fees: 5. 00 
ACCT• ll 293 Q! 
MI'NR 1140-1335 BB 318 
ACT:T- ll 390 Q! 
MTNR 0935-1130 BB 316 
ACCT* ,ll 481 £! 
MTNR 0SIJ S-113 0 BB 117 
ACCT* ll . 581 .Ql 



















DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
ACCT ,il 291 ,ll 
MTNR 0935-1130 BB 318 
Special Fees: 5.00 
Acer- ll 292 N 
MnfR 0730 - 0925 BB 117 
Special Fees: 5.00 
ACC'l'-' ll 292 Qi 
MTtfR 0935-1130 BB 117 
Special Fees: s.oo 
ACCT• ll 293 ~ 
MTNR 0730-0925 BB 316 
ACCT* ll 293 ,21 
MTWR 0935-1130 BB 316 
ACCT• ll 388 .!ll_ 
Ml"MR 0935 - 1130 BB 317 










Accounting I II 
McLean S 
Acct Info System 
Cheh J 
AMERICAN STUDIES/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
AMST ll ill ,Ql 
M'lWR 0730-0925 SH 209 
AMST ll ill .Ql 
M1WR 0935-1130 SH 209 
AM.ST ll .ill Q1 
MTWR 0730-0925 SH 204 
COURSE TITLE 
Amer Experience I 
Simpson E E 
Amer Experience I 
Simpson E E 
Amer Experience II 
Morgan N T 
AMERICAN STUDIES/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
AMST il 1 02 .2£ 
MTWR 0730-0925 SH 204 
~ ll ~ .Q1. 
MTWR 0935-1130 • SH 204 
Amer Experience I I 
Hellwig D J 
Amer Experience II 
Hellwig D J 
ANTHROPOLOGY/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
ANTH li 150 Q! 
M'lWR 0730-0925 SH 214 
ANTH li ill Q1 
M'lWR 0935-1130 SH 109 
COURSE TITLE 
Intro to An.th 
Lane R 
Indians of the Amer 
Lane R 
APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY/FULL TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
APSY ,ll 401 01 
Permission Required -
Grading Options: SO-Req 
APSY ~ 446 .Q! 
Permission Required 

















DEPT NBR CLS SBCT COURSE TITLE HRS 
APSY ll 116 .Q! 
MTWR 0935-1130 BB A239 
APSY ,il 235 .21 
MTWR 1140-1505 BB B214 
Begin/End Date 06-1 0 to 06-25 
APSY ll 262 .Q! 
M'l'WR 1140-1335 EB A240 










APSY ll 325 .Q! 
M'l"WR 0935-1130 BB A244 
PenliHion Required 
APSY .§! 327 .Q! 
M'l"WR 0730-0925 BB A220A 
PendHion Required 




Hwu.n Growth + Devel 
Guparot.to G 
Human Growth + Devel 
M&rcat.tilio A 
Interview Skills I 
Petrangelo G 
Int.erviev Skills II 
Merchant N 
Grading Opt.:ions: SO-Req 
Sllall Group Process 
M&OQQJ 
DEPT NBR O.S SECT 
APSY ,il 362 .Q..!. 
MTWR 0935-1130 EB 8213 
APSY ~ 409 .Q..!. 
Kl'WR 1140-1335 EB 8213 
APSY ~ 463 01 
MTWR 0730-0925 E5 B213 
COURSE TITLE 




Principles of Learn 
Rudrud E 
.APSY .?! 463 .2£ Principles of Learn 
MTWR 0935-1130 EB B214 Marcatt.:ilio A 
APSY ll ill Q! Interpersonal Dyn 
MTNR 0935-1130 EB A220A Mason J 
APSY ~ 509 .Q.! Program Evaluation 
MTWR 1140-1335 EB B213 Hoover S 
APSY ll 529 Q1 Intro to Voe Eval 
MI'WR 1140- 1300 EB A244 Petrangelo G 
APSY ll ill .Q.! Interpersonal Dyn 
MI'WR 0935-1130 EB A220A Mason J 
APSY ll 576 .Q! Research Methods 
MTWR 0800-0925 EB A226 Peterson T 
APSY ~ 673 Ql 
MTWR 0935-1055 BB B208 
APSY ll 674 fil. 
MTWR 1140-1300 EB A239 
Permission Required 
APSY ll 678 Q! 
M'1'WR 0935-1055 EB 8206 
Special Fees: 20. oo 
APSY ll 696 .Ql 
Permission Required 










APPLIED PSYCHO~OGY/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
APSY ll 262 .Q1_ 
MTWR 0935-1130 EB B213 
APSY ~ ~ Qi 
MTWR 0730 - 0925 EB B213 
APSY ll 362 .2£ 
MTWR 0935-1130 SB A226 
APSY ll 419 Q1 
MTWR 0935-1130 Ell A239 
APSY .?! 430 .Q..!. 
M'IWR 1300·1620 EB 8213 
Begin/End Date 07-15 to 07-30 
Human Growth + Devel 
Renn D 
HUma.n Growt.h +- Devel 
Mason J 






APSY ll lli .Q1 Principles of Learn 
M'l'WR 0730-0925 EB A239 Karcattilio A 
APSY .?! ill .Q! 
MTWR 0935-1130 EB A239 
APSY ll 530 .Ql 
MTWR 1300-1620 EB 8213 
APSY §.! 653 Q! 
MTWR 0730-08 5 0 EB A240 
APSY ~ fil ,!g 
M'IWR 0935-1055 EB A240 
APSY §! 696 .Ql 
Permission Required 
Grading Options: SU-Req 
ART/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
ART !! 130 Ql 
MTWR 1140-1335 KVAC G02 
ART !i 130 .Ql 
MTWR 1345-1540 KVAC G02 
Prof+Scientific Ethi 
Hotz J 
Sem; Emotional Abuse 
Renn D 










Studio- Bgn Throwing 
Kuchinski M 
ART !! 130 .Q1_ Studio- Painting 
M'IWR 1345-1540 KV.AC 209 Staff 
Special Fees; 10. 00 
ART• !! 211 Q.!_ Drawing II 
M1'WR 0930-1230 KVAC 206 Bradley V 
MTWR 1300-1600 KVAC 206 Special Fees; 20.00 
Begin/End Date 06-10 to 06-20 
ART• !! ~ .Q! 
MI'WR 1345-1540 JCVAC 209 
Special Fees: 10. 00 
ART• li 270 .Q..!. 
MTWR 1140-1335 KVAC G02 
ART* .!! 271 .Q.! 
M'IWR 1345-1540 JCVAC 002 
Painting I 
Staff 




ART !! ill 01 Art in Elem School 
MTNR 0935-1130 ivAC 113 Hendershot S 
Permission Required Special Faes: 10. 00 
ART !! 290 ~ Art in Elem School 
Kl'WR 1140-1335 JCVAC 113 Staff 
Per111ission Required Special F•••: 1 0. 00 
M.T !! 296 .2! Art for Elam Classrm 
MTIIR 0935-1130 JCVAC 113 Hendershot S 
Special Fees: 10 .00 
ART .li 296 .2£ Art for Elem Classrm 
MT&. 1140-1335 JCVAC 113 Staff 
Special Fee•: 10.00 
ART• !! ill Q! Drawing III 
M'I'lfR 0930-1230 KVAC 206 Bradley V 
MTIIR 1300-1600 KVAC 206 Special Fees: 20.00 
Begin/End Date 06-10 to 06-20 
ART• !! 340 .Q! Painting II 
Mn1R 1345-1540 ICVAC 209 Staff 





DEPT NBR CLS SECT COURSETITl.E HRS 
ART., !! ill .Q! Interrnediat Throwing 
MTNR 1345-1540 ICVAC G02 Kuchinski M 
ART• !! 4 09 .Q! Drawing 
MTWR 0930-1230 XVAC 206 Bradley V 
MTWR 1300-1600 XVAC 206 Special Fees: 20 . 00 
Begin/End Date 06- 10 to 06-20 
ART-" !! 411 .Q..!. Drawing I V 
M'IWR 0930 - 1230 KVAC 206 Bradley V 
MTNR 1300-1600 KVAC 206 Special Fees: 20.00 
Begin/End Date 06-10 to 06-20 
ART• !! 421 Q! Computer Graphic Des 
MM 1730- 2 130 KVAC 107 Engdahl S 
Special Pees : 25. oo 
ART* !! !!Q. ..Ql Paint.ing Ill 
MTWR 1345- 1540 KVAC 209 Staff 
Special Fees: 10. 00 
ART• !! 4 71 Q.!_ Advanced Throwing 
Ml'WR 1345-1540 KVAC G02 Kuchinski M 
ART/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
ART !! 103 Q! 
MI'WR 0935-1130 KVAC 1 05 
ART !! ill .Q..!. 
MTNR 1140-1335 KVAC 206 
ART !! 130 Q! 
MTNR 0935-1130 KVAC 105 
ART !!_ 130 .Q2. 
MTWR 1140-1335 JCVAC 206 
ART .!.! 130 _9.§. 
M'IWR 1345 -1540 KVAC 204 
Special Fees, 15.00 
ART !! 290 .Q1_ 







Studio- Color Theory 
Halberg L 




Art for Elem Classrm. 
Halberg L 
Special Feea: 10 . 00 
ART !!,! 2 96 .Q1 Art for Elem Class rm 
Ml'WR 0730-0925 XVAC 113 Halberg L 
Special Fees: 10. 00 
ART• !,i ,ill .Q! Phot.:ography I 
MI'NR 1345-1540 KVAC 204 Sherarts T 
Special Fees: 15. 00 
ART• !,i fil Q! Photography II 
MI'NR 1345-1540 XVAC 204 Sherarts T 
Special Fees: 15. 00 
ART !! 409 E cartooning 
MW 1730-2130 KVAC 106 Strating T 
ASTRONOMY/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
ASTR ll ill .Q.! Cone of Stars + Oni v 
MI'NR 0935-1130 MS 24 Nook M 
Begin/End Date 06-10 to 07-12 
ASTRONOMY/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
ASTR ll 106 fil:. Cone of Solar System 
KI'WR 0935-1130 MS 24 Eckroth C 
Begin/End Date 07-15 to 08 - 16 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
BIOL B_ ,!2! .Q.! 
MTWR. 0935-1130 MS 244 
BIOL B_ 201 fil. 
MTNR 0700 -0930 MS 215 
Special Fees: 10. oo 
BIOL* ll 203 .Q.! 
MT1fR. 0935-1130 BH 238 
Special Faes: 1 0. 00 
BIOL• ll 303 fil:. 
M'l'WR. 0935-1130 MS 119 
BIOL• ll ill. Q.! 
M'l"NRF 0645 - 0750 MS 119 
M'l"NRF 0755-0925 MS 287 
Co-Requisite: BIOL 311 01 




Biology 1- Gen Prin 
Degroote D 




Human Anat + Phys I 
Mork D 
Special Fees: 20. 00 
First class meeting Thurs, 6/13/96. 
NO'l'E : Will meet on Frida.ya, June 14, 21 "28. 
BIOL• 22 332 .Q! 
M1'WR 0935_1ffi MS 245, 
Special Feea: 10. oo 
BIOL• 22 344 fil:. 
MTWR 0935-1300 MS 250 
Special Pees: 20. oo 
BIOL• 22 345 Q! 
TWR 114 0- 1415 MS 212 







BIOL• ll 348 fil:. AqUatic Biology 
M'l"NRF 0930-1535 MS 65 Knutson K 
S 0700-2000 MS 65 Special Fees: 10 . 00 
Begin/Bnd Date 06-10 to 06-17 
All day field trip, Sat, 6/15/96 
7am - 8pm, Lake superior 
BIOL ll 403 01 
Pereisaion Required -
Hours Arranged 
BIOL• 22 441 01 
MTWR oi3s-1ill MS 206 
Special Faes: 20. 00 
Research in Biology 
Grewe A 







DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
BIOL• ll ill. .Ql 
M1'WR 0935-1130 MS 212 
BIOL ll 490 ll 
MTWRF 0900-1130 BH 238 
0600 - 2200 






Prior permission of instructor required 
May not enroll via TtRS 
Grading Options; S0-Req 
BIOL ££ 495 ll Nature Study 
MTWRF 0 730-1300 ZIP 5630 Kramer D 
Begin/End Date 06-10 to 06-21 
Grading Options: SO-Req 
Prior permission of instructor required 
Meets at Sherburne Wildlife Refuge 
May net enroll via TtRS 
BIOL• ll 541 .Q..!. 
MTNR 0935-113 0 MS 206 
Special Fees: 20. oo 
BIOL• ll ill .Q.1 
M'I'WR 0935-1130 MS 212 
BIOL ll 590 51 
MTNRF 0900-113 0 8H 238 
S 0600-2200 
Begin/Bnd Date 05-28 to 06-07 
Grading Options : 50'-Req 






Prior permission of instructor required 
May not enroll via TtRS 
BIOL ll 595 ll Nature Study 
MTWRF 0730-1300 ZIP 5630 Kramer D 
Begin/End Date 06-lO to 06-21 
Grading Options : SO-Req 
Prior permission of instructor required 
Meets at Sherburne Wildlife Refuge 
May not enroll via TtRS 
BIOL ll 603 Q1 
Permission Required 
Hours Arranged 
Research in Biology 
Grewe A 
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
BIOL• ll ill .Ql Intro Microbiology 
HTWR 0930-1300 MS 250 Schrank G 
Special Fees, 10. 00 
BIOL ,ll 1ll .Q.1 Anat + Physiology II 
M1WR 0645-0750 MS 122 Mork D 
KIWR 075S-0925 MS 287 Special Fees : 20.00 
Co-Requisite : BIOL 310 01 
BIOL ll 403 Qa Research in Biology 
Penti.asion Required Grewe A 
Hours Arranged 
BIOL 22 491 01 Fld Stud-Isle Royal 
Begin/~ Dat~8-18 to 08-25 Peck J 
Permission Required Hours Arranged 
Grading Options ; SO-Req 
BIOL ll ill .Q.1 Fld Stud-Isle Royal 
Begin/End Date 08-18 to 08-25 Peck J 
Permission Required Hours Arranged 
Grading Options, S0-Req 
BIOL ,E 603 E Research in Biology 
Permission Required Grewe A 
Hours Arranged 
BUSINESS COMPUTER INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS/FULL TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
BCIS 43 444 Q1 
Per-mission Required 






BUSINESS COMPUTER INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CI.S SECT 
BCIS• il 24 0 Q1 
Ml'WR 0935-1130 BB 315 
Special Fees : 20 . 00 
BCIS• il ill £!l 
MTWR 1140-1335 BB 119B 
Special Fees : 20. 00 
BCIS ,il 340 .Q.1 
MI'WR 0730-0925 BB 315 
Special Fees: lS . 00 
BCIS• !l 350 .Q.1 
HTWR 1140-1335 BB 216 
Special Fees: 15 . 00 
BCIS• il 450 Q1 
HTWR 0935-1130 BB 119B 
BCIS !J. S50 .Q.1 
MTWR 0935-1130 BB 119B 
COORSE TITLE 
Business Stat I 
Meyer R 
Business Stat II 
Song J 
Mgmt Info Systems 
Yoshimoto G 
Syst Anal and Des I 
Weinberg R 
Info Systems Mgmt 
song J 
Info Systems Mgmt 
Song J 
BUSINESS COMPUTER INFORMATION 
SYSTEMS/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
BCIS• Q 240 Ql. 
M'I'WR 0730-0925 BB 216 
Special Fees, 20. 00 
BCIS• il 241 Q± 
HTWR 0935-1130 BB 216 
Special Fees: 20.00 
BCIS il l!Q. Ql. 
MTMR 114 0-1335 BB 315 
Special Fees : 15. 00 
COURSE TITLE 
Business Stat I 
Krueger D 
Business Stat II 
Krueger D 













DEPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
BCIS• Q ill Q.!. Syst Anal and Des II 
MTWR 0935-1130 BB 315 Phan D 
Special Fees : 15 . 00 
CHEMISTRY/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
CHEM E 1 02 .Ql 
MTlfR 0730-0925 MS 122 





0935-1215 BH 302 
0935-1125 MS 376 
0935-1215 MS 125 
0935-1125 BH 348 
CHEM* ,ll ill £!l 
MIWR 0935-1050 BH 232 
MTMR 1100-1250 BH 345 
CHEM• ,ll 251 Q! 
TR 
MW 
0935 - 1215 MS 125 
0935-1225 MS 382 
CHEM ,ll 327 Q! 






Special Fees: 20 .00 
General Chemistry 1 
McXenna J 
Special Fees: 20.00 
General Chemistry 3 
Dend.inger R 
Special Fees: 20. oo 
Basic Organic Chem 1 
Winter N 
Special Fees: 20. oo 
Phys Sci for El Tchs 
James R 
CHEMISTRY/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
CHEM ,ll 102 Ql. 
MTWR 0730-0925 MS 119 
CHEM* ,ll 216 
MW 0935-1215 
TR 093S-1125 












Gener&! Chemistry 2 
McMullen J 
Special Fees : 20. oo 
Basic Organic Chem 2 
Cooper M 
Special Fees: 20. 00 
CHILD AND FAMILY STUDIES 
/FIRST TERM 
DBPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
CFS ll iQ.§. .Ql Kindergarten 21st Ce 
Ml'WR 0830-1200 Purdom Dixie 
M1WR 1300-1500 
8egin/Bnd Date 06-10 to 06-19 
CFS ll 405 Q! Young Child Science 
TRF 0900-1530 EB 8112 Kochmann B 
Begin/End Date 06-11 to 06-18 
CFS 23 460 Q! Student Teaching 
PermissI;;°n Required Hasslen Robin 
Hours Arranged 
CFS 23 475 .Ql Ecse Student Tc:hg 
PermissI;;°n Required Staff 
Hours. Arranged 
CFS ll 505 .Ql Kindergilrten 21st Ce 
M'IWR 0830-1200 Purdom. Dixie 
!riffllR 1300-1500 
Begin/End Date 06-10 to 06-19 
CFS ~ 505 .Ql 
TRF 0900-1530 EB B112 
Begin/End Date 06-11 to 06-18 
Young Child Science 
l<ochman B 
CHILD AND FAMILY STUDIES 
/SECOND TERM 
DBPT NBR CI.S SECT COURSE TITLE 
CFS ll 405 Q± Music Movement + Lit. 
MTWR 0900-1530 EB 8108 Smale M 
Begin/End Date 08-12 to 08-15 
CFS ll 405 Q! Par Bd Cowisel Skill 
MTIIRP 0B30 - 1600 EB 8108 campbell D 
Begin/End Date 07-17 to 07-23 
CPS ~ 505 .Ql Music Movement + Lit 
MTWR 0900-1530 EB 8108 Smale M 
Begin/End Date 08-12 to 08-15 
CPS ll 505 .Q! Par Ed Counsel Skill 
KI'WRF 0830- 1600 EB B108 tampbell D 
Begin/ End Date 07-17 to 07-23 
CPS 23 56 O Q! Student Teaching 
Permission Required Hours Arranged 
CFS 23 605 ~ SUnwner Institute 
Begin/ ~ Dat~8-04 to 08-07 Blaska J 
Permission Required Hours Arranged 
Class will meet at. St. John's University 
CFS 23 60S 03 Sunmer Instit.ut.e 
Begin/ E;:i Dat~8-04to 08-07 Gilman Cheri 
Permission Required Hours Arranged 
Class will meet at St. John's University 
CFS 23 605 04 Summer Inatitu te 
Begin/~ oate08-o4 to 08-07 Mattick P 
Permission Required Hours Arrange d 
Class will meet at St. John's University 
CFS 23 683 Q! 
Perm.iss~n Required 
Pract in Ecse 
Hours Arrange d 
COMMUNICATION DISORDERS 
/FULL TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 















DEPT NBR CLS SECT COOR.SE TITLE 
CDIS ll 415 .Ql Pervasive Dev Diaord 
FS 0800-1200 EB 8239 Gunther Robbie 
F 1300-1700 EB 8239 
Begin/End Date 06-14 to 06-15 
CDIS 16 415 ~ sensory Integration 
1ffWR 1230-1730 EB 8239 Scholl Karen 
F 0800-1300 EB B239 
Begin/End Date 06-17 to 06 -21 
CDIS 16 515 01 Pervasive Dev Disord 
PS 0800-1200 • EB 8239 Gunther Robbie 
F 1300-1700 EB B239 
Begin/End Date 06-14 to 06-15 
CDIS 1 6 ill Ql. 
HTNR !230-1730 EB B239 
0800-1300 BB B239 
Begin/End Date 06-17 to 06-21 
Sensory Integration 
Scholl Karen 
CDIS !§. 648 .Ql Grad Pract - Oni v Clin 
Permission Required Kessler Jodell 
Special Fees: 1s.00 Hours Arranged 
Mandatory Meeting 6/ll/96,8:00-8:50ant, EB B239 
CDIS 16 648 02 Grad Pract-On.iv Cl i n 
Permission Required- Webb Connie 
Special Fees: 15. 00 Hours Arranged 
Mandatory Meeting 6/ll/96,8:00-8:50a111, EB 8239 
CDIS 16 648 .Ql Grad Pract-U'niv Clin 
Permission Required Kessler Jodell 
Special Fees: 15.00 Hours Arranged 
Mandatory Meeting 6 / ll/96 ,8 :00-8:50am, EB 8239 
COMMUNICATION DISORDERS 
/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT COOR.SE TITLE 
CDIS 16 41S .Q1 Dev Apraxia of Speh 
MTWRP 0730-1245 EB 8239 Lavoi Gerald 
Begin/End Date 01-15 to 07 - 19 
CDIS ll 515 .Q1 Dev Apraxia of Speh 
MTWRF 073 0-1245 EB B239 Lavoi Gerald 
Begin/End Dat.e 07-15 to 07-1 9 
CDIS 16 648 Qi Grad Pract.-Univ Clin 
Pe:r111issTc;n Required lfeise Mary 
Special Fees: 15. 00 Hours Arranged 
Mandatory Meeting 7/15/96.l:30-2: 20pm, EB B239 
CDIS 16 648 ~ Grad Pract-Oniv Clin 
Permission Required Webb Connie 
Special Fees: 15. oo Hours Arranged 
Mandatory Meeting 7/15/96,l,30-2:20pm, EB 8239 
CDIS 16 648 .Q! Grad Pract-On.iv Clin 
Per1nission Required Weise Mary 
Special Fees: 15 . 00 Roura Arranged 
Mandatory Meeting 7/l5/96,l : 30-2:20pn, EB B239 
COMPUTER SCIENCE/l"ULL TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
CSCI• 69 444 01 
Permission Required_ 





Major Students Only 
COMPUTER SCIENCE/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
CSCI il 169 Q! 
MTWR 1140-1335 ECC 111 
Special Fees: 40. 00 
CSCI• il lli .Ql 
MI'WR 0935-1130 ECC 135 
CSCI • !! ill Q! 
KI'WR 0935-1130 ECC 115 
Permission Required 
COtJRSE TITLE 
Comput.ers in Society 
Meyer Roger 
Comput.er Science I 
Howatt James 
Ai Symbolic Lang Pr 
Julstrorn Bryant 
COMPUTER SCIENCE/SECOND TERM 
DEPT Nlm CLS SECT 
CSCI !,2 169 E 
MTWR 0130-0925 ECC 111 
Special Fees: 40.00 
CSCI 69 ll2. .Q1. 
MTWR 1140-1335 ECC 111 
Special Pees: 40.00 
CSCI• ~ ill 2..!. 
MTWR 0935-1130 ECC 135 
COURSE TITLE 
Computers in Society 
Mowe Richard 
computers in Societ.y 
Dathan Brahma 
Prograaming in C 
Dathan Brahma 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE STUDIES 
/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
CJS §! 111 2..!. 
M'IWR 0 935-113 0 SH 1 08 
CJS ll ill .Ql 
M'I'NR 0935-1130 SH 225 
CJS §! 444 Q! 
Permission Required 
Hours Arrilllged 
CJS 56 444 .Q1 
Per,niss"tc;n Required 
Hours Arranged 
CJS ll !!! Q! 
MI'WR l.140-1335 SH 225 
Permission Required 
CJS ll ill .Ql 
MI'WR 0935-1130 SH 225 
COURSE TITLE 
Crime r.. Jus in Amer 
Mark Norman 





















DEPT NBR ClS SECT 
CJS li 644 Q1 
Perffiission Required 
Roura Arranged 
CJS li lli .Q! 
Permission Required 
Roura Arranged 








CUr Prob & Isa in CJ 
Prout Robert 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE STUDIES 
/SECOND TERM 
DBPT NBR CLS SECT 
CJS §! ill -2£ 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 108 
CJS 56 444 03 
Permission R111:quired -
Hours Arranged 
CJS 56 444 04 
Permission Required_ 
Hours Arranged 
CJS .§! fil Q3_ 
Permission Required 
Hours Arranged 
CJS §! 6S0 ~ 
Permission Required 
Hours Arranged 














cur Prob & Iss in CJ 
Prout Robert 
EARTH SCIENCES/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
ESCI 2! ill .Q! 
MTWR. 1140- 1335 MS 110 
Spe:c ial F~s : 10. 00 
ESCI 2! 106 .Q! 
MTMR 0935 - 1130 MS 116 
ESCI 2! 109 Q.! 
MT 0935-1130 MS 110 
W 0730 - 1130 MS 22 
ESCI• 1,! 24 0 Q1 
MTWR. 0935-1335 MS 21 
Water Environment 
Nelson Charles 




Special Fees: 10. 00 
Intro Meteorology 
Anderson Alan 
Begin/ End Date 06-1 0 to 06 - 26 Special Fees: 5 . 0 0 
ESCI• 1,! 284 .QJ,_ 
MTWR. 1300-1700 MS 22 
Physic al Geology 
Hoff Jean 
Begin/End Date 06 - 24 t o 07 - 12 Special Pees: 5.00 
ESCI• 11 llQ_ fil. Envi ronmental Bsci 
M'I1IR 1300-1800 MS 21 Anderson Garry 
Begin/ End Date 06 - 10 to 06 - 21 












DEPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
ESCI 12. 106 ~ 
KI'NR 0935-113 0 MS 110 
ESCI 22 109 g 
M'I'NR 1345-1540 MS 110 
Special Fees : 10. 00 
I n tro to Earth Scien 
Watkins Ivan 
Geologic Environment 
Watkins I van 
ECONOMICS/FULL TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 







DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
ECON fila 201 Q1 



















ECON• g !!Q .Q.! 
MTMR 093S-1130 SH 325 
ECON• 2, 4 71 .Q.! 
MnfR 1140- 1335 SH 32S 
ECON• g 481 .Q.! 
MTWR 1140-1335 SH 301 
Permission Required 
ECON* g S6 0 .Q.! 
MTMR 0935-1130 SH 325 
Pernlission Required 
ECON• al. S71 .Q.! 
MTWR 1140 -1335 SH 325 
Permiss ion Required 
COURSE TITLE 






Econ of Crillle+Justi c 
Gallagher Dani el 
Public Finance 
Hughes Patricia 






Money and Banking 
MacDonald Richard 
ECONOMICS/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
BCON g ill E 
MTNR 093S-113 0 SH 302 
BOON g 205 E 
MTWR 073 0-0925 SH 325 
BCON fil. 206 ,E_ 
MTNR 0935-1130 SH 301 
COURSE TITLE 
Intro to Economics 
Xang Eungmin 
Pr in-Macroeconomics 
Hampton N Eric 
Prin-Microeconom.ics 





DEPT NBR ClS SECT 
ECON• ll !1.Q. .Q! 
MTNR 05135-1130 SH 32S 
ECON• §.! 471 ~ 
MTWR 1140 -1335 SH 325 
ECON• g 570 Q! 
M'IWR 05135-1130 SH 325 
Permission Required 
ECON* §.! 571 ,E 





Money and Banking 
Kang Eu.ngmin 
Bus Cycles+Fo recastg 
Gleisner Richard 
Money and Banking 
Kang Eungm.in 
EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 










2! lli .Q.1 
080 0 -1040 EB B11 3 
1.! ill .Q.! 
0800-104 0 BB B113 
1.! 601 .Q.l 
1140-1420 EB B113 
2! 601 .Ql 
1140- 142 0 EB Al23 
1! 601 Ql 








Integrt ing Elem CUrr 
Kochmann B 
Qualitativ e Research 
Hornstein S 
ED 2! 601 51 Thematic Teaching 
Begin/End Date 06-12to 07-05 Frost P 
Permission Requi red Hours Arranged 
In England . Co-requisite 609-51 
For registration information, call 25S - 3081 
May not enroll via TtRS 
ED 74 609 Sl Comparative Educ 
:Begin/ ~ Dat;-"o6-12to 07 - 05 Louisell R 
Permission Required Hours Arranged 
Class is held in Engl and. co-requisite 601-51 
For registration info~tion, call 255-3081 








1! 614 fil. 
114 0 -1420 EB A23 0 
2! us fil. 
l.43 0 -lil. 0 BB A23 0 
2! 616 Q.! 
1140-1420 EB A2251 
2! 62 0 .Ql 
TR 0 800 -1040 
Gr&ding Options : 
EB Al.10 
SU-Req 
.Ql ED 2! 63 0 
MW 114 0-142 0 EB A22 9 
ED 2! 644 .Ql 
MW 080 0 -104 0 EB Al23 
ED 1! 645 .Ql 
MW 114 0-142 0 EB Al28 





08 00- 104 0 EB Al28 
1! 652 Q1 
080 0 -104 0 EB B113 
1! 680 Ql. 
0800-104 0 BB Al28 
Interpret Research 
Schmidt R 
Intro to Research 
Schmidt R 
Human izi ng Schools 
Rornanish B 
Intro to Blem Ed 
Hornstein S 
Middle Sch Instruct 
Miller T 
Elem Sch Mathemat i cs 
Kochmann B 
School Discipline 
Hint z J 
Elem Sch curriculum -· Wh Lang : Theory/ Prac 
Heine D 
Dimensions of Lrng 
J'.elsey K 
EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
ED 1! ill Ql. 
TR 1200-1600 EB Al22 
ED 1! 49S E 
TR 08 00-104 0 SB B113 
ED 1! 497 ..Q.!. 
MTWRF 0930-1530 EB Al.28 
Begin/ End Date 07 - 15 t o 07-2 3 
ED 1! 558 .Ql 
TR l.200 -160 0 EB Al22 
ED 1! 595 ,E_ 
TR 08 00 - 1040 BB B113 
ED 1! S97 .Ql 
MTWRF 0 513 0- l.530 EB Al28 
Begi n / End Date 07-15 to 07-23 
ED 2! fil .2.! 
MN'F 0 51 00-1730 EB A126 
COURSE TITLE 




Aerospace Activ Wksp 
Kelsey K 
Special Fees: 10 . oo 




Aerospa ce Activ Nksp 
Kelsey K 
Special Fees : 10. 00 
Integrat Tech El cur 
Xochmann B 
Begin/End Date 07-15 to 07-24 Davison L 
This course meets in the Curriculum Technology 
Center of the ED Building 
ED 2! ill Ill 
MI"MRF 1430 -1710 EB A229 
Begin/ End Date 07 - 15 t o 07-26 
ED 2! 623 .Q! 
TR 114 0 -1420 EB Bl.1 3 
ED 1! 627 Q! 
MW 083 0 -111 0 EB B113 
ED 1! ill Ql 
MWF 0900-l.60 0 EB Al23 
Begin/End Date 07-15 to 07-26 
Philosophy of Educ 
Romanish B 
Eled: Contemp/ Future 
Loui sell R 






DEPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
EDAD ll 601 .Q.! Intro to EDAD 
MTWR 1130 - 1500 Moore C 
Begin/ End Date 06-1 0 to 06-25 
BDAD ll Eil.5 .Q.! Supervision of Ins t r 
MI"NR 0730 - 111S McMullen J 






DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
EDAD ll 622 !2 
MTW 073 0-1230 
Begin/ End Date 07- 01 to 07-10 
COURSE TITLE 
Legal Aspects in Ed 
McMullen J 
on-site course : paired with ITV section 
EDAD ll ill ll Legal Aspects in Ed 
MTN 07 30 -1230 ZIP 5630 McMullen J 
Begin/End Date 07-01 to 07-10 Special Fees: 19 . SO 
ITV; off campus site - Duluth 
EDAD ll 652 il 
MTWR 1300-1700 
Begin/ End Date 06-17 to 06-27 
Corrrnunity Relations 
Miles B 
on-site course : paired with ITV section 
EDAD E 6S2 g COumunity Relations 
MTWR 1 30 0-17 00 ZI P 5630 Miles B 
Begin/ End Date 06- 1 7 to 06-27 Special Fees : 19 . SO 
ITV; off campus sites - Anoka & Osakis 






DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
EDAD E .ill .Q! 
M'l"WR 0800-14 00 
Begin/End Date 07 -15 to 07-23 
COURSE TITLE 
Intro to School Law 
McMullen J 
EDAD ,E ~ g Leadership Rural Sch 
Ml1fR 0 800 - l.2 00 ZIP 563 0 Leach E 
Begin/ End Date 08-05 to 08-15 Special Fees: 151.50 
ITV; off campus sites - Brainerd , Hibbing or Duluth 
EDAD ll 68 0 !2 
MTWRP 1300-17 00 
Begin/ End Date 07-251 to 08- 08 
Research in EDAD 
Miles B 
o n-site course : pai red with ITV section 
EDAD ll .ill. g Research in EDAD 
MI'WRF 1300-1700 ZIP 563 0 Miles B 
Begin/End Date 07-251 to 08- 08 Special Fees: 151 . 50 
ITV; off campus sites - Anoka &. Willmar 
iLECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
EE 1i 15S 21 






DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
EE• l!_ ill .Q.! 
MlWR 0935-113 0 ECC 128 
MW 1345-1515 ECC 203 
ENGLISH/FIRST TERM 
COOR.SE TITLE 
Circuit Analysis I 
Heneghan M 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
ENGL _g 162 .Q.! 
MTWR 0730-092 5 SH 2 06 
BNGI,• g 163 .Q.! 
MTWR 05135-113 0 EH 205 
ENGL g 205 .Q! 
MTWR 093S-113 0 SH 210 
ENGL g 223 .Q!. 
MTWR 093S - 113 0 R l. 02 
ENGL ll ill .Q! 
MTWR l.20 0 -1630 SH 219 
Written Compos I 
Gordon C 
Women ' s Abuse Issues 
Head L 
Gender Issues in Lit 
FOater J 
Survey of Brit Lit I 
Hi bbard J 







Begin/End Date 06 - 1 0 to 06-20 Grading Opti ons : S0- Req 
ENGL• 55 457 01 
Permiss'I;;n Required_ 
Hours Arranged 
ENGL _g ill Q! 
MI"WR 1000-1400 SH 212 
Begin/ End Date 06-10 to 06-20 
ENGL i§_ 468 .Q! 
MTWR 1345-154 0 SH 206 
ENGL g 469 fil. 
MI"WRP 0900-1400 R 2 
Begin/End Date 06-24 to 07-03 
English Internships 
Inkster R 
Te aching Wri t ing 
Gordon C 
Contemp American Lit 
Perry C 
Chicano/A Li terature 
Veeder R 
ENGL i§. 538 .Q.! Creat Wrtg Poet Fict 
MtWR 1200-1630 SH 219 Meissner w 
Begin/ End Date 06-10 to 06-20 Grading Options , SO-Req 
ENGL _g 558 Q! 
MTWR 1000-l.40 0 SH 212 
Begi n / End Dat e 06-10 to 06-20 
ENGL _g 569 .Q.! 
MTWRF 05100 - 1400 R 2 






DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
ENGL _g 162 ,E_ 
MTNR 0730 - 0512 5 R 2 
ENGL _g 162 Q1. 
MT'MR 073 0 -05125 R 102 
ENGL ~ 162 .Q! 
MT'MR 0935-113 0 SH 223 
ENGL• g 163 ~ 
MTKR 0935-113 0 R 2 
ENGL g ill .Q.! 
MTWR 1140•133S SH 206 
ENGL g 2 70 Ill 
HTWR l.345-1540 SH 210 
COURSE Tin.E 
Nritten Compos I Np 
Veeder R 
'Written Compos I 
Staff 
Written Compos I 
St.aff 
Biography Wp 
Hanse n T 
Survey Brit Lit. II 
Klepetar S 
American Indian Li t 
Crow S 
HRS 
DEPT NBR ClS SECT 
ENGL §_§. 294 Q!. 
Ml'MR 0935-1130 SH 210 
BNGL• i2, 433 Q!. 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 206 
ENGL• ~ 533 fil:. 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 206 
BNGL ~ 696 Q!. 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 305 
COU RSETITlE 
Myth and Legend 
Klepetar S 
ESL and culture 
Robinson J 




ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE 
/ FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
ESL 1!! ill fil:. 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 206 
Grading Options: Either 
ESL 1!! ill fil:. 
MTWR 1140-1335 SH 327 






FINANCE INSURANCE REAL ESTATE 
/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CL.S SECT 
FIRE ~ ill Q!. 
MTWR 1140-1335 BB 119A 
Special Fees, 5. 00 
FIRE ~ ill Q! 
MTWR 0730 -0925 BB 119A 
FIRE £.Q. 375 Q! 
M'I'WR 0935-1130 BB 321 
PIRE• ll ill .Q.!. 
Permission Required 
Grading Options: SU-Reg 
Hours Arranged 
FIRE ll ill .Ql 
M'I'WR 0935-1130 BB 119A 
FIRE ll 572 .Q.!. 















FI NANCE I NSURANCE REAL ESTATE 
/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
FIRE l.£ 371 ~ 
M'I'WR 0730 - 0925 BB IHA 
Special Fees: 5. oo 
FIRE ll 371 ~ 
NTMR 0935-1130 BB 119A 
Special Fees: s.oo 
FIRE• 20 44.4 N 
Permission Required 
Grading Options, • SU-Reg 
Hours Arranged 
FIRE* £Q. 4 71 Q!. 
MI'WR 1140-1335 BB 119A 
Special Fees: 5. 00 
FIRE* ll 571 Q!. 
MtWR 1140-1335 BB 119A 














DEPT NBR CLS SECT COIJRSE TITLE 
FREN ll ill .Q.!. Elem French I 
MIWR 0730-0925 BR 104 Langen N 
GBOGRAPHY/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
GBOG JJ.. 250 .Ql 
MTWR 0935 - 1130 SH 309 
Special Fees: 40.00 
GEOG Tl.. 253 Q! 
M'l'WR 0935-1130 SH 307 
GEOG Tl_ 273 .Q.1 
KnfR. 0730-0925 SH 305 
GEOG 12 ill. Q! 
M'IWR 1140-1300 SH 305 
GEOG 11 390 Q! 
Ml'tfR 0935 - 1130 SH 305 
GEOG* ].2 432 .Q.!. 




Richason B F 
Theory Concept s - Geog 
Harper C W 
Physical Geography 
Nixon LG 
Geog of Minnesota 
Harper C W 
Geog Field Course 
Wixon L G 
Applied Geog Seminar 
Dockendorf£ T P 
Major Students Only 
GEOGRAPHY/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR ct.s SECT COURSE TITLE 
GEOG 12 ill Q! 
KIWR 0730-0925 SH 308 
GEOG* 12 ill 
MH 1700-2020 SH 310 
Special Fees: 40. oo 
GEOG* 12 ill_ Q! 
TR 1500-1820 SH 309 
Special Fees: 40.00 
GEOG• ].2 ill fil. 
TR 1500 - 1820 SH 309 
Special Fees: 40.00 
Intro to Global Geog 
Baker R. G 
I nt r o Gis Techniques 
Bixby R 0 
Isaues in Urban Geog 
Bixby R 0 
Issues in Urban Geog 
Bixby R 0 
HEALTH AND SAFETY/FULL TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 



















DEPT NBR ClS SECT 
METS ll !!2. .Q.!. 
Permiss ion Required 
Grading Options: SU-Req 
Major students Only 
METS ll 446 .Q.!. 
Permission Required 
Gr ading Options: SU-Req 








Special Fees: 35. 00 
Hours Arranged 
HEALTH AND SAFETY/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
HBTS 1! 125 fil. 
COURSE TITLE 
Fundamentals of Hlth 
MTWR 0935-1055 HAH S306 Staff 
HETS l! ill .Q.1 Principles Nutrition 
MTWR 1140-1300 HAH $306 Staff 
METS l! ill 
MTWR 0730-0925 
HETS ,ll 305 
MTWR 0935-1130 








HETS* ,ll ill fil. 
MT 0935-1130 EB All9 
W 0930-1030 EB 8206 
Dr • Traf S11f Ed I 
Isberner Brad 
Prin of Safety Edu c 
Rhk Harol d 
Adult Chld Alchol Fm 
Vesely Barb 
Mood Mod Sub in Soci 
Osendorf Frank 
Attendance at one 2-hour presentation required 
HETS* _ll 405 g 
Ml' 0935-1130 EB Al19 
M 1030-1130 EB B206 
Mood Mod .sub in Soci 
Osendorf Frank 
Attendance at one 2-hour presentation required 
HETS• ll 405 .Q1 
MT 0935·1130 BB A119 
R 0930 - 1 030 EB 8206 
Mood Mod Sub in Soci 
Vesely Barb 
Attendance at one 2-hour presentation required 
HETS'"' 1! 405 Q! 
MT 
R 
0935-1130 EB A.1 19 
1030-1130 BB B206 
Mood Mod Sub in Soci 
Vesely Barb 
Attendance at one 2-hour presentation required 
HETS• ll !BE. B.§. 
MTWR 0730-0850 HAH 241 
HETS* ll 475 .Q.!. 
MTWR 0935-1130 HAH 241 
HETS ll lli fil. 
M'I'WR 0730-0925 HAH 242 
BETS• ,ll ill .Q.!. 
MTWR 1140 - 1335 HAH 241 
BETS* ll 490 fil. 








Org & Adm of Dr Educ 
'nfR l.800-2130 EB A115 Palmer John 
Begin/End Date 07-09 to 08-01 
BETS• ,ll 498 .Q.1 
MTWR 0935-1055 BB A229 
BETS• ,ll 504 .Q.!. 
TR 1600-1930 EB 8214 
HETS* ,ll 505 fil. 
MT 0935-1130 EB All9 
W 0930-1030 EB 8206 
Elementary School He 
Isberner Brad 
Adult Chld Alchol Fm 
veaely Barb 
Mood Mod Sub in Soci 
Osendorf Frank 
Attendance a t one 2-hour presentation required 






Mood Mod Sub in Soci 
Osendorf Prank 
Attendance at one 2-hour presentation required 
HETS* ll 505 .Q1 
MT 0335-1130 EB A119 
R 0930-1030 EB 8206 
Mood Mod Sub in Soci 
Vese ly Barb 
Attendance at one 2-hour presentation required 
HETS• ll 505 .Q! 
MT 0935-113 0 EB All9 
R 1030- 113 0 EB 8206 
Mood Mod Sub in Soci 
Vesely Barb 
Attendance at one 2-hour presentation required 
HETS• .ll 505 _Q.§_ Mood Mod SUb in Soc i 
MTWR 0730-0850 HAH 241 Risk Harold 
BETS• ll 511 fil. Nutrition-Olde r Adul 
Kl'WR 1140-1335 KAH S306 Staff 
BBTS _ll 581 .Q.!. 
MTWR 0730-0925 HAH 242 
BETS• 38 582 .Q.!. 





HETS• ll 590 fil: Org + Adm of Dr Educ 
TWR 1800 - 2130 EB Al l 5 Palmer John 
Begin/End Date 07-09 to 08-01 
BETS• ll ill fil. 
KIWR 0935 - 1055 EB A229 
Elementary School He 
Isberner Brad 
HEALTH AND SAFETY/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR Cl.S SECT COURSE TITLE 
BETS ,ll 215 Q.!. Persnl • Co11111ty Hlth 
MIWR 0730-0850 KAH S306 Staff 
BETS ll 390 .Q.!. Dr + Traf Saf Ed II 
MTWR l.500-1700 EB B206 Buraglio C&rl 
BETS ll 398 fil. 
Hours Arranged 
Dr Educ Lab Prac 
Buraglio Carl 
BETS• ll fil 01 Nutrition-Older Adul 
MI'lfR 1140-1335 HA}{ S306 Staff 
BETS ll ~ .Q.!. Wkp-Inatr Prep Aaa 
MI'lfR 1300 - 1455 BB BllO Buraglio earl 
P 0800-1700 EB 8 110 
Begin/End Date 07-15 to 08 - 01 PermJ.saion Required 






DEPT NBR ClS SECT 
BETS ll IB fil. 
MTWR 1300-1455 BB 8110 




Wkp-Instr Prep Aaa 
Buragl io C&rl 
HRS 
Grading Options: SU-Req 
DEPT NBR CLS SECl' COURSE TITLE HRS 
RIST ll l. 06 .Q1 contemporary Africa 
MnfR 0730 - 0925 SH 2l.2 Hayenga P 
RIST ,ll ill Q! 
M'I'WR 0935-1130 SH 219 
HIST ll fil .Q.!. 
MI'lfR 0935-1055 SH 284 
HIST ll 586 .Q.!. 
MIWR 0935-1055 SH 284 
OS Since 1865 
Sigal P 
Seminar South Africa 
Nayenga P 
Seminar South Africa 
Nayenga P 
HISTORY/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CI.,S SECT 
RIST ll 140 .Q.!. 
MTWR 0730-0925 SH 210 
HIST ll 203 fil. 
MlWR 0935-1130 SH 212 
HIST ll 356 .Q.1 
KI'NR 0730-0925 SH 212 
HIST ll 681 .Q.!. 
M'I'WR 0935 - 1055 SH 284 
COURSE TITLE 




Women in History 
Med ler M 
Sein f'DR + the 1930S 
Hofsonmer D 
HOMAN RELATIONS/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
HURL ll 201 Q!. 
TN 1600- 1930 EB 8 107 
HORL .ll ill g 
TN 1134-1535 SH 307 
HORL .ll lli fil: 
MW 09 35-1335 SH 228 
HURL ,ll .ill .Q.!. 
TR 0935 - 1335 SH 228 
HURL ,ll 499 .Q! 
MTWR 0935-1235 SH 201 
HDRL ll 499 g 
MTWR 0935 - 1235 SH 120 
Special Fees: 3. 00 
HDRL ll 499 Q1 
M'I'WR 0935 - 1235 Sh 308 
Special Fees: 3.00 
HURL ll 499 .Q! 
Ml'WR 0935 - 1235 BB B107 
Special Fees: 3. 00 
HURL ,ll 500 .Q.1 
M'I'WR 0935-1235 SH 201 
Special Fees, 3. oo 
HDRL .ll ill .Ql 
M'IWR 0935-1235 SH 120 
Special Fees, 3. 00 
HURL ll ill .Q1 
MTWR 0935-1235 SH 308 
Special Fees, 3. 00 
HtJRL n lli o• 
MTMR 0935-1235 EB B107 
Special Pees: 3. oo 
HURL ll 595 B,! 




Non Oppressive Relat 
Hixson Emma 




Human Relation Block 
Hoodecheok Don 
Human Re l ation Block 
Tripp Michael 
Human Relation Block 
Hofl'l'l&.flll SUdie 
Human Relation Block 
Rudnitski Delrita 
Human Relation Block 
Hoodecheck Don 
Human Relation Block 
Tripp Michael 
Human Rel ation Block 
Hofmann SUdie 
H>.unan Relat i on Block 
Rudnitski Delrita 
Sex Rol e s+Relation 
Thelen Rose 
HUMAN RELATIONS/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE T I TLE 
HURL ll 201 fil. 
MN 0935-1335 SH 201 
HURL ll 201 Q!. 
MTWR. 1135-1335 EB 8 1 07 
HURL ll 409 fil: 
MTWR 0935-1135 EB Bl 07 
HURL ,li 499 ~ 
KI'WR 0935 - 1100 SH 322 




















n 4 99 .2.§. 
0935-1100 SH 307 
1100-1235 MS 116 
2§. 499 .Q2. 
0935-1100 SH 219 
1100-1235 MS l.16 
n 500 Qi 
0 935-1100 SH 322 
1100 - 1235 MS 116 
2§. 500 il 
0935-1100 SH 307 
1100 - 1235 MS 116 
n 500 Q2 
0935-1100 SH 219 
ll.00 - 1235 MS 116 
n 509 fil. 
0935-1135 EB 8 107 
n 625 file. 
0935-1335 SH 201 
Non-Oppressive Relat 





Human Rela tion Block 
Thompson Karen 
Special Fees: 3. oo 
Human Rela tion Block 
Tripp Luke 
Special Pees: 3. oo 
Human Relation Block 
Tripp Michael 
Special Fees: 3. oo 
Hu.man Relation Block 
Thompson Karen 
Special Pees: 3 . 00 
Human Relation Block 
Tripp Luke 
Special Pees: 3 . 00 
Human Relation Block 
Tripp Michael 
Special Fees : 3. oo 
Ageism 
Rudnitski Delrita 







INDUSTRIAL STtJDIBS/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBJl CLS SECT 
IND ll 110 .Ql 
MTWR 0730-0925 HH 212 
IND ll 193 Q1 
M'l'NR 0935-1130 HH 121 
IND ll ill .Q.! 
Ml'lfR 093S-1500 HH 113 
Begin/End Date 06 -1 0 to 06-20 
IND ll 445 .Q.! 
MI'WR 0935-1600 RH 113 
Begin/End Date 06 -24 to 06-27 
IND ll 495 .Ql 
Ml'lfR 0935-1600 RH 225 
Begin/End Date 06-17 to 06-20 
IND ll lli ll 
COURSE TITLE 
Tech Drawing I 
Lacroix William 
Tech + Third World D 
Akubue Anthony 
Elect Prepress + Ima 
Gilberti Anthony 
cad on the Macintosh 
Nestel Gerald 
Modular Tech I 
Schwaller Anthony 
Modular Tech II 
M'I'NR 0935-1600 ZIP 0000 Schwaller A 
Begin/End Date 06-24 to 06-27 
Prior permission of instructor required 
Meets at Mound-Westonka High School. 
M&y not enroll via TtRS 
IND ll ill .Ql 
Peratisaion Required 
Lah Arranged 
IND ll ill .Q.! 
MTNR 0935-1500 HH 113 
Begin/End Date 06-10 to 06-20 
IND ll 545 Bl 
M'l'NR 0935-1600 HH ll3 
Begin/End Date 06 -24 to 06-27 
IND ll 595 .Ql 
Ml'lfR 0'35-1600 RH 225 
Begin/End Date 06 - 17 to 06-20 




Elect Prepre•• + Ima 
Gilberti Anthony 
c.ad on the Macintosh 
Nestel Gerald 
Modular Tech I 
Schwaller .Anthony 
Modular Tech II 
MI'NR 0935-1600 ZIP 0000 Schwaller A 
Begin/End Date 06 -24 to 06 -27 
Prior permission of instructor required 
Meeta at Mound-WeatonkA High School. 
May not enroll via TtRS 






INFORMATION MBDIA/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
IM ... 
IM 
il 412 .Q.!. 
1345-1715 SR 151 
ll 468 Q! 
MIWR 0730-0925 CH 228 
Special Fees: 25. 00 
COURSE TITLE 




IM il !2!. .Q.!. Prep of Materials 
M'1'WR 1345- 1715 CH 126 Thompson Mert 
Begin/End Date 06 - 17 to 07-12 ·Special Fees: 35.00 
IM il fil Q! 
MI'NR 0935-1130 CH 126 
IM 25 484 .Q.! 
Begin/~ Dat~6-11 to 06 -13 
Pernli.saion Required 
Grading Options: SO'-Req 
IM ll 484 .2£ 
MT 0930-1530 CH 232 
Beg:in/B:nd Date 06-10 to 06-11 
IM il 484 § 
Ml' 0930-1730 BB Al26 
Begin/End Date 06-24 to 06-25 
Grading Optiona:, SU-Req 
IM ll 484 .Q! 
WR 0930-1730 BB Al.26 
Begin/End Date 06-26 to 06-27 
Grading Options: SO-Req 
IM ll 484 §. 
MT 0930-1730 EB Al26 
Begin/End Date 07 -08 to 07-09 
Grading Options: SO-Req 





Sem.: Intro Internet 
Pehler Jim 
Special Fees: 10 . oo 
Sem:Internet K-12 11 
Schnabel Jerry 
Special Fees: 10 . 00 
Sem: Internet IC-12 12 
Schnabel Jerry 
Special Fees: 10 . 00 
Sern:Internet K-12 #1 
Schnabel Jerry 
Special Fees : 10. oo 
IM il !!! .Q! Sem.:lnternet K-12 12 
MR 0930-1730 EB A126 , Schnabel Jerry 
Begin/End Date 07-10 to 07-11 Special Fees: 10 .00 
Grading Options : SO-Req 
IM ll lli .Q2 
MTW 0730-113 0 01 232 
Begin/End Dilte 06-17 to 06-19 
Grading Options; SO-Req 
IM ll ill Q! 
MTN 0730-1130 CH 232 
Begin/End Date 07-01 to 07-03 
Grading Options; SO-Req 
IM ll 512 Q1 
MN 1345-1715 SK 151 
IM ll 568 Q1 
M'IWR 0730- 0925 CH 228 
Special Pees: 25. 00 
IM ll 571 .Ql 
MTWR 1345-1715 CH 126 
Begin/End Date 06-17 to 07-12 
IM ll 5 77 Q!. 
MTNR 1140-1300 CH 125 
IM il 578 Q1 
MTWR 0935-1130 CH 126 
Sern: Create WWW Page 
Rotto Luther 
Special Fees, 10. 00 
Sem: Create WWW Page 
Rotto Luther 
Special Fees: 10. oo 




Prep of Materials 
Thompson Hert 
Special Fees: 35. 00 
Reference and. Biblio 
Ewing Keith 






DEPT NBR a.s SECT COURSE TITLE 
IM 25 584 01 Sem:NECC 1996 
Begin/~ Dat;--o6-1l to 06-13 Thompson Hert 
Permission Required Hours Arranged 
Grading Options: SO-Req 
IM ll lli ~ 
MT 0930-1730 CH 232 
Begin/End Date 06-10 to 06-11 
IM il ~§ 
MT 0!:130-1730 EB A126 
Begin/End Date 06-24 to 06-25 
Grading Options: SO-Req 
IM ll 584 Qi 
WR 0930 -1730 EB A126 
Begin/ End Date 06-26 to 06-27 
Grading Opti0ru1: SO-Req 
IM £2 584 §_ 
MT 0930 -173 0 EB A126 
Begin/End DAte 07 - 08 to 07-09 
Grading Options: SO-Req 
IM ll 584 .Q! 
WR 0930-1730 EB Al26 
Begin/End Date 07-10 to 07-11 
Grading Options: SO-Req 
1M £2 584 .Q.1 
Mnf 0730 -113 0 CH 232 
Begin/End Date 06-17 to 06-19 
Grading Options: SU-Req 
IM - ll 584 0730-1130 08 CH 232 Begin/End Date 07-01 to 07-03 
Grading Options: SO-Req 
IM ll ill Q1 
tnWR 0935 -1055 CH 127 
IM ll 606 Ql . 
TR 1345-1615 CH 125 
IM ll 608 .Q.! 
MIWR 0730-0850 OI 1:27 
IM 25 6-H Ql 
MTWR 1140-1300 CH 126 
Special Fees : 25. 00 
IM ll ill .Q! 
Permission Required 
Hours Arranged 
IM ll 681 .Q.!. 
Permission Required 
Houra Arranged 
IM ll 68:2 P..!. 
Pe:r?llission Required 
Hours Arranged 
IM ll 683 .Q.!. 
RP 0930-1 730 CH 228 
Sem: Intro Internet 
Pehler Jim 
Special Fees: 10 . oo 
Sem: Internet x - 12 #1 
Schnabel Jerry 
Special Fees: 10. oo 
Sem: Internet K-12 #2 
Schnabel Jerry 
Special Fees: 10. oo 
Sem:Internet K-12 U 
Schnabel Jerry 
Special Fees; 10. oo 
Sem:lnternet K-12 #2 
Schnabel Jerry 
Special Fees: 10. 00 
Sern: Create WWW Page 
Rotto Luther 
Special Fees: 10. 00 
Sem:Create MWW Page 
Rotto Luther 
Special Fees: 10.00 
IM Theory Resch Prac 
Fields Dennis 

















Begin/End Date 06-20 to 06-21 Grading Options: SD-Req 
IM ll 683 .Ql Sem:Dsgn for Dvrsty 
RP 0930-1730 CH 228 Hites Jeanne 
Begin/End Date 06-27 to 06-28 Grading Options: SU- Reg 
IM ll ill § 
RF 0930- l 730 CH 228 
Sem: Time & P~ j Mgmt 
Hites Jeillllle 
Begin/End Date 07-11 to 07-12 Grading Options: S0-Req 
INFORMATION MEDIA/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
IM ll ill Q! 
MTNR 1140-1335 CH 126 
Special Fees: 35 . oo 
IM ll ill fil. 
M'I1f 1730 - 1950 CH 125 
IM il ill E 
"'1'NR 0935-1130 CH 228 
Special Fees: 25 . 00 
IM ll 484 .f!.! 
Ml'W 1345-1745 CH 232 
Begin/End Date 07-15 to 0'1 - 17 
Grading Options: SU-Reg 
IM ll illll 
Ml'W 1345-1745 CH 232 
Begin/End Date 07-22 to 07 -24 
Grading Options : SO-Reg 
IM ll 484 ll 
MTW 1345-174S CH 232 
Begin/End. Date 07-29 to 07-31 
Grading Options: SU-Reg 
IM il 484 ]d 
MT 0930-1730 CH 132 
Begin/End Date 08-05 to 08-06 
Grading Options; SO-Req 
IM ll ill Q1 
M'IWR 1140-133S CH 126 
Special Fees: 35.00 
IM ll ill Q1 
MTW 1 730- 19S0 CH 125 
IM ll ill E 
MTNR 09~5-1130 CH 228 
Special Fees: 2S. 00 
IM ll ill .Q! 
MTNR 1345-1S05 CH 127 
IM ll 581 .Q.! 
TWR 0935-1130 CH 125 
Onptrs in Ed " Train 
Junaid Najmi 




Sem: Intro Hyperstudi 
Thompson Mert 
Special Pees: 10.00 
Sem: Hyper .r. Videodis 
Thompson Mert 
special Fees: 1 0. 00 
Sem:Hyper Multi Cd 
Thompson Mert 
Speciill Fees: 10. 00 
Sem: Dsgn Media-Bus 
Theis J 
Terwey Marylou 
Special Fees: 10.00 
Crnptrs in Ed & Train 
Junaid Najmi 












DEPT NBR ClS SECT COURSE TITL£ 
IM ll 584 .Q.! Sem: Intro Hyperstudi 
MTW 1345-1745 CH 232 Thompson Hert 
Begin/End Date 07-15 to 07-17 Special Fees: l0.00 
Grading Options: SU-Reg 
IM il lli ll Sem:H~r .r. Videod.is 
M'IW 1345-1745 OI 232 'Thompson Mert 
Begin/End Date 07-22 to 07-24 Special Fees: 10.00 
Grading Options: so-Req 
IM ll 584 ll 
MTW 1345-1745 CH 232 
Begin/End Date 07-29 to 07 - 31 
Grading Options: SU-Req 
IM 
"" 
il 584 g 
0930-1730 CH 132 
Sem: Hyper Multi Cd 
Thompson Mert 
Special Fees : 10. 00 
Sem: Dsgn Media-Bus 
Theis John 
Begin/End Date 08-05 to 08-06 Terwey Marylou 
Grading Options: SU-Reg Special Fees: 10 . 00 
IM 
RF 
ll 683 .Q! 




Begin/End Date 07-18 to 07-19 Grading Options: SU-Req 
IM ll 683 .2.§. 
M'I'W 1345-1745 CH 232 
Sein : Multi Dsgn-Itv 
Thoms Karen 
Begin/End Date 08-05 to 08-07 Special Fees: 10.00 
Grading Options: SU-Req 
INTERDISCIPLINARY STllDIES 
See courses listed under the following: American Studies, 
East Asian Studies, Gerontology, International Relations, 
Latin American Studies, Local and Urban Affairs, Social 
Science, and Social Studies 
MANAGEMENT/FULL TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
fGll'I'" M lli. Q! 
Permission Required 







DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
IGo1'I' §. 361 Q! 
MI'WR 093S - 1130 BB 320 
J1GMT M 363 .QJ.. 
M'I'NR 0730-0925 BB 118 
r«:iMr .Qi 370 .Q.!. 
NTWR 0730-0925 BB 218 
r,o,rr M 467 .Q.! 
NTWR 0935 - ll3 0 BB 218 
?«3Mt• § .ill 
HTWR 0935-1130 
l'GfI'• .Qi ill 
M'I'WR 1345-1540 








M:.Ml' ~ 567 .Q! 
M'I'NR 093 5 -1130 BB 2l8 
MGMT• .2.§. 570 .Q.! 
M'I'W 1700-1945 BB 218 
COURSE TITLE 

































IGi'l"l' M 363 
MTWR 0935 -1130 
MGMT .Qi 363 
MTWR 114 0 -133 5 
J«.Mr• ll 462 
MTWR 0935-1130 
MCMr• M ill 
MTWR 0730 -0925 




















M;fflt Thry Org Beh 
Eagle B 














MARKETING AND GENERAL BUSINESS 
/FULL TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
MJCGB" 52 444 .Q.! 
Permiss~n Required 






MARXBTING AND GENERAL BUSINESS 
/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
MKGB _g 235 .Q..! 
MIWR 0730-0925 BB 319 
MKGB g 309 .Q.! 
MIWR 0935-1130 BB 322 
MlCGB g 1Q.2 .Q1 
MTWR 1140-1335 BB 322 
MKGB g_ 320 .Q.! 
MTMR 1140 - 133S BB 321 
MXGB• g 321 .Q.! 
Kl'WR 0730-0925 BB 217 
MKGB• g 322 Q1 
MIWR 1345-1540 BB ll9 
COURSE TITLE 
Legal Env of Bus 
Sleeper B 
Strategic Bus com 
Asquith J 
Strategic Bus Com 
Asquith .J 













DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
MKGB* g 323 
MIWR 1140-1335 
MKGB* g 327 
MIWR 0935-1130 
MKGB* g 425 
M'IWR 1345-1540 
MKGB* §1 436 
MTNR 0935-1130 
MKGB• g 525 
MTNR 133S-1540 
MKGB• g 536 
























Busi ness Law 
Sleeper B 
MARKETING AND GENERAL BUSINESS 
/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
MKGB §l ill ~ 
M'l'NR 0935-1130 BB 119B 
MKGB g 320 ~ 
MTWR 0935-1130 BB 321 
MICGB* g 321 ~ 
MTNR 0935-1130 BB 217 
MKGB* g 427 .Q.! 
MTWR 0730-0925 BB 322 
MltGB* g 429 n 
MTWR 0935-llJ0 BB 322 
MJCGB* g 432 n 
MTWR 1140-1335 BB 322 
MKGB* g 527 .Q.! 
MI'WR 0730-0925 BB 322 
MKGB* g 532 fil. 
Ml'WR 1140-1335 BB 322 
COURSE TITLE 
Legal Env of Bus 
Wells W 














MASS COMMONICATIONS/FULL TERM 




~ 87 444 01 
Penn.iss~n Required_ 
Hours Arranged 
Mass Cown Internship VR 
Hill Richard 
MASS COMMUNICATIONS/FIRST TERM 
DBPT NBR CLS SECT 
C(MII !.1 220 .Q! 
M'l"MR 0800-094S SH 115 
COMM• !2 ill .Q! 
TR 1300-1630 SH 123 
Special Fees: 20. oo 
CCMI !1 420 .Q.! 
MN 0900-1230 SH 123 
Major Students only 
CCMf !1 ill il 
MN 1300-1630 SH 11S 
Major Students Only 
CCMI!• !2. 436 .Q.! 
JfI'WR 1000- 114S SH 11S 
Major Students 0nly 
CCMi !2. 460 .Q.! 
MN 1300- 1630 SH 120 
Major Students Only 
CCMi'I !1 520 .Q.! 
,_ 0900-1230 SH 123 
CCH'1 !.1 532 .Q.! 
MM 1300-1630 SH 11S 
COt+I !.1 S36 .Q.! 
JfI'WR 1000-114S SH 115 
COf,N !.1 ill .Q.! 
191' 1300 -163 0 SH 120 
COURSE TITLE 
Intro to Mass Media 
Tiberghien G 
Intro to TV 
Ahmed Niaz 
Mass Media + Society 
Habte Amde-Michael 




Mass Comm Law 
Habte All'lde-Michael 
Mass Media + Society 
Habte Amde-Michael 




Mass Corm1 Law 
Habte J.mde-Michael 
MASS COMMUNICATIONS/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
CCM,t• !.1 246 ll 
MW 1300-1450 SH 115 
CCMt !2. 276 ll 
KI'WR 1000-1s00 SH 123 
Special Fees, 20. oo 
CCM4 !2 3S2 .Q.! 
MI'NR 1000-1145 SH 11S 
Major Students only 
CCM4* !1 360 Q!. 
TR 1300-14S0 SH 115 
Major Students Only 
CCNt* !1 478 fil. 
Ml'lfR 1000-1S00 SH 123 




TV Edit + Prod Wkshp 
Mills Mark 
Ad/PR Copy + Layout 
McDonnell Robert 
Mass Media Ethics 
McDonnell Robert 
TV Jrnlsm Prod Mkshp 
Mills Mark 
Major Students Only 
HRS 
HRS 
MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
/FIRST TERM 
DBPT N8R CLS SECT COORSE TITLE HRS 
tie.A• 21 ill .Q! 
M'l'IIR 1140-1335 BB 316 




DBPT NBR CLS SECT COORSE TITLE 
IQ.TH 11 13 0 § Intermediate Algebra 
Hours ~anged Groskreutz William 
Meets in LR-Basement. Report June 10 
Students will be assigned to so min. classes between 
B:30am-ll:30aia . Assessment t.e•t required. t.o regieter 




DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
MATH ll 121 .Ql 




MATH ll 130 .Q! Intermediate Algebra 
Hours Arranged Wilmesmeier James 
Meets in LR-Basement. Report. June 10 
Students will be assigned to SO min. classes between 
8:30am-ll:30am . Assessment t est required to register 
Refer to Acadefllic Policies section in this bulletin 
M1\TII* ll 131 .Ql 
MTWR 0730-0925 ECC 130 
Topics/Alg+Finite Ma 
Buls Shirley 
Assessment test required. to register. 
Refer to Academic Policies section in this bulletin. 
MATH* !.!. ill .Ql 
MI'WR 1140-1335 ECC 130 
College Algebra 
Hubba.rd Miles 
Graphing calculator required. Tl - 8S reconmended. 
Assessment test required to register. 
Refer to Academic Policies section in this bulletin . 
MATH* ll 231 .Q! 
MIWR 0935-1130 ECC 110 
survey of Calculus I 
Fiske Michael 
TI-85 graphing calculator required. 
MATH* !.!. ill .Q! 
MIWR 0935-120 0 ECC 112 
MA'ffl !.!. ill .Q! 
MIWR 1140 -1335 ECC 136 
Special Fees: 5. 00 
MATH* ll ill Q1 
MTWR 0730 -0925 ECC 134 
MATH* ll 445 .Ql 
MIWR 0935-1130 ECC 134 
MATH* l! 515 .Ql 
MTWR 0730 - 0925 ECC 134 
MATH* !.!. fil .Q! 
MI'WR 0935 -113 0 ECC 134 
Cal &. Anal Geom I 
Buls Gary 












DEPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
MATH ll ill .Q1 
MTlfR 093S -113 0 ECC 110 
cultural Mathematics 
Cimperman Janis 
MATII .!!. ill .Q1 Intermediate Algebra 
Hours Arranged Groskreutz William 
Meets in LH-basement. Report July 15 
Students will be assigned to SO min. classes between. 
8:30am-l.l:30am. Assessment test required to register. 
Refer to Academic Policies section in this bulletin. 
MATH* .!!_ 131 02 
MTWR 093s-113o Bee 130 
Topics/Alg&.Finite Ma 
Hebert Mary 
Assessment test required to register. 
Refer to Academ.ic Policies section in this bulletin. 
MATH* ll 134 fil. Trigonometry 
MTWR 1140-133S BCC 130 Johnson Sandra 
Graphing calculator required. TI - 85 recommended . 
MATH ll 350 .Ql 
f,fJ'WR 0730-092S ECC 136 
Special Fees: 5.00 
MATII ll 616 Q1 
KI'WR 1140-1335 ECC 136 
Intro Geom/Stat/Prob 
Naraine Biahnu 
Teach Geo in Sec Sch 
Naraine Bishnu 
MICROCOMPUTER STlJDIES/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
MCS• g 302 Q1 
Ml'WR 0730-0925 BCC 116 
Special Fees : 4 0. 00 
MCS* g 303 .Q.! 
Ml'WR 0730-0925 ECC 111 
Speciil.l Fees: 40.00 
MCS* g 304 Q!. 
Ml'WR 1140-1335 ECC 116 
Special Fees: 40.00 
COURSE TITLE 
software Pkg Micro 1 
Meyer Roger 
software Pkg Micro 2 
Johnson Monte 
software Pkg Micro 3 
Johnson Monte 
HRS 
MICROCOMPUTER STlJDIES/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
MCS* £ 302 Ql 
MrWR 0730-0925 ECC 116 
Special Fees: 40. 00 
MCS• g 303 Ql 
MTWR 0935-1130 ECC 116 
Special Fees: 40.00 
MCS* §1 304 .Q1 
MTWR 1345-1540 ECC 116 
Special Fees: 40. oo 
COURSE TITLE 
Software Pkg Micro 1 
Hebert Henry 
SOftware Pkg Micro 2 
Ryllavy S Del Marie 
software Pkg Micro 3 
Mowe Richard. 
MINORITY STlJDIBS/PULL TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 





Johrulon Robert C 
MINORITY STlJDIBS/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
MINS fil ill Q!. 
MI'WR 1140 -13 35 SH 102 
MUSIC/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR. CLS SECT 
MUS ~ fil Q!. 
M'IWR 0900-1430 PA 141 
Begin/End Date 07-08 to 07-18 
t«JS .Q! 605 Q1 
Ml'WR 0900-1430 PA 113 
Begi n /End Date 06-17 to 06-27 
Intro Minority Studi 
Sigal Peter 
COURSE TITLE 
Intro/Res Mua/Mus Bd 
Smale M 
Schmidt M 








OEPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
MUS 06 616 Q1 Mus of united States 
tfflriRF oio0 -1230 PA 271 Echols C 
Begin/End Date 06-17 to 06-28 
MUSIC EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
MOSE* ~ 201 Q!. 
MTNR 093 0-1055 PA 140 
Teach Music El Grade 
Oxton J 
MUSIC MUSICIANSHIP/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
MOSM ll i1Q. Q! 1'1.ls Inst Repair 
MTNRF 0900-1500 PA 113 Smale M 
Begin/End Date 07-08 to 07-12 
MOSM .!l ill .Ql Mus Inst Repair 
MTNRF 0900-1S00 PA 113 Smale M 
Begin/End Date 07-08 to 08-12 
MUSIC MUSICIANSHIP/SECOND TERM 
DBPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
MUSM £ 471 .Q! Sem/Javanese Gamelan 
MTNRF 0900 -1S00 PA 158 Sutrisno J 
Begin/End Date 07-1S to 07-19 
MUSM ll lli ~ Computer Mus Notatio 
M'l'WR 1300 -160 0 PA 250 Miller S 
Begin/End Date 08-05 to 08 - 1S 
MUSM ,!l 471 § 
MTWRF 0900 -150 0 PA 113 
Begin/End Date 07-22 to 07-26 
MUSM g 571 .Ql 
K1'WRF 0900-1500 PA 158 
Begin/End Date 07-15 to 07-19 
Teach Jazz/Sec Schoo 
Gast X 
Sem/ Javanese Gamel an 
SUtrisno J 
MUSM g lli ~ Computer Mus Notatio 
MTNR 1300-1600 PA 2S0 Miller S 
Begin/End Date 08-05 to 08-15 
MUSM ,li S71 .Ql 
KI'WRF 0900-1500 PA 113 
Begin/End Date 07-22 to 07-26 
Teach Jazz/Sec Schoo 
Gast X 
PHILOSOPHY/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CL.S SECT 
PHIL !! 120 fil. 
MnfR 1345-1S40 BH 1 01 
PHIL !.!. ill .Q.!. 
M'I'WR 093S-1130 BH 103 
PHIL il, 160 .Q1 




Intro to Philosophy 
Swank C 
Intro to Philosophy 
Swank C 
PHILOSOPHY/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
PHIL !! 103 Q1 
MnfR 093S - 1130 BH 101 
PHIL !! 122 Q1 
MI'WR 134S-1S40 8H 101 
HUlticult.ural Philos 
Curnutt J 
Intro to Ethics 
CUrnutt J 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
PE ll 11S.Ql 
MTWR. 0830-092S HAH OS 
Grading Options: Either 
PE 
MW 
ll 123 Q! 
1140-1235 HAH NT 
Grading Options: Either 
PB ll 126 
lffNR 0730-0825 
Grading Options : 
PE ll 160 
* 1 34S-1S40 
Grading Optiona: 










Grading Options: Either 
PB ll ill 
Ml'WR 0830-092S 
Grading Options: 
PE ll 230 
Ml'WR 1035-112S 
Grading Options: 












PE ll 232 Ql 
Ml'WR 0935-1025 KAH EB 




ll ill Ql 
1900-2100 BAH 243 
1900-2100 EH POOL 
Grading Options: lither 
COURSE TITLE 
C Western Dane 
Brink carol 
Weight Trai ning 
MCChesney Jon 
Aerobi c Dance 
Brink carol 













Special Fees : 10. 00 
Skin + Scuba Diving 
Spychala Mark 
Special Pees : 55.00 
PADI course Instruction for PADI Certification 
PE 
• 
ll 211 .E 
U00-2100 KAH 243 
1'00-2100 BH POOL 
Grading Options: Bit.her 














Skin + Scuba Diving 
Spychala Mark 
Special Pees , 55. oo 
Skin + Scuba Diving 
Spychala Mark 
Special Fees: 5S. 00 
Golf 
Oxton John 










DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
PE ll 275 
Jilf 1140-1335 
Grading Opti0ru11 : 
PE ll 275 
MN 1345-1540 
Grading Options: 





1800-2200 HAll S305 
0800-2200 




Special Fees: 30. 00 
Golf 
Oxton John 
Special Fees: 30 . oo 
Basketball Off Clin 
Spanier Michael 
Class meets SUnd.ay 6/23 also,8:00-22:00. 
PE* ll ill .Q1 Mov Opp/Tch Excep l 
KI'NR 1300-1645 HAH S306 Nearing Ruth 
Begin/End Date 06-17 to 06-27 
PE ll sJo .Q1 Basket.ball Off Clin 
1800-2200 HAH 5305 Spanier Michael 
0800-2200 
Begin/End Date 06-21 to 06-23 
Claes meets SUnday 6/23 also, 8, 00-22: 00 . 
PB* ll ill .Q1 Nov Opp/Tch Excep I 
MTNR 1300-1645 RAH S30.6 Nearing Ruth 
Begin/End Date 06-17 to 06-27 
P!IYSICAL EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
PB ll 120 Q1 Aerobic Fitness 
Kl'lfR 0935-1025 RAH S305 Collins Ray 
Grading Option11: Either 
PB ll 228 • ~ 
M'l'WR 0730-0825 HAR SRB 
Grading Options: Either 
PE ll 228 .Q1 
tffWR 0830-0925 RAH SRB 
Grading Options: Either 
PE ,ll 230 Qa 
M'l'WR. 0830-0925 HAH TC 
Grading Opt.iona: Bit.her 
PE .ll 230 Q! 
MnfR 1800-2000 HAH TC 
Begin/End Dilt.e 07-15 t.o 08-01 
PB .ll 271 Q! 
M 1900-2055 HAH 243 
M 2100-2250 HAH POOL 
Grading Opt.ions: Bit.her 
PB .ll ill .Q! 
M 1900-2055 HAH 243 
T 2100-2250 RAH POOL 
Grading Opt.ions : Bit.her 
Racquet.bil.ll 







Skin + Scuba Diving 
Westerberg Owen 
Special Peea : 55. oo 
Skin + Scuba Diving 
Neat.erberg Owen 
Special Fees: 55. oo 
PE 
M 
,ll 271 .Qi Skin + Scuba Diving 
1900-2055 RAH 243 Nest.erberg Owen 
• 2100 - 2250 HAH POOL Special Fees: 55.00 
Grading Opt.ions: Either 
PB .ll 392 .Q.! Elem. School Phys Ed 
MTNR 1035-1125 HAH SJOS Collina Ray 
P!IYSICAL EDUCATION AND 
SPORT SCIENCE/FIRST TERM 
DBPT RBR CLS SECT COURSE TITLB 
PBSS !1 lli .Ql St.nd 1st. Aid/Safety 
NTWR 0730-1150 RAH 243 U1ferts Lori 
Begin/End Date 06-10 to 06-20 Special Feea: 5 .00 
PBSS !1 ill .Q..! 
NTWR 0935 -113 0 BAH 109 
Special Feea: 10.00 
AnatOfflY 
Brink carol 
PESS !1 ill .Q! Plan Pe/Sport Facil 
P 0800-1700 RAH S306 McChesney Jon 
Begin/End Date 06-14 to 06-28 
P!IYSICS/PIRST TBRM 
DBPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
PHYS• !! 231 9,! 
M'1"NR 0935-1130 MS 124 
Begin/End Dat.e 06-10 t.o 07-12 
General Physics I 
Leaikar Av 
Special Fees: 5.00 
PHYS• !§_ 233 Q.!. General Physics III 
MnfR 0935-1130 MS 103 Dalton Bj 
Begin/End Date 06-10 to 07-12 Special Fees: 5. 00 
P!IYSICS/SECOND TERM 
DRPT NBR CLS SECT 
PHYS !! 208 .2.!. 
M"1'lfR 0935-1130 KS 122 
Begin/End Date 07-15 to 08-16 
cqm5E TITLE 
Energy " Environ 
Jerde Da 
PHYS• !! 232 .Q!. General Physics II 
MTMR. 0935-1130 KS 124 K&lia S 
Begin/End Date 07-15 to 08-16 Special Fees: 5.00 
POLITICAL SCIENCE/l"ULL TERM 
DBPT NBR CLS SECT 
POL• ll !ii Bl 
Permi••ion Required 





POLITICAL SCIENCE/FIRST TERM 
DBPT NBR CLS SECT 
POL !z 111 Bl 
tn'NR. 0730 -0925 SH 323 
POL ll 1 15 Q! 
lfflfR. 0935-1130 SH 323 
POL• ll ill 9.! 
M'l'WR 1140 - 1335 SH 323 
COURSE TITLB 
Intro to Amer Govt 
Frank Steve 
Issues in us for Pol 
Kilkelly John 










DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
POL* ~ 380 .Ql 




POLITICAL SCIENCE/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
POL !§. ill .Ql 
M'l'WR 0730-0925 SH 323 
POL• !§. 316 .Q.! 
M'l'NR 0935-1130 SB 323 
COURSE TITLE 
Pol Ideas + Instit.ut 
Pace Joeeph 
The Vietnam Bra 
llilkelly John 
PSYCHOLOGY/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
PSY• li 216 .Q.!. 
M'IWR 0730 -092 5 EB 8206 
Penni•sion Required 
PSY li ill .Q.! 
MTNR 0730-0925 SH 114 
PSY• li 252 Q! 
tn'WRF 1140-1335 EB B209 
PSY li 273 fil. 
MTNR 0935-1130 SH 114 
PSY li ill .2.!. 
MTNR 1140-1335 SH 114 
Grading Options: SU-Req 
PSY 2! 34S .Ql 
MTNR 1140-1335 BB 8206 
COURSE TITLE 
Descrip + Infer Stat 
Remer J 
Major Students Only 
Intro to Devel Psych 
De Voe M 




Psy of Nomen 
Jazwinski C 
Psy of Aging + Dying 
De Voe M 
PSY .li 430 Q.!. Using Tech in Psych 
M'I'NR 1345-1630 EB A234 Valdes Leslie 























































Resdesign + Met.hod 
Xukuk w 






DEPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
RIN. ll ill ll 
MTWR 0935-1105 SH 104 
Begin/End Date 06-12 to 06-29 
Rdng and Study Skill 
Mehrhoff Sheryl 
~ ll 120 Q.!. Reading Rate Improve 






Begin/End Date 06-12 to 06-29 Grading Options: Either 
RECREATION/FULL TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 









DEPT RBR CLS SECT COURSE TITLE HRS 
SCI ll !2Q. ll 
M'l'WR 1300- 1600 BH 102 
Begin/End Date 07-15 to 07-25 
Implement Sci Stands 
Siffl)SOn P 
SOCIAL SCIENCE/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
SSCI !! 104 il 
M'I'NR. 0730- 0925 SH 203 
SSCI !! .!.Q! ll 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 203 
SSCI 2,! 204 il 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 327 
SSCI 2,! 204 .Qa 
MTWR 1140-1335 SH 110 
SSCI ll 320 ll 
MTWR 0935-1055 SH 331 
COURSE TITLE 
General social Sci 
Tripp L S 
General Social Sci 
Tripp L S 
Cont Intr Relationa 
Haniff G M 
Death and Dying 
Stanaland A G 
Elements of Soc Sci 
Welter M 
SOCIAL SCIENCE/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
SSCI ll 104 .Q.! 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 203 
SSCI ll 104 .2! 
MTWR 1140-1335 SH 203 
SSCI ll 204 .Q.! 
MTWR. 0730-0925 SH 110 
SSCI ,ll 204 .Q! 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 110 
COURSE TITLE 
General Social Sci 
N'olfer A C 
General Social Sci 
N'olfar A C 
Death and Dying 
Stenaland A G 
Death and Dying 
Sterusland A G 
SOCIAL WORK/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
SN ll ill !ll 
MTWR 1140- 1335 SH 207 
SN• 95 444 01 
Pernti.sa~n Required -
Grading Options: SU-Req 
COURSE TITLE 









DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
SN• 95 444 .Ql 
PermissI;n Requi red 
Grading Options: SU-Req 
sw• ~ ill QJ. 
Permission Required 








SOCIAL WORIC/SECOND TBRM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
sw• ~ 345 Q!. 
M1'WR 0935-1130 SH 207 
Penriaaion Required 
SK !§. lli .2.!. 
M'l'WR 1140-1335 SH 207 
COURSE TITLE 





DEPT NBR CLS SECT 






SOCIOLOGYi FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
SOC !§. 160 .Q.! 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 220 
SOC ,!! 261 Q! 
Ml'NR 0935-1130 SH 214 
soc !! 362 .2.!. 
MTWR 1140-1335 SH 214 
soc !§. 367 Bl 
MTNR 0935 -1130 SH 208 
SOC !§. 460 !!,! 
MTWR 0730-0925 SH 221 
SOC !! 560 !!,! 
MTWR 0730-0925 SH 221 
COORSE TITLE 













DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
SOC !§. 160 .Ql 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 220 
soc il 201 .2.!. 
M'I'WR 1140- 1335 SH 205 
SOC !§. 304 .Q.! 
MT1fR 0935-1130 SH 306 
Special Fees: 15. 00 
soc !§. 389 £!. 
M'I'WR 0730-0925 SH 214 
SPANISH/FIRST TERM 
COURSE TITLE 




Social Statistics I 
Argiros R 
Nealth/Power in Amer 
Da.vis L 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT COORSE TITLE 
SPAN 2! 131 Q.!. 
MTNR 0935-1130 BH 126 
Elem Spanish I 
Roman-Morales B 
SPECIAL EDUCATION/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
SPED ,2! 413 .Q! 
MI'W 0900-1800 BB A.235 
Begin/End Date 07-01 to 07-10 
SPED ,2! 417 Q!. 
MI'WR 0800-1700 EB 8207 
Begin/End Date 06-24 to 07-02 
SPBD !!. fil .Q.!. 
Ml'WR 0800-1700 EB A.235 
Begin/End D&te 06-24 to 07-02 
Non-SPED Majors only. 
COORSE TITLE 
Math Meth Spec Stu 
ICellett J 
Ernot/Behav Diaor Stu 
Reese S 
Cotmtunic + Consult 
Gadberry B 
SPED !!. SOS Q! Behavior Problems 
MTN'R 0800-150 0 EB A235 
Begin/End Date 06-10 t o 06-18 
SPED !!. 513 Ql 
MTW 0900-1800 EB A235 
Begin/End Date 07-01 to 07-10 
Reese S 
Ma.th Meth Spec Stu 
:Kellett J 
SPED 2.§. 517 Q1 Emot/Behav Disor Stu 
MTNR 0800-1700 EB 8207 Reese S 
Begin/End Date 06-24 to 07-02 
SPED !§. 519 Q! Rdg/ Lang for Spec St 
MTWR. 0900 - 1600 EB B209 Kellett J 
Begin/End Date 06-17 to 06-25 
SPED 2,! 531 Q!. car"-Voc Spec Nds St.u 
MTNR. 0800-1500 EB 8207 Gadberry E 
Begin/End Date 06-10 to 06-18 
SPED 2§_ 536 Q!. Corrmunic + consult 
MTWR 0800-1700 EB A235 Gadberry E 
Begin/End Date 06-24 to 07-02 
SPED !§. 545 Q1 
Permission Required 
Hours Arranged 
SPED !§. 649 BJ: 
Permiaaion Required 
Grading Options: SU-Req 
SPED 2.§. 670 Q.!. 
Permission Required 
Grading Options: SU-Req 
SPED 2.§. !1Q il 
Permission Required 
Grading Options: SO-Req 
SPED 96 680 01 
Permiss~n Required-
Grading Options: SU-Req 
Issue • concept Ld I 
Markell M 
Pract Mild/Mod IC -12 
Staff 
Hours Arranged 
Pract E/Bd , I-III 
Noll M 9 
Hours Arranged 
Pract E/Bd, I-III 
Ayers F 
Hours Arranged 











DEPT NBR ClS SECT 
SPED ,2! 690 Q! 
Ml'WRF 0800-1630 EB A122 
Begin/End Date 06-24 to 01-01 
SPED 2§. 691 Q! 
Ml'WRF 0800-1630 EB Al22 
Begin/End Date 06-17 to 06-24 
COURSETITI.E 
Sem Accel Learning 
Wellik J 
Se111 Story T Tch&:Ther 
Wellik J 
NOTE: On 6/24 class meets from 18:00-21:00. 
SPECI AL EDUCATION/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
SPED !§. !.Ql .Q1 
COURSE TITLE 
Found in SPED l. 
M'IWR 0800-1700 EB A235 Ayers F 
Begin/End Date 07-15 to 07-23 
SPED ll ill .Q1 Main Sci/Soc St SPED 
M'IWR 0800-1700 EB 8214 Staff 
Begin/End Date 07 - 29 co 08-06 
SPED il ill .Q..!. Found in SPED 1 
MTKR 0800-1700 EB A235 Ayers F 
Begin/End Date 07-15 to 07 - 23 
SPED ll ill .Q1 Applied SPED Found 
MTWR 0900-1600 EB A235 Kellett J 
Begin/End Date 01-22 to 07-30 
SPED 2i lli .Q! Main Sci/Soc St SPED 
MTWR 0800-1700 EB 8214 Staff 
Begin/End Date 07-29 to 08-06 
SPED 2i 54 6 Q1 Issue + Concept Ld 2 
Permission Required Markell M 
Hours Arranged 
SPED 2i 671 Q! 
Permission Required 
Grading Options: SO'-Req 
SPED 1§. 671 ,Ql 
Permission Required 
Grading Options: SU-Req 
SPED 2! 681 .Q.1 
Permis sion Required 
Grading Options: Str-Req 
SPED li 681 fil. 
Permission Required 
Gr ading Options: SU-Req 
Pract. E/Bd, IV-VI 
Noll M B 
Hours Arranged 
Pract. E/Bd, IV-VI 
Noll M B 
Hours Arranged 
Practicum Ld I I 
Markell M 
Hours Arranged 
Practicum Ld II 
St.aft 
Hours Arranged 
SPEECH COMMUNI CATION/FIRST TERM 
DEPI' NBR CLS SECT 
SPC !,! 161 Q1 
MTWR 0730-0925 MS 115 
SPC !! 161 ~ 
MTWR 0935-1130 MS 114 
SPC !,! 161 .Q1 
MTWR 1140-1335 MS 101 
SPC !! ill Qi. 
MTWR 1140-1335 MS 102 
SPC !! 161 .Q.§. 
MTWR 1345-1540 MS 107 
SPC !! 225 Q1 
MTWR 1345-1540 MS 115 
SPC !! 226 .Q.1 
MTWR 0935-1130 MS 10'1 
SPC !! 320 .Q.! 
MTWR 0935 - 1130 MS 115 
SPC !! ill .Q.! 
MTWR 1140-1335 MS 114 
SPC !,! 326 .Q.1 
MTWR 0730-0925 MS 102 
SPC !! 331 Ql 
MTWR 1140-1335 MS 107 
SPC !! ill Ql 
MTWR 0935 - 1130 MS 101 
SPC !! 375 £! 
MTWR 1345 - 1540 MS 114 
SPC !! ill .Q.1 
MTWR 0935-1130 MS 102 
SPC• !! fil Q1 
Permission Required 
Grading Options: SO-Req 
SPC ll 475 .Q.1 
MTNR 1140- 1335 MS 115 
SPC !! ill .Q.1 
MTWR 0935-1130 MS 102 
SPC !! ill .Q.1 
MTWR 1140-1335 MS 115 
COURSE TITLE 
Int.ro to Speech Comm 
Stocker G 
Intro t.o Speech Cormt 
Porter L 
Int.ro to Speech Comm 
Enmers T 
Intro to Speech Comm 
Spry T 








Small Group C0rmt 
Port.er L 



















SPEECH COMMUNICATION/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
SPC !! 161 .Q.§. 
MTWR 0935-1130 MS 114 
SPC !! ill Q7 
M'IWR 114 0 -1335 MS 114 
SPC !! 161 .Q! 
M'IWR 1140-1335 MS 115 
SPC !! 220 Ql 
MTWR 0935-1130 MS 10'1 
SPC !! 223 .Q.1 
M'I'WR 1140-1335 MS 10'1 
SPC ll 226 .Ql 
KI'WR. 1345-1540 MS 10'1 
COURSE TITLE 
Intro to Speech Comm 
Grachek A 
Intro to Speech Comm 
Hess J 















DEPT NBR ClS SECT 
SPC ~ 324 .Q.1 
M'l'WR 0935-1130 MS 115 
SPC* _M 420 .Q.! 
Kl'WR 0730-0925 MS l.14 
SPC• ~ 444 ~ 
Permission Required 
Grading Options, SU- Req 
SPC• ~ lli .Q.! 
M1'WR 0730-0925 MS 114 
COURSE TITlE 
Argument + Advocacy 
Brammer L 
Theor of Persuasion 
Grachek A 
Spc Comm Internahip 
Ross R 
Hours Arranged 
'Iheor of Persuasion 
Grachek A 
SPORT SCIENCE/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CL.S SECT 
ss ~ 251 B.! 
M1'WR 0800-1230 HAH 243 
Begin/End Date 06 - 24 to 07-03 
ss 45 339 01 
Perrniss~n Required_ 
Hours Arranged 
ss il ill.Q.! 
MTWR l300-1'145 HAH S305 
Begin/End Date 0'1-01 to 07-11 
ss il 491 .Q.! 
MTWR 0935-1055 HAH S306 
ss il lli.Q.1 
M1WR 0935-1055 HAH S306 
ss ~ 640 .Q.! 






Comp Sports for Wom 
Thompson Karen 
Psychology o! Sport 
Waxlax B 
Psychology of Sport 
Waxlax B 
Law and Sport 
Waxlax Bob 
SPORT SCIENCE/SECOND TERM 
DBPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
ss• il 304 .Q.! care + Prev At.bl Inj 
Ml'WR 0800-1200 HAH 109 Ze zoney Frank 
Begin/End Date 0'1-15 to 07 - 25 Special Fees: 10.00 
ss• ~ !Q! Q.! Legal/Med Asp Ath Tr 
H'IWRF 1300-1700 HAH 5305 Zezoney F 
Begin/End Date 07-15 to 07-18 
ss ~ 408 .9.! Philosophy of Sport 
MTWR 1140-1300 HAH S305 Simpson Wayne F 
SS ~ fil .Q.! Adm Intersch Athleti 
MTNR 0935 - 1055 HAH S306 Simpson Mike 
SS ~ 508 .Q.! Philosophy o! Sport 
MI'WR l l 40-1300 HAH S305 Simpson Wayne F 
ss il ill .Q.1 
M1'WR 0935-1055 HAH S306 
Adm Intersch Athleti 
Simpson Mike 
STATISTICS/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
STAT il 129 Q!. 
Ml'WR 0935-1130 ECC 118 
Special Fees: 20.00 
STAT• Q 229 .Q.! 
MTWR 0935-1130 ECC 120 
Special Fees: 30. 00 
STAT* Q 229 .Ql 
MTWR 0730-0925 ECC 120 
Special Fees: 30 . 00 
STAT* Q 437 .Q.! 
MTWR 0935 - 1130 ECC 117 
STAT• il ill .Q.! 
Ml'WR 0935-1130 ECC 117 
COURSE TITLE 
Uses of Stat in Soci 
Johnson James W 
Applied Stat I 
Lawal R Bayo 
Applied Stat I 
Johnson .James w 
Prob &. Stat I 
Bird Howard A 
Prob " Stat I 
Bird Howard A 
STATISTICS/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT COURSE TITLE 
STAT• Q 229 ,Q1 Applied Stat I 
MTWR 0935-1130 ECC 120 , Sunduochi Mahdi 
Special Fees: 30. oo 
STUDENT TEA'CHING 
ED - By permission only. Refer to info?ination sent 
from Teacher Development. office, before inputting 
your request on touchtone registration. 
TECHNOLOGY/FULL TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
TECH g !!i .9.! 
Permission Required 
Grading Options: SU-Req 
TBCH ~ fil ~ 
Permission Required 




















TECR* ~ lli Ql Photographic Worksho 
M 0930-1700 HH 230 Braith Wayne 
KI'WRF 0930-1700 HH 2 1 7 Ga111T1ell John 
Begin/End Date 06-10 to 06-19 Permission Required 
TEO£• ,El 565 .Q.1 Photographic Worksho 
H 0930-1700 HH 230 Braith Wayne 
Ml'WRF 0930-1'100 HH 217 Gatllllell John 









THEATRE AND FILM STUDIES 
/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CL$ SECT 
THFS il 365 .Q.! 
MI'WR 1140-1335 PA 221 
THFS 41 496 01 
PermissTc;n Required_ 
Hours Arranged 
'I11FS !! 496 02 
Permission Required_ 
Hours Arranged 












THEATRE AND FILM STUDIES 
/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
'I11FS il 496 .Q2 
Permission Required 
Hours Arranged 
THFS il 06 .Qi 
Permission Required 
Hours Arranged 












WOMENS STUDIES/FULL TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 






WOMENS STUDIES/FIRST TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 





Samue l Pat 
WOMENS STUDIES/SECOND TERM 
DEPT NBR CLS SECT 
ws .2,! 201 Q.! 
MTWR 0935-1130 SH 102 




Intro Womens Studies 
Rockenstein Z 













ST. CLOUD STATE UNIVERSITY, OFFICE OF RECORDS & REGISTRATION, AS-117, ST. CLOUD, MN 56301-4498 
TOUCHTONE REGISTRATION SYSTEM WORKSHEET 
USE ONLY A TOUCHTONE TELEPHONE TO MAKE ENTRIES. A VOICE RESPONSE WILL GUIDE YOU AFTER EACH 
ENTRY. IT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY TO MAKE CERTAIN YOUR REGISTRATION IS CORRECT. THEREFORE, LISTEN 
TO THE ENTIRE RESPONSE BEFORE MAKING YOUR NEXT ENTRY OR TERMINATING YOUR CALL. FINALLY, UP-
DATE YOUR ADDRESS IN THE RECORDS OFFICE. 
STEP 1: COMPLETE THIS FORM BEFORE CALLING TtRS. 
STEP 2: DIAL 320/654-5288 On-Campus Dial 5288 
STEP 3: ENTER YOUR STUDENT ID NUMBER □□□-□□-□□□□ Security Number 
STEP 4: ENTER YOUR PERSONAL ID NUMBER EXAMPLE □□ i □□ BIRTH MO BIRTH YR 
STEP 5: ENTER THE TERM CODE □ 1 for First Summer Term or @]0 00 
2 for Second Summer Term FEBRUARY, 1975 
If undergraduate degree seeking student NOT ADMITTED TO A MAJOR -SEE YOUR FACULTY ADVISER. 
□ □ □ □ ACCESS CODE IS FOUND ON STEP 5A: ENTER YOUR ACCESS CODE ADVISER REGISTRATION PERMIT 
IF ADMITTED TO MAJOR-No Access Code Required. SPECIAL STUDENTS-No Access Code Required. 
STEP 6: ENTER YOUR ACTION CODE EXAMPLE 
SPEECH 161 SECTION 4 
88 161 04 
Not needed after 
April 26, 1996 
~ACTION 
i....:.::::_J CODE 














DEPT CLASS SECT 
□□□□□□□ 
□□□□□□□ 
ENTER [!] ITERMINATEI CALL 
If enrolling in both terms, return to step 5. 
ENTER @] I LIST I YOUR CLASS SCHEDULE 
WRITE DOWN ENROLLED CLASSES 
Enter other term code if enrolling in both terms 
Add 
Drop 
HELP or call (320) 255-3936 
List your class schedule 
Menu of action codes 
Search for open class(es) 
Terminate call 
Withdraw ALL classes 
Repeat last message 
* To cancel input 
Step 6 to End 
Policy on the Use of 
Drugs and Alcohol 
St. Cloud State University. 
I.Introduction 
St. Cloud State University recognizes that the 
unlawful possession, use or distribution of alcohol 
and other drugs is a significant social problem 
with a potential for causing severe effects to 
SCSU's work force and student population. SCSU 
recognizes that drug dependency may be an ill-
ness. Consistent with this understanding, howev-
er, SCSU has an obligation to ensure that its 
employees perform their jobs efficiently, safely, 
and in a professional business-like manner. Addi-
tionally, SCSU has an obligation to ensure that its 
students maximize their educational opportunities 
in an open, supportive environment. 
The purpose of this document is to set forth 
SCSU's policy regarding alcohol and other drug 
use by its students and employees. It is a compila-
tion of excerpts from the Policy On Alcohol and 
Other Drug Use By State Employees, Alcoholic 
Beverages and Drug Policies as outlined in the 
Student Handbook, the Residence Hall Policies 
and the NCAA Regulations. 
II. Scope of coverage 
This policy is applicable to all students and 
employees of SCSU. Questions regarding the poli-
cy should be addressed to the Associate Dean of 
Students, the Director of Personnel, or the Special 
Assistant to the President. 
III. Effects of alcohol 
Alcohol consumption causes a number of marked 
changes in behavior. Even low doses significantly 
impair the judgement and coordination required 
to drive a car safely, increasing the likelihood that 
the driver will be involved in an accident. Low to 
moderate doses of alcohol also increase the inci-
dence of a variety of aggressive acts, including 
spouse and child abuse. Moderate to high doses 
of alcohol cause marked impairments in higher 
mental functions, severely altering a person's abili-
ty to learn and remember information. Very high 
doses cause respiratory depression and death. If 
combined with other depressants of the central 
nervous system, much lower doses of alcohol will 
produce the effects just described. 
Repeated use of alcohol can lead to depen-
dence. Sudden cessation of alcohol intake is likely 
to produce withdrawal symptoms, including 
severe anxiety, tremors, hallucination, and convul-
sions. Alcohol withdrawal can be life threatening. 
Long-term consumption of large quantities of 
alcohol, particularly when combined with poor 
nutrition can also lead to permanent damage to 
vital organs such as the brain and liver. 
Mothers who drink alcohol during pregnancy 
may give birth to infants with fetal alcohol syn-
drome. These infants have irreversible physical 
abnormalities and mental retardation. In addition, 
research indicates that children of alcoholic par-
ents are at greater risk than other youngsters of 
becoming alcoholics. 
IV. Prohibitions and reporting 
duties 
While persons who are at least 21 years old may 
possess or consume alcoholic beverages in a legal 
manner away from campus, no person may pos-
sess or consume alcohol on State property other 
than on those special occasions when a non-profit 
group may obtain and use a special license and 
permit. A person or organization is prohibited 
from accepting donations or charging for alco-
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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holic beverages served off-campus without the 
required liquor license. No person on a city street, 
sidewalk or parking area shall consume, dispense 
or possess uncapped containers of any alcoholic 
beverage including 3.2. beer. Off-campus pur-
chase of a keg requires a city permit, property 
owners permission for a permit and is limited to 
one keg per residence. Violation of any of these 
prohibitions and requirements is a misdemeanor. 
No employee shall report to work under the 
influence of alcohol, marijuana, controlled sub-
stances, or other drugs which affect her/his alert-
ness, coordination, reaction, response, judgment, 
decision-making or safety. No employee shall 
operate, use or drive any equipment, machinery 
or vehicle of the State while under the influence 
of alcohol, marijuana, controlled substances, or 
other mood-altering drugs. Such employee is 
under an affirmative duty to immediately notify 
her/his supervisor that he/she is not in appropri-
ate mental or physical condition to operate, use or 
drive State equipment. No employee shall unlaw-
fully manufacture, distribute, dispense, possess, 
transfer or use a controlled substance in the work-
place or wherever the State's work is being per-
formed. During work hours or while on the States 
premises, no employee shall use, sell, possess or 
transfer alcoholic beverages, with the following 
exceptions: 
(1) consumption, possession, sale or purchase of 
alcohol when authorized by a Commissioner 
under separate statutory or executive agency 
authority; 
(2) possession of alcohol while being transported 
in a State vehicle in compliance with applica-
ble statutory requirements; 
(3) possession of alcohol while in an employees 
personal vehicle on the States premises in 
compliance with applicable statutory require-
ments. 
Additionally, employees shall not participate in 
these activities during rest breaks or during over-
time work. Engaging in off-duty sale, purchase, 
transfer, use or possession of illegal drugs or con-
trolled substances may have a negative effect on 
an employee's ability to perform her/his work for 
the State. In such circumstances, the employee is 
subject to discipline. When an employee is taking 
medically authorized drugs or other substances 
which may alter job performance,• the employee 
is under an affirmative duty to notify the appro-
priate supervisor of her/his temporary inability to 
perform the job duties of the position. Employees 
are discouraged from consuming alcoholic bever-
ages during lunch or dinner meals when return-
ing immediately thereafter to perform work on 
behalf of the State. Employees are advised that in 
any situation subsequent to the intake of alcohol 
where the employee must continue conducting 
the State's business, any employee whose condi-
tion or behavior adversely affects her/his work 
performance shall be subject to possible disci-
pline, up to an including discharge. 
*defined as changed behavior which may limit an em-
ployee~ ability to safely and efficiently perform the job 
duties, or poses a threat to the safety of the employee or 
others 
V Consequences of violation 
Violations of this policy may constitute just cause 
for discipline. The University may confiscate or 
turn over to the civil authorities any alcohol, 
other drugs, drug paraphernalia, or any informa-
tion regarding violation of this policy. 
Employees who violate this policy are subject to 
discipline including but not limited to oral repri-
mands, written reprimands, suspension and termi-
nation. Employees involved in the performance of a 
federal contract who are convicted under a criminal 
drug statute for a violation occurring in the work-
place must notify SCSU within five days of the con-
VIcnon and, in addition to being disciplined, will be 
required to participate satisfactorily in a drug abuse 
aSS1Stance or rehabilitation program. Students who 
violate this policy are subject to discipline including 
but not limited to community service, residence hall 
probation, removal from residence halls, warning 
probation, suspension and expulsion. Student ath-
letes who violate this policy are also subject to being 
declared ineligible for play for the remainder of the 
season or for the rest of their SCSU academic career. 
Where appropriate, SCSU also may notify the 
appropriate licensing board or federal granting 
agency. Each situation will be evaluated on a case-
by-case basis depending upon the severity and cir-
cumstances involved. The following information 
explains state and federal laws and penalties which 
civil authorities may impose: 
Federal penalties and sanctions for ille-
gal possession of a controlled substance 
21 U.S.C. 844(a) 
First conviction: Up to one year imprisonment 
and fined at least $1,000 but not more than 
$100,000 or both. 
After one prior drug conviction: at least 15 days 
in prison, not to exceed 2 years and fined at least 
$2,500 but not more than $250,000 or both. 
After 2 or more prior drug convictions: At 
least 90 days in prison, not to exceed 3 years and 
fined at least $5,000 but not more than $250 000 
or both. ' ' 
Special sentencing provisions for possession of 
crack cocaine: Mandatory at least five years in 
prison, not to exceed 20 years and fined up to 
$250,000 or both, if: 
(a) First conviction and the amount of crack pos-
sessed exceeds five grams. 
(b) Second crack conviction and the amount of 
crack possessed exceeds three grams. 
(c) Third or subsequent crack conviction and the 
amount of crack possessed exceeds one gram. 
21 U.S.C. 853(a)(2) and 88l(a)(7) 
Forfeiture of personal and real property used to 
possess or to facilitate possession of a controlled 
substance if that offense is punishable by more 
than one year imprisonment. (See special sentenc-
ing provisions re: crack.) 
21 U.S.C. 88l(a)(4) 
Forfeiture of vehicles, boats, aircraft or any other 
conveyance used to transport or conceal a con-
trolled substance. 
21 U.S.C. 844a 
Civil fine of up to $10,000 (pending adoption of 
final regulations) . 
21 U.S.C. 853(a) 
Denial of Federal benefits, such as student loans, 
grants contracts, and professional and commercial 
licenses up to one year for first offense, up to five 
years for second and subsequent offenses. 
18 U.S.C. 922(g) 
Ineligible to receive or purchase a firearm. 
Miscellaneous 
Revocation of certain Federal licenses and bene-
fits, e.g. pilot licenses, public housing tenancy, 
etc. are vested within the authorities of individual 
Federal agencies. 
(Also see chart on fallowing page.) 
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Federal Trafficking Penalties 
CSA Penalty Drug Quantity 
First Offense Second Offense 
Not less lhan 5 years. Not more Not less than 10 years. METHAMPHETAMINE 10-99gm or 100-999gm mooum 
than 40 years. Not more lhan life. 
HEROIN 100-999 am mixture 
uUu~INc Suu-.,~i:,;,o gn mixture 
If dealh or sorx,us lrjury oot loss than If dealh or oorx,us injury, not COCAINE BASE 549 gn mbcture 
20 years. Not more lhan life. more than life. 
F'1o al not more than $2 milion Ane of not more than PCP 10-99 am or HI0-999 am mooum 
in<ivlaJal, $5 mlion Olher than $4 million indlvlcklal, _,. 1-10 gm mlXIUre 
I ln<ivlaJal. $1 O m- alher lhan r0/'11,.,.TL 1111-.'-'N am mixture 
and individual. FENTANYL ANALOGUE 10-99ammbdum 
If Not less lhan 1 O years. Not more Not less than 20 years, METHAMPHETAMINE 100 gmor 1 kg1or more mlxtlJre 
lhanlfe. not more lhan fife. H•-•N 1 ka or more mixture 
COCAINE 5 kg or more mixlum 
If dealh or serious lrjury, not loss !hen If deelh or serlous Injury, not COCAINE BASE 50 gm or more mbdure 
20 years. Not more lhan life. loss lhan life. 
F'1e al oot more than $4 milion Fme of not more than PCP 100 am or roore or 1 ·ka or more mixture 
in<ivlaJa\$10 mllion otharthan $8 mUlian lndt.ttlal, L~u 1 O !JTl or more mixtln 
in<ividuaL $20 million other !hen individual. .. N ANYL 400 am or more mixture 
FENTANYL ANALOGUE 100 gm or more mixture 
Drug Qianllty Flnlotlonta S&cond Oflonta 
Dttlers' Any Nat more lhan 20 years. II dealh or seriJus irjury, not less !hen 20 years. Not more !hen 30 years. If dealh or serlous Injury, life. 
not more than life. Fme $1 milion individual, $5 miUioo not lnclviilal. Fine $2 million lndivktual, $1 0 milion not individual. 
Ill All Any Nol more than 5 years. Ane not more than $250,000 iriciMjual, Nat more lhan 10 years. Fine not more lhan $500,000 
$1 milion notlndMdual. in<ivlaJal. $2 million not individual. 
IV All Any Not more than 3 years. Fino not more !hen $250,000 individual, Not more lhan 6 years. Fine oot more lhan $500,000 
$1 milian not lndMdual. in<ivlaJal, $2 milioo not lndt.ttlal. 
V Al Any Not more than 1 year. Fine not more lhan $100,000 indt.ttial, $250,000 Not more than 2 years. Fine not more than $200,000 
not individual. .in<ivlaJal, $500,000 not individual. 
'Law as originally enacted states 100 gm. Congress requested to make technical correction to 1 kg. 
'Does not include marijuana, hashish, or hash oil. (See separate chart). 
Federal Trafficking Penaltles-Marljuana As of November 18, 1988 
Quantity Description First Offense Second Oflense 
MARUJANA Not less lhan 10 years, not more lhan life. If dealh or Nat less lhan 20 years, not more lhan life. If dealh or 
1,000 kg or more; or Mixture containing serious injury, not less lhan 20 years, not more lhan life. serious ~ury, not less than life. Fine not more than 
1,000 or more plants del8Clable quantity" Fine not more than $4 mil ion indiVidual, $1 O minion other $8 million individual, $20 milion other than inciviciJal. 
lhan indt.ttial. 
MARWANA Not less lhan 5 years, oot more than 40 years. If dealh Nat loss lhan 1 0 years. not more lhan life. If dealh or 
100 kg ID 1,000 kg; Mixture containing or serious i"ljury, not less than 20 years, not more than serious Injury, not less than life. Fine not more than 
a< 100-999 plants detectable quanlily" life. Fine not more than $2 milion individual, $5 mUlion $4 million indvidual, $10 millon other than incivicilal. 
other than indivo.Jal. 
50 ID 100 kg or MARIJUANA Not more than 20 years. If death or serious injury, not Not more than 30 years. If death or serbJs injury, lite. 
S0-99planls less than 20 years, oot more than life. 
10-100 ka HASHISH Fine $1 millioo individual, $5 million olher lhan FW18 $2 milion individual, $10 rnllioo olher lhan 
1 ID100kg HASHISH OIL incivililal. indt.ttlal. 
Less than 50 ka MARLJUANA Nol more lhan 5 years. Not more than 10 years. 
Less than 10 kg HASHISH Fme not more than $250,000 lrdvklJa\ $1 mlion other F11e $500,000 indivkilal, $2 milion other than 
Less than 1 kg HASHISH OIL than individual. 
*Includes Hashish and Hashish Oil 
Minnesota crimes and penalties 
-Drugs 
For the SAIE of 10 grams crack, 50 grams/200 
doses cocaine/narcotic/heroin/methampheta-
mine/hallucinogen, 50 kilos marijuana or; for the 
possession of 25 grams crack, 500 grams/500 
doses cocaine/heroin/methamphetamine/hallu-
cinogen, 100 kilos marijuana; the penalty is 0-30 
years imprisonment, 4 year mandatory minimum 
if prior drug felony; up to $1 million fine . 
For the sale of 3 grams crack, 10 grams/50 doses 
cocaine/narcotic/heroin/methamphetamine/hallu-
cinogen, 25 kilos marijuana, or sale of any sched-
ule I or II narcotic drug to a minor or in a school 
or park zone or; for the possession of 6 grams 
crack, 50 grams/100 doses cocaine/heroin/ 
methamphetamine/hallucinogen, 50 kilos mari-
juana; the penalty is 0-25 years imprisonment, 3 
year minimum if a prior drug felony; up to 
$500,000 fine. 
For the sale of crack/cocaine/narcotic/heroin 5 
kilos marijuana, or sale of any schedule I, II, or III 
drug (except a schedule I or II narcotic drug to a 
minor or employment of a minor to sell same) or; 
individual. 
(Marijuana is a Schedule I Controlled Substance) 
for the possession of 3 grams crack, 10 grams/50 
doses cocaine/narcotic/heroin/methamphetamine, 
10 kilos marijuana, any amount of a schedule I or 
II narcotic drug in a school or park zone, or with 
intent to sell; the penalty is 0-20 years imprison-
ment, two year mandatory minimum if prior drug 
felony; up to $250,000 fine. 
For the sale of any schedule I, II, or III drug 
(except marijuana) or sale of any schedule IV or V 
drug to a minor or; for the possession of 10 
doses hallucinogen, schedule I, II , or 111 (except 
marijuana with intent to sell); the penalty is 0-15 
years imprisonment, one year mandatory mini-
mum if prior drug felony; up to $100,000 fine . 
For the SALE of marijuana, or any schedule IV 
drug or; for the POSSESSION of all schedule I, II, 
III or IV drugs except 1.5 oz. (42 .5 grams) or less 
of marijuana the penalty is 0-5 years imprison-
ment, up to $10,000 fine ; fine or 6 months 
mandatory minimum if prior drug felony. 
DRUG-RELATED OFFENSES also included fail-
ure to purchase drug tax stamps, money launder-
ing and racketeering, with a potential fine of three 
••••••••••••••• 
times gross profits: 
For the POSSESSION of up to 1.5 oz. marijuana 
the penalty is a fine up to $200 and required at-
tendance at an approved drug education program. 
For the second conviction of above within 2 years 
or failure to comply with sanctions above results 
in a misdemeanor--drug treatment may be re-
quired. 
For the POSSESSION of more than 1. 5 grams of 
marijuana in automobile results in a misdemeanor. 
Minnesota crimes and penalties 
-Alcohol 
It is illegal to drive, operate, or be in physical con-
trol of a motor vehicle while under the influence 
of alcohol and/or a controlled or hazardous sub-
stance, or with an "alcohol concentration" of 0.10 
or more. Motor vehicles include cars, boats, 
snowmobiles, ATVs, planes, etc. "Operate" or "in 
physical control" includes starting the motor, 
steering, or being in position to control a vehicle, 
including simply sitting or sleeping in a parked 
vehicle. 
PENALTIES: First offense (including juvenile 
convictions): misdemeanor- fine up to $700, jail 
up to 90 days, driver's license revocation of at 
least 30 days. 
Second offense within 5 years or 2 or more 
convictions within 10 years: gross misdemeanor-
fine up to $3,000, jail up to one year, driver's 
license revocation of at least 30-90 days and pos-
sible chemical dependency treatment. 
Third or more offenses: longer periods of revo-
cation. 
Anyone under 21 years consuming or 
possessing alcoholic beverages with intent 
to consume, unless the person is in a parent or 
guardian's home and drinks with their permission. 
Possession anywhere other than a parent or 
guardian's home is prima facie evidence of intent 
to consume. 
PENALTY: Misdemeanor 
Selling, bartering, furnishing or giving alco-
holic beverages to a person, under 21 years old 
(except parents in their home). 
PENALTY: Gross misdemeanor. Possible civil 
liability for damages caused by the person under 
21 while under the influence. 
Anyone under 21 years purchasing or attempt-
ing to purchase an alcoholic beverage, or claiming 
to be 21 or older for the purpose of purchasing 
alcoholic beverages. 
PENALTY: Misdemeanor. Driver's license sus-
pension of 90 days if a driver's license, permit, or 
MN identification is used in making or attempting 
the purchase. 
Including a person under 21 years to purchase 
or procure alcoholic beverages or lending to or 
permitting use of identification by a person under 
the age of 21 for the purpose of purchasing or 
attempting to purchase alcoholic beverages. 
PENALTY: Gross misdemeanor. Driver's 
license suspension of 90 days if a driver's license 
is lent. 
NOTE: Penalties can change with each legisla-
tive session. 
VI. Assessment, counseling 
and referral 
Voluntary and confidential assessment, counseling 
and referral is available for students through the 
Campus Drug Program in Health Services, Hill Hall 
(255-4850) and for employees through the Midwest 
Employee Assistance Program (253-1909). Addi-
tional counseling for students is available through 
the Counseling Center, Stewart Hall (255-3171). 
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VII. Drugs-Uses and Effects 
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES 
llrufll CSA Tracleor()d.,Namea 
SchlldulN 
NARCOTICS 
Op"-m 11,IIJ,V Dov91"s Powder. Paregoric, Parepecl)lin - 11,111 Molphine, MS-contin. Roxard, Roxanol-SA ~,.. 11,111,V Tylanol w!Codelne, Empirin ...-codeirw, Aobitu:ssan A-C Aorinal w/Codeine 
Heroin I Oi!IC9Mnomt.-.a, Ho•, Smack 
Hydrom,rphone II Oalaudk! -no I...,_) II Demeroj, ....,,._ 
M- II Dolophira, Mathadona, Methaclose 
Otharnarcotics Numorptwl, Peroodan, Percocet. Tyiox. Tusslonex, 
1,11 ,111,IV, V Fentanyt, Oar«>n, Lomool, Talwinl 
DEPRESSANTS 
CNora!Hychate IV Noctec 
Barb'turates 11,lll,IV Amytal, Butisol, Florinal, Lotusate, NembJtaf,Seconal, 
Tuinal, PhanobartJital 
Banzociazapinas IV Ativan, Dalmane, Dlazepam, Ubri1.m, Xanax, Serax, 
Valil.m, Tranxexe, Verstran, Versed, Halcion, 
Paxipam,Flestoril 
Me1haq.alone I 0-,Mudo 
Glutethimide Ill Doriden 
Other Depressants 111, IV Equenil, Miltown, Noludar, Placictyl, Valrrid 
STIMULANTS 
eow,,• II Coke, Flake, Snow, Crack 
Amphetamnes II Biphetarrine, Dek:obese, Oesoxyn, Dexedrine, Obetrol 
_,..,,. II Prell.dn - II ~in Other StirnJants 111,IV Adipex, Cylert, Did1'9.II:, lonamin, Maffia!, Plegne, Sancrex, Terua18, Tep;r,il, Prelu-2 
HALLUQNOGENS 
LSD I Acid, Microdot 
Mascaline and Peyote I Mexc, 8IAlons, Cactus 
Amphetamine Variants I 2,5-0MA; PMA; SfP; MDA; MDMA; TMA; OOM; 00B 
Phencyciidina II PCP, Angej Dust, Hog 
Phencycidina Anal~ I PCE, PCPy, TCP 
Other Hallucinogens I ~otenine, lbogaine, □MT, □ET , Psiocybin. Psilocin 
CANNABIS 
Mari~ I Pot, Acapulco Gold, Grass, Reeler, Sinsem~la. 
ThaiS1icks 
T etrahydrocamabinol 1, 11 THC, Marinol 
Hasnsh I Hash 









Antianxiety, 98datiw, --hypnotic 
Sedatiwt, hypnotic 
Sedative, hvorotic 
Antianxiety, sedative, hypnotic 
local anesthBtic: 
















Dopendonce ToMnce Duration UIUII llethodl of - -al Phvslcol Pavoholo"""'I ' {hoUN} Administration E1loc1o OVonlolO 
H9> High Yes ... Ono, Smokod ElV!Oria. Slow and !Nllow 
H9> Hgh v .. ... Oral, smoked, injected diowsinesa, 
__ clanmy 
Moderate Modo,ate v .. ... Oral,lnjected respirat>ry ski'l,OOl'M.Jskns, dapressia,, coma, ?)Slible 
~ pupls, -Hm "ah v .. ... In~, sniff&d, smokad -H9> "9" v .. ... Oral,lnjacted 
H9> figh Vos ... Oral. injected 
H9> figh-L.cw Yes 12-24 Oral, injaded 
High-low figh-l.cw Yes Variable Oral, in;.ctecl 
Modan,te -- v .. 54l a,. S~r,edspeech, Shallow...,,.ration, H;g,.Mod. figh-Mod. v .. 1-16 a,. disorientation, clammy skin, 
drLflken behavior dilated pupils, weak 
Lew Lew Yes ~ ()n,j 
w<houtodorof """'""""''"· - coma, possible -H9> figh Yao ... Ono 
Hm 
_ .. 
y .. ~ Ono 
Moderate Moderate Yeo ~ Ono 
"""'ble - Yes 1·2 Sniffed, smoked, in~ Inc- Agitation, increase """'ble ligh Yeo 2-4 Oral,injected alertness, in body excitation, _.. ... , 
"""'ble ligh y,. 2-4 Oral,injactad ~a, increased halucinations, puse..tew corMJlsicns, 
P.ossible "°"""'" Yeo 2-4 Oral, injected blood pressure, possible death """'ble ligh Yes 2-4 Oral,injacted insomnia,losscl appeOte 
Na-.. '-'>known Yes 8-12 Ono llusioraand Longer, more 
None '-'>known v .. 8-12 ()n,j hallucinations, poor irunsa,r;p-
Ucl<nown u.-.nown Yes Variable Oral. injected perception of time 
_
"""~ """"°""""""'" u.-.nown figh Yes Days Smoked, oral, injected -Ucl<nown figh Yes Days Smoked, oral, injected 
None u.-.nown """'ble Variable Smoked, oral, injected, 
smfod 
u.-.nown Moderate y .. 2-4 Smoked, oral E~ria,retaxed FatigU9, peranoia, 
iihibitions, --u.-.nown Moderate y .. 2-4 Smoked.oral increased appetite, --Urtr<>wn Mode..te v .. 2-4 Smoked,oral behavior 
Urtr<>wn Modan,te Yes 2-4 Smoked.oral 
'Designated a narcotic under the CSA aNO( designated a narcotic by the CSA 
or claiming to be 21 or older for the purpose of 
purchasing alcoholic beverages. 
PENALTY: Misdemeanor. Drivers license sus-
pension of 90 days if a drivers license, permit, or 
MN identification is used in making or attempting 
the purchase. 
Including a person under 21 years to pur-
chase or procure alcoholic beverages or lending 
to or permitting use of identification by a person 
under the age of 21 for the purpose of purchasing 
or attempting to purchase alcoholic beverages. 
PENALTY: Gross misdemeanor. Driver's 
license suspension of 90 days if a driver's license 
is lent. 
NOTE: Penalties can change with each legisla-
tive session. 
VI. Assessment, counseling 
and ref err al 
Voluntary and confidential assessment, counseling 
and referral is available for students through the 
Campus Drug Program in Health Services, Hill Hall 
(255-4850) and for employees through the Mid-
west Employee Assistance Program (253-1909). 
Additional counseling for students is available 
through the Counseling Center, Stewart Hall (255-
3171). 
ATTENTION STUDENTS: 
VII. Drugs-Uses and Effects 
OTHER SUBSTANCES 
N..,,. CSA Other,..,,,.. u.dicalUN Physical P■ych. 
lmala,t, NC SOM!lflts, glue, """ .,,, ...... mod. aerosols,tighler 
fluid,nailpolish, 
gasoline 
N"""' NC -... """"""' """" mod. - wl'Nppins, known ''"""' 
Nit- NC -~ vasodilalor none k>wto """ '"""'~ (amylni1nlta mod. and """· """'"" butyl """"'"""" .,,,;aa 
""""" IV """'· tru.lment of 
_ .. 
mod.to ....... 1• juice, oomecance~ ""' MN) pcmp, """"'blood 
hype dsorders, may 
be prescribed to 
r.lsetestos-...... ,..,. 
llura11on 





This document complies with the Drug-free Schools and Communities Act. 
llo1hod of ......... Ett.ctaof 
Admlnlatntlon Effects .,__ 
......, -· lnegt.W heart-............. beat, reusea, blurred vision, .,,...,.. ... ~ -......, -· _,,.._ r&lualion, c:eption,kldne'j - orllverdamage, ringing in head sul'focatlon ltoxy-gennotprcl'lided ......, ~ria, nausea, butyl nitrate 
vaniing. may-
increuedhe&rt heaJt,ku!e>t, 
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Jflppror>ed general education 
courses for students who har>e 
completed less than 16 credits 
at&. Cloud &ate Vnir>ersity 
as of September 1989 
The following courses have been designated as appropriate for 
general education effective Spring Quarter 1996. BOLD type 
indicates approved MGM designated courses. 
I. General Requirements (14 credits) 
A. Communications 
I. English 162 or test ( 4 credits) 
English 163 (4 credits) 
2. Speech 161 or competency (4 credits) 
B. Physical Education (2 credits) 
111, 115, 120 , 121, 123, 125, 126, 130, 131 , 133, 
135, 136, 137, 140, 144, 152, 159, 160, 200, 
201, 202, 203 , 210, 213, 219, 222, 223, 225, 
226 , 228,230, 232,234,235,238, 269, 270, 
271,273,275,290,307 
II. Distribution Requirements (48 credits) 
Area A. Philosophy/Humanities/Fine Arts (16 credits) 
I. Philosophy (4 credits) required of all students 101. 
103, 120, 122 , 123, 160, 180,350 
2. Humanities/Fine Arts (12 credits required-minimum 
of 4 credits required in both Humanities and Fine 
Arts. Remaining 4 credits selected from Humanities 
and/or Fine Arts) 
a. Humanities 
-American Studies 101, 102, 222, 302, 490 
-Communication Disorders 171 
-English 184, 201 , 202,203,205,269,270,294 
-Danish 131, 132, and/or French, German, 
Russian, Spanish 131, 132, 133,211 , 212,243, 
Japanese 131, 132, 133, 211, 212, 213 
-Foreign language 131 , 132, 133 
b. Fine Arts 
-An 130,131 
-Music: MUSM 100, 101, Ill , 123, 125, 126, 
229; MUSP 101 , 102 , 103, 104. 106, llO, ll2, 
ll4, 116, ll8. 120, 122. 124, 126, 128 , 130, 
132, 134, 138, 140, 142, 144, 146, 148 , 151, 
152,153, 154, 155, 156, 157,158, 160,162, 
164. 167, 210,212,214, 216,218, 220,222, 
22~226, 228 , 23~2n.D~238,24~242, 
244,246, 248,258,310, 312,314,316,318 , 
320,322,324,326,328,330,332,334,338, 
340,342,344,346, 348,360, 410,412, 414 , 
416,418, 420,422,424,426,428,430,432, 
434,438,440, 442,444, 446,448 
-Theatre 140. 148, 175.260. 270 
Area B. Natural Science and Mathematics (16 credits) 
(Select from at least 3 groups) 
Group I. Astronomy 106, 107. 120, Physics IOI , 103, 
208 
Group 2. Biological Sciences IOI. 102. 104, 106, 107, 
108 
Group 3. Chemistry 102,201.208. 215, 216 
Group 4. Computer Science 169, Mathematics 121. 251, 
350, Statistics 129 
Group 5. Eanh Science 104, 105, 106, 109 
Area C. Social and Behavioral Sciences (16 credits) 
1. Social Sciences (4 credits). One social science inter-
disciplinary course required of all students. Social 
Science 104, 204. 30 I , 460. 4 70 
2. Social and Behavioral Sciences (12 credits) 
(Select one course from at least 3 of the following 6 
groups) 
Group a. Sociology 160,261 , 268, 277, 
Anthropology 150, 159, 198, 200, 240 
Area Studies (AFST 250, EAST 363,364; LAST 250, 
350) 
Group b. lndustrtal Studies 186,192, 193,285 
Technology 101 , 105, 157,165,207,256 
Group c. Geography 101,111,273, 275,372 
Group d. History IOI, 105. 106, 140,141 , 150,200,203 
Groupe. Psychology 115, 241 , 275,325, 
Applied Psychology 110, 384 
Group f. Economics 201,205, 206,281 , 360 
Political Science IOI, 11 l. 115. 232, 251, 291 
111. General Education Electives (8 credits) Includes all courses 
listed in section 11 and the following courses: 
Total - 70 credits 
These courses can also be used to fulfill the 8 credits in 
General Education Electives: Child and Family Studies 
220, 260; Education 207, 250, 374, 403; Health Edu-
cation and Traffic Safety 125, 190, 194, 393, 483; Hu-
man Relations 201, 206; Industrial Studies 124, 130; 
lnformation Media 104, 204, 260; Special Education 
403; Speech Communication 223, 226, 231 , 324, 375; 
Criminal Justice 100, 101, 111, 201, 325; Mass Com-
munication 220, 273, 274, 275; Environmental Studies 
210; Minority Studies 201, 350; Reading 120; Science 
110; Communication Disorders 130 , 172, 220, 468; 
Social Work 211; Soviet Studies 100; Urban Affairs 
200; Women's Studies 201 Religious Studies 140, Phi-
losophy 353, Manufacturing Engineering 101; Electri-
cal Engineering 155. 
Multicultural, Gender or Minority Studies 
(MGM) 
Students are required to complete 12 credits in course work 
designated multicultural gender, or minority studies (MGM). 
A student may take no more than 4 credits from any one de-
partment for completion of the MGM requirements. These 
will typically be taken as pan of the 70 credits required for 
general education. MGM requi rements for transfer students 
are listed on page 13 of the Undergraduate Bulletin. 
The following courses are approved as the MGM designated 
courses. Additional courses are expected to be approved and 
added to this list. A current list will be available in the Acade-
mic Affairs Office (AS 209) or Records and Registration (AS 
117). 
African Studies 250 
American Studies 222 




Child and Family Studies 260 
Criminal Justice 111 
Economics 360 
Education 374 
English 205, 269, 270 
Geography 101 , lll 
History 106, 150 
Human Relations 201, 206 
Industrial Studies 193 
Information Media 204 
Japanese 131,132,133 
Latin American Studies 250, 350 
Mass Communications 275 
Minority Studies 201, 350 
Music-Musicianship 125 
Philosophy 103, 123, 350 
Political Science 232 
Psychology 275 
Religious Studies 140 
Social Work 211 
Sociology 261, 268 
Soviet Studies 100 
Special Education 403 
Speech Communication 3 75 
Technology 105 
Women's Studies 201 
ficademic department 
numbers and locations 
Accounting (ACCT) ... 29 . . .. BB 210 
Afrtcan Studies (AFST) ...... ... .. 19 .... . SH 365 
American Studies (AMST) . . 92 ... .. SH 365 
Anthropology (ANTH) .. . 24 ..... SH 262 
Applied Psych (APSY) . . . 54 ... . EB A253 
An (ART) . . . .. 84 .. KVAC 111 
Astronomy (ASTR) . .. .. ..... 39 . MS 324 
Business Computer Information 
System (BCIS) . . . . .. 4 3 . . BB 204 
Business Education &: Office 
Administration( BEOA) . . . . ... 14 . . .. BB 304 
Biology (BIOL) ................. 22 .... MS 262 
Communication Disorders (CDIS) ... 16 .... EB A216 
Child&: Family Studies (CFS) ... ... 23 .. .. EB Bll8 
Chemistry (CHEM). . . . . 72 .. .. MS 358 
Criminal Justice Studies ( CJS) . . . . 56 ..... SH 257 
Computer Science ( CSCI) ......... 69 ... ECC 139 
Danish (DAN). . 49 ..... BH 228 
East Asian Studies (EAST) . . . 91. .... SH 365 
Economics (ECON). . . . . . . . . . .. 51. .... SH 386 
••••••••••••••• 
Education (ED). . ...... 74 . . .. EB Al32 
Educational Administration (EDAD). 32 ... ED Al31 
Electrical Engineering (EE) . ....... 34 ... ECC 211 
English (ENGL). . .... 55 ... ... R 106 
Engineering Science (ENGR) . ...... 81 .... MS 324 
Environmental Studies (ENV) ...... 48 . ... HH 216 
Eanh Sciences (ESCI) . . . . . ... 79 . . . . . MS 41 
English as Second Language (ESL) . . 18 .... .. R 106 
Finance, Insurance, Real 
Estate (FIRE). 
Foreign Languages (FORL) 
French (FREN) 
. . 20 ..... BB 110 
.. 36. . BH 228 
12 .. ... BH 228 
Geography (GEOG). . . . . . . . . 77. . SH 359 
German ( GER) . . . . .. 71. . . .. BH 228 
Gerontology (GERO). . . . . . . . 93 ..... SH 365 
Health and Traffic Safety (HETS) .... 38 . HAH 259-2 
History (HIST) . . . . 31. .... SH 283 
Honors (HONS) . 61 Dept. offering 
Course 
Human Relations (HURL). . . . 75 .... EB Bll8 
Interdisciplinary Studies (IDS). . . SH 365 
Information Media (IM) .. ... .... 25 .... CH 214 
Industrial Studies (IND) .. .... 15 .... HH 216 
International Relations (INTR) . 98 .... . SH 365 
Japanese QPN) . . . .. 10 ..... BH 228 
Latin American Studies (LAST) . . 97 ..... SH 365 
Local&: Urban Affairs (URB). . 47 ..... SH 365 
Mathematics (MATH) . . . . ..... 11 ... ECC 139 
Master of Business 
Administration (MBA). . 73 .. ... BB124 
Mass Communications (COMM) .... 87 . .... SH 125 
Microcomputer Studies (MCS) ..... 62 ... ECC 139 
Manufacturing Engineer (MFGE) . . 59 . ECC 211 
Management (MGMT). . 05 ..... BB 104 
Military Science (MILS). . . . . 26. . . EH 103 
Minority Studies (MINS). . .. 53 .... EB Bl20 
Marketing and General 
Business (MKGB) 
Music (MUS) . . . 
. .. 52. 
.... 06. 
. BB 304 
. PA 238 
Music Education (MUSE) ..... 35 ..... PA 238 
Music Musicianship (MUSM) . . ... 82 ..... PA 238 
Music Performance (MUSP) .. 
Orientation (ORIE) ... 
Physical Education (PE) 
Physical Education&: Spons 
. .. 64. . . PA238 
17 .... . AS 209 
.. 33 ... HAH 227 
Science (PESS) ... 67 ... HAH 227 
Philosophy (PHIL) . . . ... 44 . .... BH 123 
Physics (PHYS) . . . . .. 86 .. MS 324 
Political Science (POL) .. 85. . . BH 329 
Psychology (PSY) ....... ....... . 76 .... WH 102 
Reading (RDNG). . .. 65 ..... SH 101 
Recreation (REC). . .... 28 .. . HAH 227 
Religious Studies (REL). . ... 63 ..... BH 123 
Russian (RUSS) . . .... 68 ... .. BH 228 
Science (SCI). . .... . . .. ... .. 21 .. .. MS 262 
Sociology (SOC) .... ...... . . .... 46 .. .. MS 262 
Soviet Studies (SOY) . . 89 .. ... BH 228 
Spanish (SPAN). . . 78. . . BH 228 
Speech Communication (SPC) ..... 88 ... . MS 129 
Special Education (SPED) ......... 96 .... EB A211 
Spon Science (55). . 45 ... HAH 227 
Social Science (SSC!). . .... 99 ..... SH 365 
Social Studies (SST). . 83 ..... SH 365 
Statistics (STAT) . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42 ... ECC 139 
Social Work (SW) . . . . 95. . .. SH 236 
Technology (TECH) .. .. 57 ... . HH 216 
Theatre&: Film Studies (THFS). . . 41 . . . PA 202 
Women Studies (WS) ..... ..... .. 94 ... . EB Bl20 
This form is used only if you have never attended St. Cloud State University and wish to 
register as a special (non-degree) student or if you are a former student who has not 
attended SCSU since fall, 1973. Return to AS-117, five working days before you plan to 
use the TouchTone Registration System. 
Please FILL LV or CIRCLE the Proper Items 
(Please Use Full Legal Name) 
DATA INFORMATION FORM sRS024.1 
Office of Records and Registration 
St. aoud State University 
720 Fourth Avenue South 
St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498 
Today's Date 
4Hl l11IWLJ_j l I I I I I I I I I 





I I I I I I I I 
Maiden 
LJ 
1. Male 1. lJ nmatTied 1. Minn. Resident Ethnic Group I I I I I I I □ Send Grades to: 
(Circle One) 
□ 
2. Female 2. Married 2. Non-resident 1. Asian or Pacific Islander LVL PR! 
2. Am. Indian or Alaska Native 
3. Black (Non-Hispanic) 
Month Day Year 
of Birth 
l. Permanent Address 
2. Local Address 
4. Hispanic (Latin or S. American) 
5. White (Non-Hispanic) 
Permanent Address and Ph<me 
4Hl 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Sa-eet Address (Line 1) Street Address (Line 2 If Needed - e.g. Apt. etc.) 
I I I I I I w lL.J 4H3 1 I I I 1/ I I I 1/ I 
City State Zip Code Area Code Telephone 
County of Permanent Address _____________________ _ 
Local Address and PhoneJPlease Complete Even If Same as Above) 
4H2 2 I I I t 1 1 1 I I 1 1 1 1 t I 1 1 1 1 1 
Street Address (Line 1) 
I I I I I I I I t I 
City 
Emergency Contact Address and Name 
(Circle One of the Numbers) 
4H4 1. Permanent Address 
2. Local Address 
I I I I I I I I 
Name: fast/First/Middle 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Street Address (Line 2 If Needed - e.g. Apt. etc.) 
w I I I I 4H3 2 I I I I /1 I I I / 1 
State Zip Code Area Code Telephone 
You must have a completed Baccalaureate ( 4 year) Degree to register for 500-600 level classes. 
Do you hold a Baccalaureate Degree? Yes ___ No 
Have you attended St. Cloud State before? Yes ___ No __ _ 
If yes, First Quarter Attended? Qtr. ____ Year ___ _ 
If no, you will be classified as a special student not a candidate for a degree at St. Cloud State University. 
PS251 
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ST. CLOUD STATE 
UNIVERSITY 
A tradition of excellence and opportunity 
Campus Map 
••••••••••••••• 
'To reach the campus 
• from Interstate 94 
Use Exit 171, take County Road 75 into city, follow signs. 
• from Highway 10 
Exit at Highway 23 intersection, cross river, tum left at 
Fourth Avenue South, follow signs. 
• from the southwest Oiighways 15, 23; County Road 75) 
All routes link with Division Street; tum right at Fifth Av-
enue South, follow signs. 
• from the east Oiighway 23) 
Cross river, tum left at Fourth Avenue South, follow signs. 
j r ro I ~ ' ! 8 ! , IL rn S I g < j ~ 3 j ~ ' j E 3 I lL ;!! ;!! . VLot l =:::;::::::::'.; ====:::; [Ave. 
5th Ave. 
M Lot C:::;::::;:::::::::; ~======:: 8~m 



















C-4 Administrative Services Building 
D-4 Alumni House 
E-5 American Indian Center 
B-3 Atwood Center 
B-1 Benton Hall 
C-5 Bookstore 
B-4 Brown Hall 
E-2 Buildings & Grounds 
A-4 Business Building 
B-1 Carol Hall 
C-2 Case Hall 
C-4 Centennial Hall 
A-1 Colbert Houses 
D-2 Continuing Studies 
C-6 Engineering & Computing Cen-
ter 
A-5 Eastman Hall 
D-5 Education Building 
B-2 Garvey Commons 
D-7 Halenbeck Hall 
C-4 Headley Hall 
B-7 Heating Plant 
C-2 Hill Hall 
C-1 Holes Hall 
E-2 International Studies 
A-2 Kiehle Visual Arts Center 


















Math and Science Center 
Minority Center 
Mitchell Hall 
National Hockey Center 
Performing Arts Center 
Riverview 









Self-paced study and extensions classes ....... ..... ....... ..... ......... .. 255-3081 
Touchtone registration system ........ .......... .. .... ............... ..... ..... 654-5288 
Financial Aid ..... .. .......... .. ..... ... ... .. ........ .. ........................... ...... 255-2047 Office of Summer Sessions 
Director, Delaine Halberg Health Services ........... ..... ............ .............. ..... ........ .. .............. . 255-3191 
Secretary, Kathy Meyer.. ......... .. ..... .. ........... .. .... .... .. ... ...... ..... 255-2113 Learning Resources Center ... ...... ...... ..... .............. ................. ... 255-2084 
Minority Student Programs .. .... ... .............. ..... .. . ... ........... ... ...... 255-3003 Bookstore (on-campus) .... ...... .. ........... . ..... .. . .. .. ............ .... .. ...... 251-0061 
Business office ..... ............... . .. .. .. .............................. ..... ........... 255-012 l Records and Registration .................................... .. .... ............... 255-2111 
Counseling ... ...... .... ............... ................ .... ... .. ... .... .. .............. 255-3171 Residential Life .. ......... ......... . ......... ... .. ... . ........... ..... .. ...... .. ....... 255a2166 
Security and Parking ................ . ... . .. .... ... ... ... .. ...... ... ................. 255-3453 Handicapped Student Services . ....................................... ......... 255-4080 
Veterans' Information ................ ... ...... ... ............ ... .. ..... ... ... ....... 255-2111 
DeptJCollege 
College of Business 





Finance, Insurance &: Real Estate 20 
Management 05 
Marketing/General Business 52 
MN Chair in Real Estate 
Center for Business Research 
College of Education 
Applied Psychology 
Child and Family Studies 
Educ. Admin. &: Leadership 















College of Fine Arts &: Humanities 
Art 84 
Communication Disorders 16 
English 55 
Foreign Languages 36 
Mass Communications 87 
Music 06 
Philosophy 44 
Speech Communication 88 
Theatre 41 
College of Science &: Technology 
Applied Research Center 
Biological Sciences 22 
Chemistry 72 
Computer Science 69 
Earth Sciences 79 
Electrical Engineering 34 
Industrial Studies 15 
Mathematics 11 
Physics, Astr. &: Engineering 
Statistics 42 
Technology 57 
College of Social Sciences 
Criminal Justice 56 
Economics 51 
Economic Education Center 
Geography 77 
History 31 
Interdisciplinary Studies 98 
Minority Studies 53 
Social Science Research Inst. 
Political Science 85 
Psychology 86 
Social Work 95 
Sociology/ Anthropology 46 
Womens Studies 94 
Graduate Studies 
James Kelly, Dean . .... BB-124 .... . 3213 
Wayne Wells, Assistant Dean . . . . . . . .... 32 12 
John Lere ... BB-210 .... . 3038 
Ruth Meyer ... . ... . .... .. . . . . .. BB-204 . .... 2174 
Steve Mooney .. . . . . . . . . . ... .... BBll0 .. 4986 
Dwaine Tallent ... BB-104 .... . 3225 
Bill Rodgers ....... . BB-304 . . .2057 
George Karvel . . ... BB-116 .. . .3098 
Rich Sebastian, Director . . BB-122 ..... 3215 
Owen Hagen, Interim Dean ... . ... EB-All0 .. 3023 
Alice Thomas, Asst. Dean 
John Palmer, Director of Applied Research 
Steve Hoover . . ... EB-A253 . . . 3131 
Pam Mattick .EB-Bll8 . . . . 2132 
Judee McMullen . ...... . .. . ... . EB-Al31 . .. 2160 
Rod Dobey . .. . . .. . . .. . . . ... EB-Al20E .4251 
.HaH 259-2 .. 2135 
Sudie Hofmann ..... EB-Bll8 . . . 3124 
John Berling, Director . .CH-214 .... 2062 
Ruth Nearing . . . . . . . . . . .... HaH-227 .2155 
Joan Kellett ... ...... .. .. . . . . .. .EB-A211 ... 2041 
Bruce Romanish . . . EB-Al32 . .. 3007 
Michael Connaughton, Dean ...... KVAC-101 .. 3093 
Virginia Bradley, Chairperson ... KVAC-111 .. 4283 
Jerry LaVoi ..... EB-A216 ... 2092 
Robert Inkster . . .. R-106 . . . . 3061 
William Langen .. BH-228 . . 4141 
Richard Hill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .SH-125 .... 3293 
Marcelyn Smale ... PA-238 .... . 3223 
Mathias Steup . .BH-123 . . 2234 
Judy Litterst ... MS-129 .... 2216 
Bradley Chisholm . . .PA-202 .... . 3229 
G. Richard Hogan, Dean .... . . ... MS-145 ... . 2192 
Dale Williams, Asst. Dean 
Al-Hassan Musah .. ECC-154 .3909 
John McCue . . . .. . . .. . MS-262 .2039 
Jack McKenna . . . ... .. . . . . .... MS358 .. ... 3031 
James Howatt . . ...... ECC-139 ... 4960 
Garry Anderson ........ MS-41 ..... 3260 
Mike Henegan .ECC-211 .3252 
Bill LaCroix . . HH-203 .... 3235 
Ralph Carr ... . . ... . . . . . .. . . . . ECC-139 .. . 3001 
Dave Jerde .... . .. ... . . . . . . ... MS324 ..... 2011 
Howard Bird .. . . . ECC-139 .. 3001 
John Gammell .. ..... HH-216 . ... 2107 
Raymond Merritt, Dean ... ... . WH-1012 .. 4790 
Karen Schmid, Asst. Dean 
Rohen Prout . . .. SH-257 . 4101 
Bill Luksetich ... .SH-386 .2227 
Richard MacDonald, Director .... . .SH388 ... . . 2157 
Tom Dockendorf£ . ... .SH359 . . . .3160 
Meredith Medler . .SH 283 ... . 3165 
Allen Stensland . . ... .SH365 ..... 2248 
RobenJohnson . . . . .. EB-Bl20A .4928 
Hal Lofgreen, Director . . . SH-328 . ... 4934 
Homer Williamson .. BH-329 .. .. 2162 
Joan Hemmer . . . .WH-102 .. . 4157 
Rick Present .. SH236 . .... 3139 
Linda Havir . . . .SH-262 .... 2294 
Pat Samuel, Director ..... . .. . .... EB-Bl20 .... 4928 
Dennis Nunes, Dean ... . ... ..... . AS-121 . .2 113 
Contact 









Debra Buranen, Darlene Klitsch 







Gayle Ruesch Clark 
Dori Lust 




Carol Behne, Barb Gammon, Sue Gill 
LuAnne Cedergren, Judy Meemken 
Gail Fritz, Jenny Rahe 
Dani Anderson, Janelle Pederson 
Shirley Hanson, Barbara Seefeldt 
Donna Banks, Nancy Michael 
Linda Quinlan 
Jan Anderson, Diane Decker, 
Mary Fugleberg 
JoAnn Miller 























Kathy Meyer, Ann Anderson 
Summer Sessions ••••••••••••••• 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
ST.' -CLOUD STATE . 
U N I V E R S I T - · Y 
. OFFICE OF GRADUATE STUDIES 
720 Fourth Avenue South 
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